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STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY
UNIT 1
Levels of Molecular Organization
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Animal and plant cells contain approximately 10000 different kinds of molecules referred to as
biomolecules. One of these, water, may constitute 50-95% of a cell’s content by weight, while
ions such as sodium, potassium and calcium may account for another 1%. Almost all other kinds
of molecules are organic which are principally composed of six elements: C,H2,O2,N2,P and S.
The properties of one element carbon are responsible for the almost infinite variety of
organic molecules. Carbon atoms can form 4 strong covalent bonds either to other carbon atoms
or to atoms of other elements. Of central importance in organic chemistry are the hydrogen and
carbon containing compounds called hydrocarbons. Although hydrocarbons are relatively
unimportant in living organisms, but several aspects of their chemistry are relevant to the
biochemistry.
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The number of compounds that contain carbon are many times greater than the number of
compounds that do not contain carbon. Organic molecules containing thousands of atoms the
arrangement of atoms in molecules can be very complicated hence to determine the structure of
compounds. The answer to this question came to August Kekule. Carbon atoms can form long
chains of thousands of atoms or rings of all sizes; the chains and rings have branches and crosslinks. Each different arrangement of atom corresponds to a different compound and each
compound has its own characteristic set of chemical and physical properties. It is not surprising
that more than 10 million compounds of carbon are known today and that this number is growing
by half a million per year.
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In 1990, the journal science selected diamond, one of the allotropic forms of carbon as the
molecule of the year and a runner-up was another newly developed allotrope of carbon, C60
Buckminsterfullerene. In 1916, two kinds of chemical bonds were described: the ionic bond by
Walther Kossel (in Germany) and the covalent bond by G.N.Lewis (University of California).
The introduction of quantum mechanics in 1926 by Erwin Schrodinger (of university of Zurich)
caused a tremendous change in ideas about how molecules are formed.
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Atom has a positively charged nucleus surrounded by electrons arranged in concentric shells
or energy levels called orbit. There is a maximum number of electrons that can be
accommodated in each shell: 2 in 1st shell, 8 in 2nd shell, 8 or 18 in 3rd shell and so on using. The
greatest stability is reached when the outer shell is full, as in noble gases. Both ionic and
covalent bonds arise from the tendency of atoms to attain a stable configuration of electrons.
Structure of Water

Water (H2O) is composed of 2 atoms of hydrogen and 1 atom of oxygen. Each hydrogen
atom is linked to 2 oxygen atom by single covalent bond . Since oxygen is more electronegative
than hydrogen , there is a separation of charge within the molecule .i.e. asymmetrical and have a
band geometry with a bond angle of 104.5 ° due to unbalanced distribution of charge, becomes
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dipolar. Since water has got opposite charges on two points and due to large difference in
electronegativity of hydrogen and oxygen the hydrogen of water molecules are attracted to
unshared pairs of electrons of another molecule. This non-covalent relationship is called
hydrogen bond, which is due to strong electrostatic action rather than a true bond.

HYDROGEN BONDS
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In addition to hydrogen bonds, the water interact with other molecules through three more
types of non-covalent interactions. The electrostatic interaction causes hydration of ions and
solvation of charged species in water. Van der waals forces are weak transient electrostatic
interactions between permanent or induced dipoles. Hydrophobic interactions when water mixed
with non-polar substances, they coalesce into droplets because water-water interactions are
stronger than non-polar interactions. Water has a variety of unusual properties because of
attractions between two polar regions. The slightly negative regions of one molecule are attracted
to the slightly positive regions of nearby molecules, forming a hydrogen bond. Each water
molecule
can
form
hydrogen
bonds
with
up
to
four neighbors.

Cohesive behavior
Resists changes in temperature
High heat of vaporization
Expands when it freezes
Versatile solvent
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It hold water molecules together, each water molecule can form a maximum of 4 hydrogen
bonds. The hydrogen bonds joining water molecules are weak, about 1/20 th as strong as covalent
bonds. They form, break, and reform with great frequency. Extraordinary Properties that are a
result of hydrogen bonds.

Water is most dense at 4oC, expands from 4oC to 0oC, water becomes locked into a
crystalline lattice and solidifies. As ice starts to melt, some of the hydrogen bonds break and
some water molecules can slip closer together than they can while in the ice state. Ice is about
10% less dense than water at 4oC.
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Most biochemical reactions involve solutes dissolved in water. There are two important
quantitative properties of aqueous solutions-Concentration and pH. Water is called as an
Universal solvent because large variety of ionic and polar substances can dissolve in it since
water has very large dielectric constant .
Dissociation of Water Molecules
Occasionally, a hydrogen atom shared by two water molecules shifts from one molecule to
the other. The hydrogen atom leaves its electron behind and is transferred as a single proton - a
hydrogen ion (H+). The water molecule that lost a proton is now a hydroxide ion (OH-). The
water molecule with the extra proton is a hydronium ion (H3O+).

A simpler way to view this process is that a water molecule dissociates into a hydrogen ion and a
hydroxide ion:
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H2O <=> H+ + OH-
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This reaction is reversible. At equilibrium the concentration of water molecules greatly exceeds
that of H+ and OH-. In pure water only one water molecule in every 554 million is dissociated. At
equilibrium, the concentration of H+ or OH- is 10-7M (25°C) .

ELECTROLYTES
Electrolytes & Non-electrolytes
Electrolytes forms ions in water & conduct electric current while non-electrolytes dissolve as
molecules in water, do not produce ions in water & do not conduct electric current.
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Solutes and Ionic Charge

Strong Electrolytes
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In water, strong electrolytes produces ions and conduct an electric current, where as weak
electrolytes produce only few ions compared to nonelectrolytes that do not produce ions.
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Strong electrolytes dissociates in water, producing positive and negative ions. It also dissolves in
water will conduct an electric current . Equations show the formation of ions in aqueous (aq)
solutions

Learning Check
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Complete each of the following equations for strong electrolytes dissolving in water.

Solution
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Complete each of the following equations for strong electrolytes dissolving in water.

Weak Electrolytes

A weak electrolyte dissociates only slightly in water and forms a solution of a few ions and
mostly undissociated molecules.
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Electrolytes in Body Fluids
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In replacement solutions for body fluids, the electrolytes are given in milliequivalents/L
(mEq/L).
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CHIRALITY OF BIOLOGICAL MOLECULES
Optically active & inactive compounds
The optically active compound can rotate the plane of polarized light, it emerges vibrating
in a different plane while the optically inactive compounds can not can not.
Stereochemistry
Concerned with the three dimensional spatial arrangement of the atoms within a molecule.
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Stereoisomers
Compounds with the same molecular formula but only differ in the spatial arrangement of
their constituent atoms or groups.
Enantiomers
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Stereoisomers which are non-superimposable mirror images of one another
Diastereoisomers

Stereoisomers which are not mirror images of each other.
Chiral molecules

Molecules that are capable of existing in mirror image forms but can not be super imposable
in their mirror images . A carbon atom has 4 different substituent attached to it forming an
asymmetric molecule, the carbon is said to be chiral or a centre of chirality. For eg- all amino
acids except glycine have four different groups attached to central carbon atom.
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Chiros – Greek Handed
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Stereoisomers of Ibuprofen

H

H

(CH3)2CHCH2

CH3

H3C

CH2CH(CH3)2

COOH HOOC

(+)-(S)-ibuprofen
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(-)-(R)-ibuprofen

Stereoisomers of Phenylpropanolamine
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CARBOHYDRATES

The most abundant organic molecules in nature which Provides a significant fraction of the
energy in the diet of most organisms. Important source of energy for cells act as a storage form
of energy. Structural components of many organisms and Cell-membrane components mediates
intercellular communication. As a cell-surface antigens, the Part of the body’s extracellular
ground substance associates with proteins and lipids. Part of RNA, DNA, and several coenzymes
(NAD+, NADP+, FAD, CoA).
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Monosaccharides
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Simple sugars” which have 3 to 9 carbon atoms attached to Polyhydroxy aldehydes or ketones
that can’t easily be further hydrolyzed.

Disaccharides
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Disaccharides are glycosides that are composed of 2 monosaccharide units found in abundance
in nature, disaccharides provide a significant source of calories in many human diets. On
hydrolysis they release two molecules of monosaccharides.
Examples: Sucrose, Lactose, fructose
Oligosaccharides

Hydrolyzable polymers of 2-10 monosaccharide units. These small polymers are most often
found attached to polypeptides in glycoproteins and in some glycolipids.
Polysaccharides
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They are composed of large numbers of monosaccharide units connected by glycosidic linkages.
Most commonly occurring polysaccharides are large molecules containing from 100s to
thousands of sugar units. They may linear structure (cellulose, Amylose) or branched (glycogen
amylopactin)
Homopolysaccharides:

Examples: Starch,Glycogen, Cellulose
Heteropolysaccharides:
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Polymer of a single type of monosaccharide

Polymer of two or more different types of monosaccharide
Example: Glucosaminoglycans.
Reducing sugars
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Carbohydrate with a free or potentially free aldehyde or ketone group
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Dietary carbohydrates
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Only monosaccharides are absorbed into the bloodstream from the gut. Digestion of
carbohydrates involves their hydrolysis into monosaccharides.
Digestive Enzymes
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Enzymes for carbohydrate digestion
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LIPIDS

Amino Acids, Peptides and Proteins
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Proteins are heteropolymers of -amino acids. Amino acids have properties that are well suited
to carry out a variety of biological functions:
Capacity to polymerize

–

Useful acid-base properties

–

Varied physical properties
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Varied chemical functionality

Amino acids are mostly having the central carbon chiral except for glycine. The structure of
20 amino acids that are commonly found in proteins or reffered to a standard amino acids to
distinguish them from non standard amino acids which are not found in proteins but are
chemically modified after their incorporation in to polypeptides and amino acids that occur in
living organisms.
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Most -Amino Acids are Chiral
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Amino Acids: Classification
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The -carbon has always four substituents and is tetrahedral. All (except proline) have an
acidic carboxyl group, a basic amino group, and an alpha hydrogen connected to the carbon.Each amino acid has an unique fourth substituent R. In glycine, the fourth substituent is
also hydrogen.
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On the basis of their reactivity with water they are classified in to four classes : polar neutral,
nonpolar neutral, acidic and basic and amino acids can be placed in five basic groups depending
on their R substituents:
Nonpolar, aliphatic (7)

•

Aromatic (3)

•

Polar, uncharged (5)

•

Positively charged (3)

•

Negatively charged (2)
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Charged Amino Acids
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Polar Amino Acids
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Special Amino Acids
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The Genetic Code is organized by Amino Acid Properties

us

Peptides and Peptide bonds
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Peptide bond in a di-peptide and “Peptides” are small condensation products of amino acids.
They are “small” compared to proteins (di, tri, tetra… oligo-)
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The Three Letter Code Naming starts from the N-terminus and the Sequence is written as:

Peptides: A Variety of Functions
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Ala-Glu-Gly-Lys. Sometimes the one-letter code is used as AEGK.
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Hormones and pheromones:
–
insulin (think sugar)
–
oxytocin (think childbirth)
–
sex-peptide (think fruit fly mating)
Neuropeptides
–
substance P (pain mediator)
Antibiotics:
–
polymyxin B (for Gram - bacteria)
–
bacitracin (for Gram + bacteria)
Protection, e.g. toxins
–
amanitin (mushrooms)
–
conotoxin (cone snails)
–
chlorotoxin (scorpions)
Proteins
Polypeptides (covalently linked -amino acids) + possibly are said to be
•
cofactors,
•
coenzymes,
•
prosthetic groups,
•
other modifications
Cofactor is a general term for functional non-amino acid component
Metal ions or organic molecules
Coenzyme is used to designate an organic cofactors
NAD+ in lactate dehydrogenase
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Prosthetic groups are covalently attached cofactors
Heme in myoglobin
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Nucleic Acids
Nucleic acids are molecules that store information for cellular growth and reproduction. There
are two types of nucleic acids. Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and Ribonucleic acid (RNA).
These are polymers consisting of long chains of monomers called nucleotides. Nucleotide
consists of a nitrogenous base, a pentose sugar and a phosphate group.
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Nitrogen Bases
The nitrogen bases in nucleotides consist of two general types. Purines: adenine (A) and guanine
(G) and Pyrimidines: cytosine (C), thymine (T) and Uracil (U)
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Pentose Sugars
There are two related pentose sugars. RNA contains ribose and DNA contains deoxyribose. The
sugars have their carbon atoms numbered with primes to distinguish them from the nitrogen bases

Nucleosides and Nucleotides
A nucleoside consists of a nitrogen base linked by a glycosidic bond to C1’ of a ribose or deoxyribose.
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Names of Nucleosides and Nucleotides
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Nucleosides are named by changing the the nitrogen base ending to -osine for purines and –idine for
pyrimidines. A nucleotide is a nucleoside that forms a phosphate ester with the C5’ OH group of ribose
or deoxyribose. Nucleotides are named using the name of the nucleoside followed by 5’-monophosphate
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AMP, ADP and ATP
Additional phosphate groups can be added to the nucleoside 5’-monophosphates to form diphosphates
and triphosphates. ATP is the major energy source for cellular activity

Primary Structure of Nucleic Acids
The primary structure of a nucleic acid is the nucleotide sequence.
The nucleotides in nucleic acids are joined by phosphodiester bonds.
The 3’-OH group of the sugar in one nucleotide forms an ester bond to the phosphate group on the 5’
carbon of the sugar of the next nucleotide.
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Reading Primary Structure
A nucleic acid polymer has a free 5’-phosphate group at one end and a free 3’-OH group at the other
end. The sequence is read from the free 5’-end using the letters of the bases. This example reads
5’—A—C—G—T—3’.
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Example of RNA Primary Structure
In RNA, A, C, G, and U are linked by 3’-5’ ester bonds between ribose and phosphate

Example of DNA Primary Structure
In DNA, A, C, G, and T are linked by 3’-5’ ester bonds between deoxyribose and phosphate
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Base Pairing in the DNA Double Helix
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Ribonucleic Acid (RNA)
RNA is much more abundant than DNA. There are several important differences between RNA and
DNA. The pentose sugar in RNA is ribose, in DNA it’s deoxyribose . In RNA, uracil replaces the base
thymine (U pairs with A). RNA is single stranded while DNA is double stranded. RNA molecules are
much smaller than DNA molecules. There are three main types of RNA- ribosomal (rRNA), messenger
(mRNA) and transfer (tRNA).
Types of RNA
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Ribosomal RNA and Messenger RNA
Ribosomes are the sites of protein synthesis consisting of ribosomal DNA (65%) and proteins (35%).
They have two subunits, a large one and a small one. Messenger RNA carries the genetic code to the
ribosomes and they are strands of RNA that are complementary to the DNA of the gene for the protein
to be synthesized.
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Transfer RNA
Transfer RNA translates the genetic code from the messenger RNA and brings specific amino acids to
the ribosome for protein synthesis. Each amino acid is recognized by one or more specific tRNA . tRNA
has a tertiary structure that is L-shaped and its one end attaches to the amino acid and the other binds to
the mRNA by a 3-base complimentary sequence.

The Genetic Code
The genetic code is found in the sequence of nucleotides in mRNA that is translated from the DNA. A
codon is a triplet of bases along the mRNA that codes for a particular amino acid. Each of the 20 amino
acids needed to build a protein has at least 2 codons. There are also codons that signal the “start” and
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“end” of a polypeptide chain. The amino acid sequence of a protein can be determined by reading the
triplets in the DNA sequence that are complementary to the codons of the mRNA, or directly from the
mRNA sequence. The entire DNA sequence of several organisms, including humans, have been
determined, however, only primary structure can be determined this way that doesn’t give tertiary
structure or protein function.
mRNA Codons and Associated Amino Acids
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Adenylate Energy Charge
Some enzymes respond to absolute concentration, but most respond to ratios. Dan Atkinson introduced
the concept of ENERGY CHARGE in 1968 to summarize the energy status of a cell. It is a measure of
the relative concentration of high-energy phospho - anhydride bonds available in the adenylate pool.

ENZYMES
Chemical reactions in biological systems rarely occur in the absence of a catalyst. These catalysts are
specific proteins called enzymes. Enzymes accelerate reactions by factors of at least a million.
Indeed,most reactions in biological systems donot occur at perceptible rates in the absence of enzymes.
Enzymes are highly specific,both in the reaction catalyzed & in their choice of reactants, which are
called substrates. An enzyme usually catalyzes a single chemical reaction or a set of closely related
reactions.
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In many biochemical reactions, the energy of the reactants is converted into a different form with
high efficiency. For eg: In photosynthesis, light energy is converted to chemical bond energy. An
enzyme is a catalyst and consequently, it cannot alter the equilibrium of a chemical reaction. This
means, that an enzyme accelerates forward and reverse reaction by precisely the same factor. The
making and breaking of chemical bonds by an enzyme are preceded by the formation of an enzymesubstrate complex. The substrate is bound to a specific region of the enzyme called active site.
COFACTORS
The non protein component of an enzyme either an inorganic ion or a coenzyme is termed as Cofactors.
Cofactors
Prosthetic groups
Dissociable cofactors
Metal cofactors
Many Fe Cofactors
How much Iron in a Human?
Typically in an adult human there is 4-5 grams of Fe comprising.
hemoglobin - 2.6 g (65%)
myglobin - 0.13 g (6%)
transferrin - 0.007 g (0.2%)
ferritin - 0.52 g (13%)
hemosiderin - 0.50 g (12%)
catalase - 0.004 g (0.1%)
Ancient Fe Cofactors

Heme Metabolism
The largest repository of heme in the human body is in red blood cells, which have a life span of
about 120 days. There is thus a turnover of about 6 g/day of hemoglobin, which presents 2 problems.
First, the porphyrin ring is hydrophobic and must be solubilized to be excreted. Second, iron must be
conserved for new heme synthesis. Heme is oxidized, with the heme ring being opened by the
endoplasmic reticulum enzyme, heme oxygenase. The oxidation step requires heme as a substrate, and
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any hemin (Fe3+) is reduced to heme (Fe2+) prior to oxidation by heme oxygenase. The oxidation
occurs on a specific carbon producing the linear tetrapyrrole biliverdin, ferric iron (Fe3+), and
carbon monoxide (CO). This is the only reaction in the body that is known to produce CO. Most of
the CO is excreted through the lungs, with the result that the CO content of expired air is a direct
measure of the activity of heme oxygenase in an individual.
In the next reaction a second bridging methylene (between rings III and IV) is reduced by biliverdin
reductase, producing bilirubin. Bilirubin is significantly less extensively conjugated than biliverdin
causing a change in the color of the molecule from blue-green (biliverdin) to yellow-red (bilirubin).
The latter catabolic changes in the structure of tetrapyrroles are responsible for the progressive
changes in color of a hematoma, or bruise, in which the damaged tissue changes its color from an
initial dark blue to a red-yellow and finally to a yellow color before all the pigment is transported out of
the affected tissue.
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The Pyranopterin Cofactor: oldest organometallic cofactor? in molybdenum enzymes
tungsten enzymes.

Another sulfido iron molybdenum cofactor: FeMoco in N2ase
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Vitamins
Definition and Classification
An organic molecule required by organisms in minute quantities for proper functioning. Some vitamins
are used in the synthesis of some coenzymes required for the function of cellular enzymes. The vitamins
can be fat or water soluble.
Fat soluble vitamins are found in the fats and oils of food. Absorbed into the lymph and carried in blood
with protein transporters = chylomicrons. *Stored in liver and body fat and can become toxic if large
amounts are consumed.
Water soluble vitamins are found in vegetables, fruit and grains, meat. Absorbed directly into the
blood stream and is stored in the body and toxicity is rare. Alcohol can increase elimination, smoking,
etc. cause decreased absorption.
Fat Soluble Vitamins
Vitamin A (precursor – beta carotene) are of 3 forms: retinol (stored in liver), retinal, retinoic acid.
Roles in body:
Regulation of gene expression
Part of the visual pigment rhodopsin, maintains clarity of cornea (yes eating carrots is good for your
eyesight).
Required for cell growth and division - epithelial cells, bones and teeth.
Promotes development of immune cells, especially “Natural Killer Cells”
Antioxidant.
Deficiencies cause:
Night blindness, xerophthalmia (keratin deposits in cornea), macular degeneration.
Skin and mucous membrane dryness and infection, keratin deposits.
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Anemia
Developmental defects – bones, teeth, immune system, vision
Toxicities (RetinA/Accutaine, single large doses of supplements, eating excessive amounts of liver)
cause:
Fragile RBCs, hemorrhage
Bone pain, fractures
Abdominal pain and diarrhea
Blurred vision
Dry skin, hair loss
Liver enlargement
DRI: 700(women)-900(men) micrograms/day, UL 3000 micrograms
Source snapshot given below.
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Fat Soluble Vitamins
Vitamin D – precursor is cholesterol, converted by UV from sunlight exposure, therefore is a “nonessential” vitamin.
Roles:
Increases calcium absorption in bone, intestines, kidney. Promotes bone growth and maintenance.
Stimulates maturation of cells – heart, brain, immune system, etc.
Deficiencies: rickets (children), osteomalacia (adults). What are some of the causes of deficiencies?
Toxicities (5X DRI)
Loss of calcium from bone and deposition in soft tissues.
Loss of appetite, nausea and vomiting, psychological depression.
Fat Soluble Vitamins
Vitamin E – tocopherol, *alpha-, beta -, gamma-, and deltaRoles:
Antioxidant (protects polyunsaturated fats)
Prevention of damage to lungs, RBCs, WBCs (immunity), heart
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Necessary for normal nerve development.
Deficiencies
(decreased absorption of fats- liver disease, low fat diets)
Premature babies – fragile RBCs (hemolysis)
Loss of muscle coordination, vision, immune functions
Toxicities
(more than 1000 milligrams/day)
Increases the effects of anticoagulants (Coumadin, Warfarin)
DRI 15 milligrams/day (alpha-tocopherol).
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Fat Soluble Vitamins
Vitamin K –
Produced by bacteria in large intestine
Roles
Promotes synthesis of blood clotting proteins (**Interferes with Coumadin)
Bone formation
Deficiencies are rare but seen in infants, after prolonged antibiotic therapy, and in patients with
decreased bile production.
Toxicities (>1000 mg/day): rupture of RBCs and jaundice.
DRI: 90(women) – 120(men) micrograms/day
Sources, see snapshot 7.4
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Water Soluble Vitamins
8 B vitamins
Tender Romance Never Fails with 6 to 12 Beautiful Pearls (Thiamin, Riboflavin, Niacin, Folate, B6,
B12, Biotin, and Pantothenic acid).
Aid in metabolism of and energy release from carbohydrates, lipids, amino acids.
Mode of action – coenzymes or parts of coenzymes that are necessary for the proper activity of
enzymes.
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Water Soluble Vitamins
Thiamine and Riboflavin
Roles – energy metabolism in cells, part of nerve cell membranes.
Deficiencies
Beri beri, edema &/or muscle weakness
Alcohol abuse – Wernicke-Korsakoff syndrome
DRI thiamine:1.1(women) – 1.2(men) mg/day; riboflavin 1.1(women) – 1.3(men) mg/day
Sources: All food groups except fats and oils
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Water Soluble Vitamins
Niacin – can be produced from the amino acid tryptophan.
Roles: energy metabolism
Deficiencies: Pellagra – dermatitis, diarrhea, dementia, death
Toxicities (2 - 3X DRI): *prevents blood clotting, causes liver damage, enhances action of Coumadin
DRI 14(women) -16(men) mg/day
Sources, snapshot 7.8
Meats
Some vegetables and grains

Water Soluble Vitamins
Folate
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Role: required for synthesis of DNA - ***pregnancy
Deficiencies (drug interactions, smoking)
Anemia
Decreased immunity
Decreased digestive and cardiovascular function
Colon and cervical cancers
*Neural tube defects, ?other birth defects
Toxicities (>1000 mg/day): rare, interferes with anticancer drugs.
DRI 400 milligrams/day
Sources, snapshot 7.8
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Water Soluble Vitamins
Vitamin B12 (requires intrinsic factor for absorption)
Roles: works with folate, part of insulating sheath around nerves.
Deficiencies:
Pernicious anemia
Paralysis
Nerve damage in fetus
DRI 2.3 micrograms/day
Sources, see snapshot 7.9
Meat and dairy
Implications for vegans??
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Water Soluble Vitamins
Vitamin B6
Roles:
Conversion of amino acids to other amino acids
Ex.: Tryptophan to niacin
Synthesis of hemoglobin and neurotransmitters
Release of glucose from glycogen
Immune function
Promotes steroid hormone activity
Development of nervous system
Deficiencies
Anemia
Dermatitis
Muscle weakness
Behavioral problems
?Heart disease
Toxicities (>100 mg/day) – muscle weakness, nerve damage
DRI 1.3 milligrams/day
Sources, see snapshot 7.10
Meat and dairy
Vegetables and fruits
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Water Soluble Vitamins
Biotin and Pantothenic acid
Roles:
Metabolism of carbohydrates, fats and proteins
Synthesis of lipids, neurotransmitters, steroid hormones, hemoglobin.
“Non-B vitamins”: choline, carnitine, inositol, lipoic acid, etc. No beneficial effects proven!!
Vitamin C, ascorbic acid – history of controversy
Roles:
Connective tissue development, collagen
Antioxidant
Promotes iron absorption, immunity?
Protects vitamin E
Deficiency – Scurvy (skin and mucous membrane damage), anemia.
Toxicity (> 2grams/day) – pro-oxidant, activates oxidizing agents.
DRI – 75(w) – (90(m) milligrams/day. Increased for smokers.
Sources, see snapshot 7.11
Notes: can interfere with diagnostic tests for diabetes, and blood clotting
??Prevents colds
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HORMONES
Hormones are chemical messengers that coordinate the activities of different cells. The term
hormone was first used in 1904 by William Bayliss and Ernest Starling to describe the action of
secretin, a molecule secreted by duodenum that stimulates the subsequent flow of pancreatic juice.
Hormones are molecules synthesized by specific cells, tissues (glands) that influence the function of
distant target cells. A number of hormones, produced by certain cells, are secreted directly into the
blood which carries them to their site of action.and they specifically alter the activities of certain
responsive tissues, target cell or target organs. The hormones are produced by specialized in the
glands called as endocrine glands. These glands are ductless and release the hormones directly to
blood.
Hormones are chemically reverse. Some hormones, such as epinephrine and thyroxine,
are small molecules that are derived from amino acids. Others, such as oxytocin, insulin and thyroidstimulating hormones are polypeptides or proteins. A third group of hormones consists of the
steroids, which are derived from cholesterol. The molecular bases of the actions of some hormones
are now being elucidated.
Hormones can exert their specific effects in three ways: (1) by influencing the rate of
synthesis of enzymes and other proteins, (2) by affecting the rate of enzymatic catalysis, and (3) by
altering the permeability of cell membranes. It is interesting to note that no known hormone is an
enzyme or coenzyme. Rather hormones act by regulating preexisting processes.
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10BT43 Structural Biology
Unit II Protein Structure
Prepared for VTU EDUSAT-18 (2013) by Dr. Madhusudan Kadekoppala, Professor, Dept. of
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Biotechnology, RV College of Engineering, Bangalore 560059
Lesson plan
1

Composition and primary structures of proteins, Conformational analysis and

forces that determine protein structures - Hydrogen bonding, ionic interactions,
disulphide bonds and hydrophobic interactions, Van der Waal’s forces
2

Geometries, potential energy calculations, phi, psi, omega angles, Ramachandran
or steric contour diagram, allowed chi angles of side chains in proteins, alpha
helices, beta sheets

3

Helix to coil transition, general features and thermodynamic aspects of protein

ut

folding, folding kinetics, Relationship between the primary, secondary, and
tertiary structure of proteins

Structure of IgG, fibrous proteins (structure of collagen, keratin)

5

Protein-ligand interactions, Scatchard plot, co-operative interactions, allosteric

ol

4

effects, Hill constant
6

Quaternary structures - dimers, homo & hetero dimers, trimers, tetramers; Protein

us

folds, structural families and classes, multifunctional domains (qualitative
examples)

vt

Composition and primary structures of proteins
Only 20 amino acids, but
•

More than 20,000 structurally and functionally distinct proteins

•

Human genome - >25,000 protein coding genes

•

Malaria parasite genome - >5,000 protein coding genes
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Biopolymer – also called polypeptide
•

Peptide – polymers less than 40 amino acid residues

•

L--amino acids – building blocks.The general structure is given below.
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Side chain

Based on side chain type & chemistry, amino acid are classified into
Hydrophobic

Aliphatic – Ala, Val, Leu, Ile, Met  apolar side chains
Aromatic – Phe, Tyr, Trp with aromatic side chains

ut

Hydrophilic

Acidic – Glu, Asp  additional carboxyl group in side chain
Basic – Lys, Arg, His  additional amino group in side chain of lysine and arginine.

ol

In case of histidine, imidazole ring.

Polar – Asn, Gln, Ser, Thr  Either hydroxyl (Ser and Thr) or amino (Asn & Gln)
groups.

us

Special – Cys, Gly, Pro

Cysteine – Usually involved in sulphur bridges

•

Glycine – Does not have chiral C

•

Proline - Due to pyrroline ring structure involving –NH and C, forms a unique

vt

•

geometry

Chemical structure of amino acids
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Three and single letter codes for amino acids

Ala
Cys
Asp
Glu
Phe
Gly
His
Ile
Lys
Leu
Met
Asn
Pro

A
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
K
L
M
N
P

vt

us

Alanine
Cysteine
Aspartate
Glutamate
Phenylalanine
Glycine
Histidine
Isoleucine
Lysine
Leucine
Methionine
Aspragine
Proline
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Glutamine
Gln
Q
Arginine
Arg
R
Serine
Ser
S
Threonine
Thr
T
Valine
Val
V
Tryptophan
Trp
W
Tyrosine
Tyr
Y
Isomerism in Amino Acids
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Amino acids consist of a backbone part that is present in all the amino acid types, and a side
chain that is unique to each type of residue

An exception to this rule is proline, in which –NH and C are a part of the ring structure.
L - – Amino acid

Because the carbon atom is bound to four different groups it is chiral. Glycine is not chiral as
the R side chain is only an ‘H’ – atom.

ut

L prefix refers to configuration w.r.t. C atom

Most natural amino acids are in L- configuration (except glycine that lacks chiral atom)

us

ol

Nine of the 19 amino acids (that have chiral C) are dextro-rotatory (d)

a)

b)

Figure. Molecular structure of an amino acid. a. R represents variable side chain. b. D and L

vt

configurations of amino acids about C. L- isomer is the biological form. The ‘handedness’
of amino acids can described  Looking down H – C from H-atom, CO, R and NH2 are in
clockwise in ‘L-form’  CORN (mnemonic)
Most amino acids have only ONE asymmetric C-atom
amino acids have an additional chiral centre (C)
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 chiral C-atom. But two
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Asymmetric C

Asymmetric C
Threonine
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Isoleucine

Amino acid stereoisomerism about C is responsible for the geometry of amino acids in a
polypeptide
Forces That Determine Protein Structure
•

Hydrogen-bonding & sulphur bridges
–

•

Primarily responsible for secondary structures

Hydrogen bonds, Hydrophobic forces, Ionic/electrostatic interactions and Van der
Waal’s forces
Tertiary structures

ut

–

Some times, sulphur bridges or disulfide bonds are considered a part of primary structure as
cysteins are always involved in sulphur bridges. However, it is usually not possible to predict

ol

disulfide bonds when there are more than 2 cysteine residues in a protein. Also, when
involved in active sites and metal coordination, Cysteine residues have free sulfhydryl

us

groups.
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a)

b)
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c)

d)

e)

Figure. Forces that determine protein structure. a. local H-bonding between peptide groups of

ut

nearby amino acid residues form secondary structures. Long range interactions between side

chains components of amino acids such as, b. H-bonding, c. electrostatic or ionic interactions,
d. Van der Waal’s forces and e. disulfide bonds determine tertiary structure.

Secondary

ol

Hydrogen Bonding

Secondary structures are held together by hydrogen bonds

•

Although the hydrogen bonds are always between C=O and H-N groups, the exact

us

•

pattern of them is different in different secondary structural motifs

Tertiary
•

H-bonding between side chains are responsible for tertiary structure of proteins

•

Many amino acids contain groups in the side chains which have a hydrogen atom

vt

attached to either an oxygen or a nitrogen atom

Ionic interactions or salt bridges
•

Charged groups on side chains such as, –NH2 on Lys and –COOH on Asp or Glu
become zwitterionic (-NH3+ & -COO-) and interact if they are near.

Van der Waal’s forces
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•

Many amino acids have quite large hydrocarbon groups in their side chains (e.g., L, I,
F etc.,)

•

Temporary fluctuating dipoles in one of these groups could induce opposite dipoles
in another group on a nearby folded chain

•

The dispersion forces set up would be enough to hold the folded structure together
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Hydrophobic interactions
Hydrophobic side chains tend to sequester from polar environment and also tend to

aggregate. The hydrocarbon chains of Alanine, Valine, leucine and Isoleucine tend to form

clusters and the aromatic side chains of Phe, Tyr and Trp tend to form stacks in water. Such
interacting side chains when present in distant regions of a protein, they bring such regions
together; thus influencing the folding pattern. Hydrophobic interactions are largely

responsible for protein folding further stabilized by other non-covalent and covalent (sulphur
bridges) interactions

Sulphur bridges

Cysteines usually form disulfide bridge (when not involved in catalysis or metal
binding)

ut

•

Some times, this is considered a part of the primary structure of proteins!

•

Stabilises protein structure

•

Reversible oxidation-reduction process can break and re-form S-S bridges

Peptide bond

ol

•

us

Peptide bonds are formed between amino acids by condensation (loss of water molecule)
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Carboxyl group of the first amino acid and amino group the next involved in peptide bond
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Figure. Reversible formation of peptide bond. Two amino acids can form a peptide bond by

ut

loss of one water molecule. In the reverse reaction, water molecules are used to break a
peptide bond. Both these reactions are catalyzed by enzymes.
Primary structure of proteins

Describes the order of the amino acids joined together to make the protein 

ol

•

Sequence of amino acids

Usually shown using abbreviations for the amino acid residues

•

Can be determined using Edman degradation method followed by combinatorial

us

•

algorithms

Amino acid linear sequence of the polypeptide chain  primary structure. It is determined by

vt

the gene corresponding to the protein
Held together by covalent or peptide bonds, which are made during the process of protein
synthesis or translation
The two ends of the polypeptide chains are referred to as the amino terminus (N-terminus)
and the carboxyl terminus (C-terminus) based on the nature of the free group on each
extremity
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•

Always represented from N (amino or NH3+) to C (carboxyl or COO-) – terminus
Met Phe Phe Pro Ala Gly Glu His Lys Tyr Val ……
M F F P A G E H K Y V …..

Counting of residues always starts at the N-terminal end (NH2-group), which is the end
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where the amino group is not involved in a peptide bond
Protein synthesis always begins at the N-terminus and grows towards C-terminus

H2N-M1 T2 D3 Q4 P5 Q6 A7 E8 L9 A10 T11-COOH

Geometry of the Peptide bond

Peptide bond is rigid planar due to partial double bond character
In physiological pH, peptide bonds could become zwitterionic

Therefore, OC – NH bond remains in plane while C – CO and HN – C could rotate i.e.,

ut

rotation about peptide bond -C

These angles of rotation define the flexibility of a polypeptide (backbone)

•

These angles are termed dihedral or torsional angles (phi & psi)

•

Geometric repeat unit of a polypeptide is from one Cto the next Cincluding the

ol

•

vt

us

peptide bond.

Figure. Peptide bond geometry. Bond angles and bond lengths of the peptide unit are fixed.
Only bonds that change are HN – C and C – CO given by dihedral or torsional angles, 
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and respectively. The rotation of the peptide chain about these dihedral angles is
responsible for the structure of a protein.
Peptide bond is rigid planar structure owing to the planar triangle geometry of the carbonyl

•
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unit (CO)

The carbonyl group and the hydrogen on nitrogen are almost always trans to each
other

•

The result is that chains of amino acids as peptides with amide bonds reflect this

•

ut

geometry

Secondary structures are asymmetric not only because of directionality but also

ol

because of asymmetric C (except for glycine)

Side chains are also in trans conformation with respect to each other

•

Rotation around C – C and N – C is not totally free due to asymmetric

us

•

substitutions (bulky groups) on C

•

Steric collisions between the main chain and side chains determine allowed angles of
rotation

Sterically allowed,  -  angle pairs can be calculated and plotted

vt

•

Ramachandran plot
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Ramachandran plot or Phi-Psi plot.
Sterically allowed phi-psi angle pairs for
amino acids plotted. The colored regions
represent amino acids in particular
structures. While observed values for most
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amino acids fall within these colored
regions, glycine does not show any

preference or dependence of phi-psi
angles.

Glycine in proteins

Glycine has only an H-atom as side chain

•

Adopts much wider range of conformations

•

Allows unusual main-chain conformations

•

More conserved in homologous proteins

Side chain conformation

ut

•

This is another factor that determines overall protein structure

Because of rotation around bonds between side chain C-atoms viz., C – C These

ol

•

angles are called chi (c) angles.
•

The most energetically favoured arrangement for two tetrahedrally coordinated C-

us

atoms is a ‘staggered’ conformation

•

Staggered conformation  The substituents of one C-atom are between those of the
other C- atom when viewed along the axis of rotation
Rotation about C – C bond leads to staggered conformation

vt

•
•

Unstaggered conformation is also called ‘eclipsed’.

•

Rotational isomers  Rotamers

•

Partial C asymmetry in most amino acids or asymmetric C in threonine &
isoleucine
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•

Staggered conformations where bulkier C – substituents (CH3 in valine) are closer
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to C – H are preferred (Valine in staggered conformation shown below)

Allowed chi angles

The carbon backbone of lysine is shown with each carbon atom named (using greek

ol

ut

alphabets) and chi angles indicated.

Only certain staggered conformations are allowed. These conformations are termed gauche+

vt

us

(-60o), trans (180o) and gauche - (60o).

Of these gauche+ is most abundant  In this case, the  side chain is opposite to the CO
group when viewed along the plane of C-C.
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Next favorable chi angle is ‘trans’  the  side chain is opposite to the NH group of the
peptide bond when viewed along the plane of C-C.
gauche - is least preferred as the side chain comes closer to the CO and NH groups.
Summary
Peptide bond is rigid planar structure

•

Dihedral angles –  &  with allowable values for most amino acids

•

Glycine – wide range of values

•

Rotamers – Side chain staggered conformations
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•

 Determine the structure
Secondary Structure of Proteins

Linus Pauling and Robert Corey (1951) proposed that all proteins exist in either alpha helix
or beta sheet structures.

Stretch of consecutive amino acid residues having the  –  angle pairs

ut

•

approximately in the region of -60 o and -50 o

3.6 residues per turn. Rise per residue  1.5Ǻ

•

H-bonding between C=O of n th and H-N of n+4th amino acid

•

Always right-handed helix, but rare exceptions of short left-handed helix (with

ol

•

us

positive phi-psi values)
•

Regular arrangement of the hydrogen bonds. N-H groups pointing upwards, and the

vt

C=O groups pointing downwards.
Figure. Alpha helix – right-handed. Hbonding pattern. Side chains are on the
outside of the helix. Side chains and
peptide bonds on one face of the helix are
shown to avoid crowding. Helix can also
be presented as a helical wheel when
viewed vertically downwards.

Role of Proline
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Rarely, proline is present in alpha helix structures. If present, it is towards one end. In
structure predictions, proline is not placed within the helix.
•

C involved in determines preferences for a particular structure

•

 is restricted to ~ -60 o to +25o and  fall into two groupings - -45o and +135o

•
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in Alpha helix
Within the first helix (positions 1 or 2) allowed. Unable to form H-bonding for proper
helix. Causes a ‘kink’
in Beta-sheet
•

b-sheet requires f angles of -120 to -140o

Beta conformation

In contrast to a-helix, sheets are built from a combination of regions

•

Allowed phi-psi angles are in upper quadrant of  plot

•

H-bonding is between CO of one strand and NH of the neighbouring strand

•

Several strands together form a pleated sheet

•

Anti-parallel sheet – strands run in opposite directions

ol

ut

•

Has narrowly spaced H-bond pairs alternating with widely spaced pairs

•

Repeat period is 7Ǻ

•

correspond to  = -139 o and  = +135o

us

•

•

Parallel sheet – strands run in the same direction

vt

•

Has evenly spaced H-bond pairs

•

Repeat period is 6.5Ǻ

•

correspond to  = -119 o and  = +113o
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Figure. Antiparallel and parallel beta-sheets
Helix-Coil transitions
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Amino acids in a polypeptide have certain propensities (measurable) to form alpha helix.
These can also be studied using polyamino acids, such as, polyalanine.

At physiological pH (close to pH 7.0), polyalanine forms alpha helix; side chains are small

ut

and uncharged.

On the other hand, polymers of charged amino acids behave differently. E.g., poly-L-lysine is
positively charged at pH 7; does not form a helix due to electrostatic repulsive forces. It

ol

remains unstructured. Helix formation can be reversibly induced by increasing pH to 12 at
which the side chains bear no charge.

Same is true for poly-L-glutamate which is unstructured at pH 7 (due to repulsion of

us

negatively charged side chains), but enters helix structure when pH reaches 2.
However, poly-L-isoleucine does not form a helix due to bulky side chains where as poly-Lproline fails due to that the C and N are in a rigid ring (pyrroline) structure and hence can
not form intrachain H-bonds. Normally, proline introduces a ‘kink’ in alpha helix when

vt

present.

Poly-L-glycine can form a helix but prefers an extended structure called -conformation.
Helix to coil transition can be studied using change in quantum of rotation of plane of the
polarized light (optical rotation). Most amino acids (9 of 19) are dextro-rotatory; they bend
light towards right. In a helix conformation, a polypeptide is more dextro-rotatory than the
sum of individual rotations contributed by the constituent amino acid! E.g., Specific rotation
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of a given length of poly-L-glutamic acid is -15o at pH 2 at which it is a helix. As the pH
increases (pH 7), it decreases to -85 o as a result of transition to coil. Upon denaturation, most
globular proteins become more laevorotatory.
In alpha-helix conformation, the asymmetry of the molecule is sum of individual

ut

Hence is the effect on optical rotation.
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contributions of constituent amino acids plus asymmetry contributed by right-handed helix!

a)

b)

Figure. Helix-to-coil transition (a) monitored by measuring optical rotation (b) for poly-L-

ol

lysine and poly-L-gluatamate as a function of pH

Protein Folding

us

Relationship between the primary, secondary, and tertiary structure of proteins

The amino-acid sequence of a protein determines its native conformation. A protein
molecule folds spontaneously during or after biosynthesis. The folding process also

vt

depends on the solvent (water or lipid bilayer), the concentration of salts, the temperature,
and the presence of molecular chaperones (proteins that assist protein folding). Most
proteins fold independent of chaperones.
Folded proteins usually have side chain exposed to the solvent. Packing stabilizes the
folded state, and charged or side chains occupy the solvent-exposed surface where they
interact with surrounding water. Minimizing the number of hydrophobic side-chains
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exposed to water is an important driving force behind the folding process. Formation of
intramolecular hydrogen bonds provides another important contribution to protein
stability. The strength of hydrogen bonds depends on their environment, thus H-bonds
enveloped in a hydrophobic core contribute more than H-bonds exposed to the aqueous
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environment to the stability of the native state.
Classic experiments by F. White and C. B. Anfinsen on ribonuclease revealed importance
of primary structure of a polypeptide in the determination of native conformation. Native
ribonuclease could be denatured with 8M urea in presence of 2-mercaptoethanol (that

reduces/breaks disulfide bonds). This causes complete unfolding of the protein, in which
4 intrachain disulfide bridges were reduced to sulphydryl groups. The result was loss of
enzyme activity. However, gradual removal of urea and 2-mercaptoethanol by dialysis
restored enzyme activity. Even after complete unfolding, ribonuclease could be

renatured indicating that the polypeptide chain contained all the information necessary to
fold spontaneously back into catalytically active tertiary structure! Anfinsen and

ut

coworkers showed a similar phenomenon with Staphylococcal nuclease in response to

acidification (pH 3) and restoration to pH 7. Thus, establishing the relationship between

us

ol

primary and tertiary structures.
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Figure . Reversible folding of Ribonuclease
Folding path

There are two models of protein folding that are currently being confirmed:
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The diffusion collision model, in which a nucleus is formed, then the secondary
structure is formed, and finally these secondary structures are collided together and pack
tightly together.
The nucleation-condensation model, in which the secondary and tertiary structures of

compact state termed molten globule.
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the protein are made at the same time. This explains the spontaneous collapse into a

Recent studies have shown that some proteins show characteristics of both of these
folding models.

Often folding involves first the establishment of regular secondary and supersecondary

structures, in particular alpha helices and beta sheets, and afterward tertiary structure. The
regular alpha helix and beta sheet structures fold rapidly because they are stabilized by
intramolecular hydrogen bonds. Protein folding may involve covalent bonding in the

ut

form of disulfide bridges formed between two cysteine residues or the formation of metal
clusters. Shortly before settling into their more energetically favorable native
conformation, molecules may pass through an intermediate "molten globule" state.

ol

Thermodynamics of folding

The essential fact of folding, however, remains that the amino acid sequence of each

us

protein contains the information that specifies both the native structure and the pathway
to attain that state. This is not to say that nearly identical amino acid sequences always
fold similarly. Conformations differ based on environmental factors as well; similar
proteins fold differently based on where they are found. Folding is a spontaneous process

vt

independent of energy inputs from nucleoside triphosphates. The passage of the folded
state is mainly guided by hydrophobic interactions, formation of intramolecular hydrogen
bonds, and van der Waals forces, and it is opposed by conformational entropy.
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Figure. Folding – unfolding of a
protein. Local interactions initiate the
folding forming a secondary structure
and these motifs then fold when
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stabilized by long range interactions.

Folding microenvironment influences
folding pattern and kinetics.

The process of protein folding decreases entropy in violation of the second law of

thermodynamics, which states that all processes proceed in the direction which maximizes

entropy or randomness. Balance of forces may explain this phenomenon. One force is that a
polypeptide chain seeks its own conformation of maximum randomness. The opposite force
is that the tendency of the surrounding water molecules to seek their position of maximum

ut

randomness. The critical factor in this balance of forces is hydrophobic non-polar side chains.
Thus, a polypeptide chain assumes a conformation wherein non-polar groups are shielded
from exposure to water.

G = H -TS

ol

The thermodynamic factors in folding is expressed as below

us

Where G is total free energy of a system that can work at T and P
H is enthalpy or heat content
S is entropy or extent of randomness or disorder in the system
Random coil to native folded state decreases entropy (hence T x -S). Hydrophobic
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interactions also contribute to this factor. On the other hand, H-bonding, ionic interactions,
Van der Waal’s forces provide for favorable enthalpy. The overall effect is favorable to
folding.

In the figure, when a native state is of higher energy form than the denatured state, native
state is stabilized by biological conditions. In cases where the native state has much higher
free energy compared to unfolded state, there may be large activation energy barrier.
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Kinetics of Protein folding
Rate of folding is very high. For a protein of ‘n’ amino acids, each residue with two dihedral
bonds of 3 possible conformations, the maximum number of possible conformations is 32n
(~10 n). Since each single bond can rotate completely in about 10-13 s, the total time required
for rotation about one peptide bond is 2 x 10-13 s. In other words, the time required for a
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protein of ‘n’ amino acids to fold into a conformation is 10 n *(2 x 10-13) sec. For a 100 aa
protein, it would be 2 x 1089 s (> 1077 years, age of the universe?). For Staphylococcal
nuclease with 149 residues, it takes only 0.1 to 0.2 sec.

Such discrepancy was observed by Cyrus Levinthal (1969) who stated that “If a protein were
to attain its correctly folded status by sequentially sampling all the possible conformations, it
would require a time longer than the age of the universe to form its native structure” This is
known as Levinthal paradox

This paradox may be because the process of refolding may be aided by the principle of

cooperativity. Folding process may be initiated by nucleation. However, thermal melting of

ut

proteins shows a steep curve, suggesting existence of a protein in either native or unfolded

conformations without any intermediates. This means, the intermediates are formed quickly
probably via nucleation and local folding to form a molten globule, which then folds into a

ol

few possible structures. A free-energy funnel model has been proposed to explain the
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us

thermodynamics and kinetics of protein folding
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Beginning of helix formation and collapse

molten globule
state
Energy
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entropy

ut

% Residues in native conformation

ol

discrete folding
intermediates

native structure

us

Figure. Free-energy funnel model. From unfolded at the top of the funnel and the native
structure at the bottom, it is a quick fall via molten globule and few discrete folding
intermediates. Free energy decreases (hence, arrow facing upwards) while folding as fraction
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of amino acid residues in native conformation increases (arrow facing downwards).

Structure of IgG and Fibrous proteins -Collagen & Keratin
Structure of IgG
Immunoglobulins are glycoproteins synthesized and secreted by plasma cells in response to
an immunogen and function as antibodies. They are a component of the globulin fraction of
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plasma proteins. There are different types of antibodies with similar basic units. IgGs are

a)
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monomeric but have two antigen binding sites per molecule.

b)

Figure. Structure of Immunoglobulin G (schematic and crystal structure). IgG contains

two identical heavy chains (H) and two identical light chains (L). H and L chains are held
by sulphur bridges. Each chain has a variable region (5) and constant region. N-terminal
regions form antigen-binding site (paratope) and c-terminal regions of H chains form Fc
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region with secondary functions.
A. Heavy and Light Chains

All immunoglobulins have a four chain structure – tetrameric quaternary structure. They

70kD)

ol

are composed of two identical light chains (23kD) and two identical heavy chains (50-

us

B. Disulfide bonds

1. Inter-chain disulfide bonds - The heavy and light chains and the two heavy chains are
held together by inter-chain disulfide bonds and by non-covalent interactions.
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2. Intra-chain disulfide binds - There are also intra-chain disulfide bonds (within each of
the polypeptide chains).
C. Variable (V) and Constant (C) Regions
When the amino acid sequences of many different heavy chains and light chains were
compared, it became clear that both the heavy and light chain could be divided into two
regions based on variability in the amino acid sequences. These are the:
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1. Light Chain - VL (110 amino acids) and CL (110 amino acids)
2. Heavy Chain - VH (110 amino acids) and CH (330-440 amino acids)
D. Hinge Region
This is the region at which the arms of the antibody molecule form a Y. It is called the

E. Domains
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hinge region because there is some flexibility in the molecule at this point.

Three dimensional images of the immunoglobulin molecule show that it is not straight as
depicted. Rather, it is folded into globular regions each of which contains an intra-chain
disulfide bond. These regions are called domains.
1. Light Chain Domains - VL and CL

F. Oligosaccharides

ut

2. Heavy Chain Domains - VH, CH1 - CH3 (or CH4)

Carbohydrates are attached to the CH2 domain in most immunoglobulins. However, in
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some cases carbohydrates may also be attached at other locations. The N-glycans
attached to this site are predominantly core-fucosylated diantennary structures of the

us

complex type.

Fibrous proteins

Molecules required for structural functions are normally long and thin, insoluble and
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arranged to form fibres by associating side by side. Abundant protein examples are
keratin and collagen. Both of these proteins are very insoluble, both have very high
tensile strength, but their structures are very different because functions vary.
Collagen
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Collagen is a very abundant fibrous protein; it constitutes ¼ of all protein in body. Found
in skin, bone, tendon, cartilage, blood vessels and nearly all organs where it serves to
form a matrix (insoluble) for holding and supporting cells.
The basic unit of structure is a triple helix structure called tropocollagen and each
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polypeptide chain usually has 1000 AA residues. Analysis of the polypeptide chains
reveals that gly and pro or hydroxypro (Hpro) are very prominent, almost one third of

the AA is gly and ¼ is pro or hydroxypro. The polypeptide chain is almost a repeating
unit of a tripeptide unit gly-X-Y where X is often pro and Y can be Hpro.

Due to the high level of pro or Hpro the polypeptide chains cannot adopt either alphahelix or beta-sheet conformations. Instead, polypeptides assume a left handed helix

conformation which is stretched and more open than the coiled alpha-helix. The gly at
every 3 position is vital because of its very small R group takes up very little space

allows the 3 helices fit very close together. This enables the 3 helices to interlock better
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to form a rigid 3-stranded cable or triple helix. Thus the primary structure plays
determines the cable structure which gives collagen its important properties.

The unusual AA sequence prevents H-bonding within the chains so some of the pro are
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hydroxylated to Hpro, which then form extensive inter-chain H-bonding to lock the
chains in the conformation. This stabilises the unusual structure. Without the H-bonds the

us

structure is unstable and weak.

Hydroxylation on pro is performed by an enzyme called prolyl hydroxylase, which is an
enzyme that requires vitamin C for reducing heme iron involved in catalysis. Absence of
vitamin C in the diet reduces hydroxylation of pro, and collagen fibres begin to break
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down and new collagen not formed properly. Lack of vitamin C causes scurvy because
collagen fibres are not formed properly, and this causes skin lesions, weakened gums so
teeth fall out etc.
Equally important is hydroxy-lys catalysed by lysine hydroxylase. Attached to the lys
residues are three sugars gal-gal-glu, and these enable H-bonding to occur between triple
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helices, which is essential for stability of the greater complex that binds fibres together to
form a matrix bed to binds cells to the matrix and form a tissue.
Keratin
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Keratin is a family of fibrous structural proteins.
Keratin is the key structural material making up the outer layer of human skin, hair and

nails. Keratin monomers assemble into bundles to form intermediate filaments, which are
tough and insoluble and form strong unmineralized tissues found in reptiles, birds,

amphibians, and mammals. The only other biological matter known to approximate the
toughness of keratinized tissue is chitin – exoskeleton of insects.

Keratins are tough because of supermolecular aggregation that depends on the properties
of the individual polypeptide strands. The alpha keratin helix is not a true alpha helix, as
it only has 3.5 residues/turn (alpha helix has 3.6 residues/turn). This is important for the
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different helices to form tight disulfide bonds. Also, roughly every seventh residue is a

leucine, so they can line up on one face of the helix stick together through hydrophobic

ol

interactions

Fibrous keratin molecules supercoil to form a very stable, left-handed superhelical motif
to multimerise, forming filaments consisting of multiple copies of the keratin monomer.

us

The coiled-coils are antiparallel, with an alternating C → N orientation. A preponderance
of amino acids with small, nonreactive side groups is characteristic for structural proteins,
for which H-bonded close packing is more important than chemical specificity.
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Disulfide bridges

In addition to intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonds, keratins have large amounts of
the sulfur-containing amino acid cysteine, required for the disulfide bridges that confer
additional strength and rigidity by permanent, thermally-stable crosslinking—a role
sulfur bridges also play in vulcanized rubber. Human hair is approximately 14% cysteine.
Extensive disulfide bonding contributes to the insolubility of keratins.
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The more flexible and elastic keratins of hair have fewer interchain disulfide bridges than
the keratins in mammalian fingernails, hooves and claws (homologous structures), which
are harder and more like their analogs in other vertebrate classes. Hair and other αkeratins consist of α-helically-coiled single protein strands (with regular intra-chain Hbonding), which are then further twisted into superhelical ropes that may be further
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coiled. The β-keratins of reptiles and birds have β-pleated sheets twisted together, then
stabilized and hardened by disulfide bridges.

Filament formation

Keratin filaments are intermediate filaments (IF). Like all intermediate filaments, keratin
proteins form filamentous polymers in a series of assembly steps beginning with

dimerization (two-chain  protofilaments  protofibrils  IF); dimers assemble into

tetramers and octamers and eventually, if the current hypothesis holds, into unit-length-
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filaments (ULF) capable of annealing end-to-end into long filaments.
Protein-ligand interactions

Ligands interacting with proteins could be metal ions, coenzymes, substrates or
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inhibitors. Some proteins require such ligands for proper folding, whereas many proteins
bind ligands to deliver their function. Ligand binding to proteins usually involves
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structural changes termed ‘conformational change’ essential to the function.
Protein (P) –ligand (L) interactions can be described as follows.

ka
kd
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P+L

PL

Ka =

[PL]
ka
[P] [L] = kd

Where Ka is equilibrium constant given by the ratio of rate constants for forward and
reverse reactions.
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Since Myoglobin and hemoglobin were the first proteins to be crystallized and also that
both of these proteins interact with a common ligand ‘oxygen’, we will now look at
oxygen binding to Myoglobin and hemoglobin. Also note that both of these proteins are
heme proteins – they contain a tightly bound heme (which binds Fe++ by coordination)
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per polypeptide chain.
Oxygen binding to myoglobin follows saturation kinetics
It is a second order kinetics – 2 molecules involved

Reverse (the release of ligand) is a first order reaction

 =

Binding sites occupied

us

ol

ut

Total no. of binding sites

a)

b)

Figure. Saturation curve for oxygen binding to Myoglobin (a) and hemoglobin (b). Partial
pressure of oxygen is plotted against . Kd is ligand concentration when 50% of binding
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sites are occupied. In case of hemoglobin, Hb-oxygen complex formation follows a
sigmoidal curve due to cooperativity.
Oxygen binding to Myoglobin is qualitatively different from oxygen binding to
hemoglobin as shown in the figure above. The sigmoidal behavior of the saturation curve
is explained based on cooperativity and allosteric regulation.
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Scatchard Plot
Useful in analysis of one-site binding
Radioligands are used in binding assays
Only a small fraction of the radioligand binds to the protein at the active site
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Binding is reversible
There is no cooperativity (if) - Binding of a ligand to one binding site does not alter the
affinity of another binding site.
Binding reaches equilibrium  saturation

It is also called Scatchard-Rosenthal plot
Used to linearize data

ut

Plot specific binding to a protein vs. fraction of total ligand bound

b)

ol

a)

Figure.Scatchard plot. Slope is negative inverse of KD and x-intercept gives Bmax.
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Merits and demerits of Scatchard plot

- Used in pre-linear regression era
- Linear regression is better for determining Bmax and KD
- Not used anymore
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- Can be used to display changing Bmax and KD
- Cooperativity in binding can not be analysed using Scatchard plots

Cooperativity in ligand binding
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Hill equation is a better measure for cooperative ligand binding as seen in the case of
oxygen binding to hemoglobin. Unlike its binding to Myoglobin, oxygen-Hb interactions
follow a sigmoidal kinetics. This can be analysed using Hill plot.

Hill equation (Archibald Hill, 1910) describes the fraction of the macromolecule
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saturated by ligand as a function of the ligand concentration
To describe the sigmoidal O2 binding curve of hemoglobin

It is used in determining the degree of cooperativeness of the ligand binding to the

ol
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enzyme or receptor

Figure. Hill equation. Rearranging the equation involves taking inverse, then rearrange

vt

us

and finally, taking logarithms on both sides.

‘n’ is calculated from the slope 
represents degree of interaction
 nH Hill Coeff.
 Measure of cooperativity
= 1  no cooperativity
> 1  positive cooperativity
< 1  negative cooperativity
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Oxygen binding to hemoglobin
•

Displays not saturation but cooperativity

•

Why cooperativity?
High affinity binding to oxygen  may not release efficiently

-

Low affinity binding  may not bind well

Change of states
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•

-

Transition from a low affinity state (T) to high affinity state (R)
As more oxygen binds, affinity increases
 This is termed Allosteric effect
•

Effect of ligand binding to one site affects the binding properties of another site
on the same protein

•

allos – other stereos – shape

•

Homotropic

Ligand and effector are same
Heterotropic

ut

•

ol

Ligand and effector are different

us

Figure. Equilibrium relationship between two states of hemoglobin. T state is more stable
- a preferred state for deoxyHb
Heterotetramer  22 type

•

Binds oxygen in lungs (pO2 = 13.3 kPa)
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•

•

Releases oxygen in tissues (pO2 = 4 kPa)

•

Oxygen binding is cooperative

•

Oxygen is also the allosteric modulator

•

 Homotropic

Transports O2 to tissues & CO2 to lungs
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Mechanism of cooperative ligand binding
T – R transition explained by two models
Concerted or MWC model
(Monod, Wyman and Changeux, 1965)

Sequential model
(Koshland, 1966)

Concerted or All-or-none model
Subunits are functionally identical
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Also called symmetry model

Each subunit exists in one or the other state

All subunits undergo transition simultaneously
All subunits are in only one conformation

•

ut

The two conformations are in equilibrium

Other modulators – H+, CO2 and Biphosphoglycerate (BPG) – heterotropic
modulator

All subunits in R or T state

ol

Binding of one or more ligand molecules pull equilibrium towards R state
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us

A few possible conformations

a)

b)
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Figure. Mechanisms of cooperative ligand binding. a. Concerted model – subunits exit
only in one state – symmetrical. b. Sequential model – ligand binding by induced fit
changes state of one subunit followed by inducing favorable (or unfavorable) change of

Sequential Model
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state of adjacent subunit.

Ligand binding induces a change in conformation in one of the subunits
This causes change in the adjacent subunit + binding of ligand
Large number of conformations possible
More potential intermediates

 Subunits need not exist in the same conformation

 Molecules of substrate bind via induced-fit protocol

 Conformational changes are not propagated to all subunits

Allosteric Modulation
Positive modulation
Allosteric activation

ut

 Substrate-binding causes increased substrate affinity in adjacent subunits

binding sites
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The binding of one ligand enhances the attraction between substrate molecules and other

e.g., oxygen for Hb
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Negative modulation

Allosteric inhibition

The binding of one ligand decreases the affinity for substrate at other active sites
e.g., 2, 3 – biphosphoglycerate for Hb
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Summary

 Protein structure determined also by ligand binding
 Ligand binding induces reversible conformational change
 Ligand binding leads to local conformational changes at the binding site
 This may be translated into gross tertiary or quaternary structural transitions
 Affect function of the protein
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Quaternary structure of proteins
Many proteins have multiple polypeptide subunits
Interactions between tertiary structures of several polypeptides
A multisubunit protein is also called a multimer
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A multimer with a few subunits is called an oligomer

If the subunits are identical or at least repeated, then the repeat unit is called a protomer
Identical subunits in a multimer may result in a symmetric structure
 Homo-n-mer

If the subunits are non-identical, then there may not be symmetry
 Hetero-n-mer

Rotational symmetry & helical symmetry

Individual subunits can be superimposed on each other by rotation about one or more
rotational axes
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Rotational symmetry - subunits form closed structures about the rotational axes

Helical symmetry - subunits form open ended structures with subunits added in a
spiralling array

Types of rotational symmetry
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Cyclic symmetry

Dihedral symmetry

Icosahedral symmetry
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Cyclic symmetry

Rotation about a single axis – 2- or 3-fold symmetry or n-fold symmetry
Referred to as Cn (C2 symmetry in hemoglobin)
Dihedral symmetry
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Two-fold rotational axis intersects an n-fold axis at right angles
Referred to as Dn symmetry
Icosahedron – regular 12-cornered polyhedron with 20 equilateral triangular faces
Each triangular face is made up of 3 protomers (total 60)
Each protomer has one copy each of 4 different polypeptides
Three polypeptides of a protomer are on the outside
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b
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a

c

d

ut

Figure. Symmetry in quaternary structure of protein. a. cyclic symmetry b. dihedral

symmetry c. icosahedrons – viral capsid d. helical symmetry - tobacco mosaic virus

Myoglobin

ol

Examples of proteins

First protein crystallographed (John Kendrew, 1950)

us

153 aa; Mr 16,700
Globular, all a protein

One polypeptide – one function
Binds oxygen
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One heme (prosthetic group) per protein
Heme has one Fe2+ atom

Hemoglobin

A multi-functional protein  O2 –CO2 transport, blood pH
First oligomeric protein crystallographed
2 2– Mr 64,500 (Heterotetramer)
Protomer –  - Symmetric dimer of  protomer
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 chain – 141 aa; chain – 146 aa
Each subunit has one heme (prosthetic group)
Heme has one Fe2+ atom
Prion is a Homodimer

Mr 28,000
Mutation in PrP causes scrapie
Other examples
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Proteinaceous infectious only

IgG – heterotetramer with antigen binding N-terminal domain and effector C-terminal
domain (that binds cell surface receptor)

IgM - 5 units of H2L2 – Heterotetramer - Each unit is similar to IgG
A pentamer linked by intermolecular S-S bonds & J-chain

Protein motifs

Structurally similar (sequences may not be similar)

•

Secondary structural elements (SSE) arranged in a similar fashion

•

super-secondary structure or fold

ol



ut

•

Involves two or more SSE and connections between them in a recognizable
folding pattern

There are many examples of such motifs – a few are given below
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us

•
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Domains
Structurally and functionally distinguishable regions of proteins. Some protein domains
may be large motifs derived from smaller ones
Single chain  multiple functions
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Multifunctional proteins
Multimeric  each chain with a different function

Domain architecture allows one-polypeptide  multiple functions
E. coli DNA polymerase
polA gene product

Single chain of 928 aa having 4 different activities
DNA-Dependent DNA polymerase activity
3'  5' (reverse) exonuclease
5'  3' (forward) exonulcease

Fatty acid synthase
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5’  3’ (forward) RNA-Dependent DNA polymerase activity -weak

Involved in fatty acid synthesis

Two identical polypeptides 272 kDa . Single polypeptide chain is organized into

ol

domains involved in individual reactions

Carries out 6 sequential reactions by passing the product of one reaction to the
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next domain as substrate for the next reaction

Classification of protein based on structure
Organization of proteins into domains and motifs enables to classify them. Although
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there may be more than 25,000 proteins in humans, there are few more than 1000
different structural folds. These protein folds could be classified further. One such effort
is Structural Classification Of Proteins (SCOP @ Berkeley). SCOP database is manually
curated and extensive. Proteins are classified hierarchically based on
Class
Secondary structural elements, such as, all , all ,  and 
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Fold or architecture
Major structural similarity
SSE’s in similar arrangement

Superfamily (Topology)
Probable common ancestry

–

HMM family membership

–

Clear evolutionary relationship

–

Pairwise sequence similarity > 25%

Family
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–

us

ol

ut

Some such examples are shown in the figure below

A

b

c

Figure. SCOP classification of proteins. a. three major classes of proteins shown along
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with second category of classification (folds – TIM barrel, sandwich and Roll) for 
class. b.  and c.  motifs
There are other classification methods based on protein structure.
CATH database
Class, Architecture, Topology and Homologous proteins
Manually curated
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Hierarchical (4 –level)
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10BT43 Structural Biology
Unit III Structure of Nucleic Acids
1. General characteristics of nucleic acid structures (A, T, G, C, U), Base-pairing
2. Base pairing types, glycosidic bond, Ribose puckering, base stacking, geometries,
rotational isomers
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3. Stabilizing ordered forms of DNA (A, B & Z), , tertiary structure of DNA (Supercoiled
DNA), Melting of DNA double helix (hyperchromicity)

4. Interaction with small ions and tertiary structure of tRNA. SUMMARY
In this course, let us give priority to physical structure of
a. nucleic acid bases
b. nucleotides in base-pairing and

c. nucleotides in the formation of polynucleotides, such as DNA and RNA
We will give less emphasis on chemistry and biology of nucleotides

ut

Nucleic Acids

Two types: DeoxyriboNucleic Acid (DNA) and RiboNucleic Acid (RNA)
Depending on their structure, base and sugar composition and function
Structure

ol

DNA is usually double-stranded whereas RNA is usually single-stranded structure
Exceptions exist. E.g., double-stranded RNA virus

us

Base and sugar composition

DNA contains deoxyribose sugar whereas RNA contains ribose sugar
DNA contains 4 major types of nucleobases – A, G, C and T
RNA contains – A, G, C and U

vt

There are some unusual or uncommon nucleobases (modified bases)
Function

DNA contains genetic information of an organism whereas RNA is usually involved in the flow of
genetic information (from DNA  RNA  protein)
Nucleic acids - composition
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These are biopolymers constructed from monomeric units called nucleotides
Each nucleotide consists of a phosphate group, a sugar (such as ribose or 2’ deoxy ribose) and a
nucleobase or base.
Ribose (or deoxyribose) sugar and the base together form what is called a nucleoside.
RNA contains – ribose
DNA contains – 2’ deoxyribose
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Depending on the sugar type, the nucleic acids are named.

These sugars have the D-stereoisomeric configuration (about anomeric carbon atom – C1 of
sugar moiety)
There are two types of nucleobases.

IUPAC (Intl. Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry) naming convention
Purines – Adenine (A) and Guanine (G)
These are double-ring structures

Pyrimidines – Cytosine (C), Thymine (T) and Uracil (U)
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us

ol

ut

These are single ring structures

Figure 1. Structures of bases.

In addition, there are a few unusual bases, which are essentially modifications of the common
bases listed above. The molecular structures of common nucleobases are as shown in Figure 1.
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The bases are planar structures with no possibility of stereoisomerism. Among the unusual
bases, base Y has an asymmetric side chain about which stereoisomerism is possible.
Therefore, nucleotides are essentially phosphate esters of nucleoside, with the phosphate
group on the 5’- carbon atom of the sugar moiety through ester-linkage.
Ribonucleosides
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Nucleosides are abbreviated as
rA (ribo-adenosine), rG (ribo-guanosine), rC (ribo-cytodine), rU(ribo-Uridine)
-

Found in RNA

-

Generally, they are abbreviated as A, G, C or U (‘r’ omitted)

Deoxyribonucleosides

dA (deoxyribo-adenosine), dG (deoxyribo-guanosine), dC (deoxyribo-cytidine) and dT
(deoxyribo-thymidine)
-

Found in DNA

-

Contain 2’ deoxy ribose sugar

ut

While most RNA and DNA contain the above common base, some nucleic acids have unusual
bases (Figure 2)

E.g., 5-hydroxymethyl-dC (instead of dC) in certain bacteriophage DNA

ol

A polynucleotide like DNA or RNA can be abbreviated as,
pNpNpNpNpN….. or (pN)n or (Npn
Usual abbreviations are,

5’ AGCTATGATC…….3’

RNA 

5’ AGCUAUGAUC……3’

us

DNA 

As is presented, the sequence of nucleotides in these polynucleotides is always presented in 5’
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 3’ direction. Therefore, there need not be an explicit mention of directionality while
presenting the sequence (e.g., AGCTATGATC…….)
Chemical properties of Nucleosides and nucleotides
Uncharged at neutral pH
Except for 7-methyl guanosine (7mG, which is positive at pH 7), the unusual nucleosides are
also uncharged.
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On the other hand, the phosphate backbone is negatively charged at most pH conditions in use
while working with nucleic acids.
The phosphate group forms a phosphodiester bond linking 5’-OH of one nucleoside with 3’-OH
of the consecutive nucleotide on the sugar moiety. Phosphodiester is a strong acid with pKa ~ 1.
Thus, a nucleic acid carries one negative charge per residue (neglecting end effects).
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pNpNpNpN……

However, the phosphate group at the end (phosphomonoester) has two negative charges.
Tautomerism

Is functional group isomerism – e.g., keto – enol tautomerism

In case of nucleobases, keto-amine tautomers predominate in aqueous solutions. E.g., in

guanine, proton transfer between 1 (N) and 6 (keto) groups; uracil – any of the two keto groups
may become hydroxyl groups
Primary Structure of Nucleic Acids

Each nucleoside is formed by covalent bonding between N9 of a Purine base (or N1 of a
glycosidic linkage.
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Pyrimidine base) and anomeric carbon atom (C1) of sugar – ribose or deoxy-ribose through NEach nucleotide is formed by covalent bonding between C5-hydroxyl of sugar and phosphate
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group through ester linkage

In DNA and RNA, the monomeric unit – NUCLEOTIDE is covalently bonded with the next unit
through a phosphodiester linkage. Thus, phosphate backbone holds all the nucleotides in a

us

single chain of a nucleic acid.

In double-stranded DNA (as well as some rare RNA molecules such as, certain tumor virus RNA),
two chains are held mainly by hydrogen bonding and base stacking forces, which are non-
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covalent interactions.

Thus, primary structure of nucleic acids is essentially the sequence of the nucleotides
represented in single letter notation in 5’  3’ direction. Although DNA is double stranded, only
one strand (referred to as top strand or sense strand) is presented
5’ pNpNpNpNpNpNpNpNpNpNpNpN-OH 3’
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In DNA, the bottom strand is anti-parallel to the top strand as shown in the double-stranded
DNA below
5’

pApGpCpGpGpTpTpApCpCpCpG-OH 3’

ol

ut
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3’ HO-TpCpGpCpCpApApTpGpGpGpCp 5’

Figure. A polynucleotide chain. Observe 2′OH and Uracil base  RNA

us

Base-pairing

Chargaff’s rules for double-stranded DNA
Because of unique base pairing in double stranded DNA, base composition follows A = T and
G = C ([A] = [T]; [G] = [C]), where  represents mole fraction. Erwin Chargaaf’s this
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observation contributed to double helical structure.
i.e., G+C = 1- A+T

If G% = 21% for a DNA, then, G = C = 0.21, A = T = 0.29
Exceptions are certain DNAs having unusual bases
1. T-even phages with glycosylated 5-hydroxymethyl cytosine (replacing cytosine) or dU
instead of dT in Phage SP2 DNA
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2. Bacteriophage X174 DNA.
A = 0.25, T = 0.33, G = 0.24, C = 0.18
[A] ≠[T] and [G] ≠[C]
This DNA is single stranded! Only (0.25 + 0.18)*2 = 0.86 mole fraction may be involved in
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base pairing!
Because of base-pairing and consequent packing of nucleic acids into the cell/nucleus, higher
order structures emerge! Let us first look into a base-pair structure before we jump on to
higher order structures
Base-pair structure

Hydrogen bonding is the chemical interaction that underlies the base-pairing rules described
above. Appropriate geometrical correspondence of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors
allows only the "right" pairs to form stably.

DNA with high GC-content is more stable than DNA with low GC-content, but, contrary to
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popular belief, the hydrogen bonds do not stabilize the DNA significantly, and stabilization is
mainly due to stacking interactions

Only allowed base-pairing  purine-pyrimidine (due to steric constraints determined by X-ray

ol

diffraction studies)

A with T and G with C  in DNA

us

A with U and G with C  in RNA

A with T or U  two hydrogen bonds
G with C  three hydrogen bonds
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Unusual base-pairing  G with T (or U) possible but with two hydrogen bonds
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Figure. Watson-Crick base pairs for DNA double helix

Base stacking
In aqueous solution, H-bonding alone does not provide sufficient energy to make really stable
helical duplex. Additional energy for a stable helical structure is provided by stacking.
This stacking interaction is primarily a dipole effect, aligning partial positively charged atoms at
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the edges of the bases with the pi electron system at the core. The N-H and C=O groups are

more polarized and create better positive centers (at the H or C atom respectively); hence base
stacking.
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The stacking interaction depends on which base pairs overly each other.

The overlap occurring when G-C overlays C-G is not the same as C-G overlaid on G-C. The table
below gives base stacking energy for the base pair overlaps in B-DNA. Different helical
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arrangements will change the degree of overlap, so different values will be seen for RNA or ADNA etc.

Energy
kJ/mol

us

Step

-61.6

T-A
G-C
A-T
or
G-C
or
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C-G
G-C
C-G
A-T
C-G
T-A
G-C
C-G
G-C
G-C
T-A
A-T

or

C-G
C-G

-44.0
-41.1
-40.6
-34.6
-27.5
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A-T
C-G
T-A
or
C-G
T-A
or
T-A
or

-27.5
-28.4
-22.5
-16.0
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G-C
T-A
G-C
A-T
A-T
A-T
A-T
T-A

Base stacking effects are also important in the secondary structure and tertiary structure of

RNA; for example, RNA stem-loop structures are stabilized by base stacking in the loop region
Nucleotide geometry in nucleic acids

Nucleotide geometry in nucleic acids is essentially due to sugar puckering, phosphor-diester
torsional angles and planar base stacking with respect to each other.

us

Chair

ol
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Ribose sugar puckering

Boat

ENVELOPE or BOAT
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Ribose ring pucker arises because a flat pentagon puts all ring C atoms into eclipsed
conformations, despite the fact that the pentagon angle of 108 o is very close to the C
tetrahedral angle of 109.5o.
Puckering relieves the steric conflict due to eclipsed groups, at the expense of a slight deviation
from tetrahedral bond angle.
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The pucker is described in terms of the pentose ring atom that is displaced furthest out of
plane. The 'S' or 'N' pattern twists, according to the orientation of the zigzag.
The lowest energy conformations are 2'-endo and 3'-endo. B-DNA, the form described by
Watson and Crick, adopts 2'-endo (example at right), whereas RNA and the A form of DNA
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adopt the 3'-endo twist.
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ol

Modified Pyrimidine bases

ut

Modified Purine bases
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Base pair geometry

Nucleobases are rigid planar structures (due to alternating double-bonds in the ring)
linked to the sugar moiety which shows what is called ‘sugar puckering’
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The geometry of a base, or base pair step in nucleic acids can be characterized primarily by 6
coordinates, falling within rotation (Tilt, Twist and Roll) about the helical axis or Translation
(Shift, slide, rise) along the helical axis.
These values characterize the helical structure of the molecule.

preceding base-pair.
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The base-pair geometry is explained in terms of within the base-pair or with respect the

From one base-pair to another base-pair
Rotations
Twist
Roll
Tilt

About z axis
About y axis
About x axis

Translations
About z axis
About y axis

Dz
Dy

Shift

About x axis

Dx

rotation around the helix axis
rotation around y axis
rotation around x axis

Displacement along the helix axis
displacement along an axis in the plane of the base pair
directed from one strand to the other
displacement along an axis in the base-pair plane
perpendicular to the first, directed from the minor to the
major groove
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Rise
Slide

Ω



Figure. Coordinate frame shown with rotations about 3D axis and translations along the axes.
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Base-pair geometry for individual base-pair
Rotation

Buckle
Propeller twist
Opening
Inclination

About short x axis
About long y axis

Rotation about x
axis
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rotation of one base with respect to
the other in the same base pair
to overall helix axis
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Tip

Rotation about y
axis


the number of base pairs per
complete turn of the helix
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Pitch
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Figure. Base-pair geometry. Rotation
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Figure. Base-pair geometry. Translation
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The values determine the secondary structure of nucleic acids. Only certain values are possible in
physiological conditions
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Structural Forms of DNA
B-DNA

The most stable helical form for DNA under physiological conditions
°

The helix averages 10 bp (9 – 11 per turn; ~10.4 bp) per turn of the helix, giving 36 twist and 3.4Å rise

vt

per base pair (bp),

o

Bases are almost (within 1 ) of being normal to the helix axis.
Helix diameter is 24 Å.
The major groove is wide and shallow exposing the H-bonding faces (including the Hoogsteen face) of
the purines.

The phosphate groups are turned outwards by the pucker nominally 2'-endo, but with significant
population of 1'-exo and O-4'-endo (chair).
The minor groove is narrow, and occupied by a spine of bound H2O and cations.
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A DNA

ol

Figure. A, B and Z DNA
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Figure. Watson-Crick Model of DNA double helix, 1953 (also schematics)
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The DNA structure may change to an A form in a solution with higher salt concentrations or
with alcohol added. It is a right-handed helix, but every 23Å makes a turn and there are 11 base
pairs per turn.
Z form DNA

Z DNA is left-handed and base-pairs appear zigzag. One turn spans 4.6Å, comprising 12 base
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pairs; 2 bp per step. The DNA molecules with alternating G-C sequences in alcohol or high salt
solution tend to have such a structure. The helix is thin (18 nm dia).
i.

Purines in syn orientation (strongly favoured by G) and 1'-exo pucker.

ii.

Pyrimidines are in the normal anti orientation and with 2'-endo pucker.

iii.

Backbone traces a zig-zag path.
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What happens if G is forced into syn orientation?
Ans. To enable base-pairing, C has to be forced into syn orientation, which is highly
disfavoured.
Comparison of base-pair geometry of different forms of DNA

Helix sense

B-DNA

10.5
3.4

Helix pitch(°)

34

Base pair tilt(°)

−6

Rotation per residue (°)

36

Diameter of helix [Å]

20

Glycosidic bond configuration

2.55

3.7

28

45

20

7

33

-30

23

18

anti

anti

dC - anti
dG - syn

C2'-endo

C3'-endo

C2'-endo

C2'-endo

C3'-endo

C3'-endo

1 bp

1 bp

2 bp
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Repeating unit

12
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Sugar pucker

11

ut

Axial rise [Å]

dG

Z-DNA

right-handed right-handed left-handed

Residues per turn

dA,dT,dC

A-DNA
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Parameter

Hyperchromicity and Nucleic Acid Melting
Hyperchromicity is the increase of absorbance (optical density) of a material.
Aromatic ring structure of the bases absorbs light in UV region. The absorption is increased
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when the two single DNA strands are separated  hyperchromicity.
This phenomenon is because free bases (not excluded from the solvent or that involved in basestacking) absorb more light.
The opposite, a decrease of absorbance is called hypochromicity.
Nucleic acids can be denatured (separation of strands) either by heat or by addition of denaturant
or by increasing the pH level.
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Heat denaturation of DNA is called DNA melting. Melting causes the double helix structure to
unwind forming single stranded DNA. The temperature at which two strands of nucleic acid
(DNA) separate in solution is termed its melting temperature (usually more than 80°C). The
bases become unstacked and can absorb more light. In their native state, the bases of DNA
absorb light in the 260-nm wavelength region. When the bases become unstacked, the
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wavelength of maximum absorbance does not change, but the amount absorbed increases by 30-

40%. A double strand DNA dissociating to single strands produces a sharp cooperative transition
as shown in the figure below.

ut

The transition/melting temperature (Tm) is the temperature where the absorbance of UV light is
50% between the maximum and minimum, i.e. where 50% of the DNA is denatured.

ol

Melting temperature depends on,
i.

G+C content of nucleic acid. The higher the G+C, higher the Tm.

ii.

Ionic strength of the solution. Due to stabilization of nucleic acid by cations

us

(more importantly, divalent cations such as Mg++), increasing ionic strength
increases Tm. However, it has no effect on absorbance.

Further,
i.

If DNA in aqueous solution is heated, but not to a point maximum where OD
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plateaus, the cooling leads to drop in OD to the original value  indicating
renaturation of DNA.

ii.

However, if the strands were completely separated cooling leads only to partial
renaturation that is dependent on the concentration of DNA. In this case, OD is also
restored partially. This is due to random base-pairing and formation of aggregates as a
factor of DNA concentration wherein a significant amount of DNA may still be single
stranded.
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iii.

Suppose you had cross-linked DNA strands in a duplex, then chances are that the
original duplex is restored after denaturation-renaturation.

iv.

The process by which two complementary nucleic acid (DNA or RNA) strands form
optimal base-pairing resulting in a duplex is called annealing.
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Higher Order Structures: Supercoiled DNA

DNA supercoiling refers to the over- or under-winding of a DNA strand, and is an expression of

the strain on DNA duplex. Supercoiling is important in a number of biological processes, such as
compacting DNA. Additionally, certain enzymes such as topoisomerases are able to change
DNA topology to facilitate DNA functions - replication or transcription.
i.

DNA of most organisms, some viruses, mitochondria, chloroplasts, plasmids,

ii.

Some have both strands of DNA covalently closed  circular DNA.

iii

Otherwise, DNA ends are constrained (not free to rotate in order to facilitate unwinding

iv

ut

required for replication, transcription etc.)

Natural supercoils from underwinding before closing.

W-C requirements cause molecule as whole to wind right-handed

ol

 negative supercoil - topoisomerase nicks

Mathematical expressions are used to describe supercoiling by comparing different coiled states
to relaxed B-form DNA

us

Twist (Tw) – Number of WC helical turns when the circular DNA is not constrained to line in a
plane

Writhe (Wr) – Number of times the duplex DNA crosses other duplex in a single circular DNA.
It is the number of superhelical twists

vt

Linking Number (Lk) – number of times one strand of DNA duplex passes the other strand or
number of Watson-Crick twists found in a circular DNA in a planar projection.
Usually Lk = Length of DNA in bp divided by 10.5

For a relaxed DNA,

Lk = Tw + Wr
Lk = Tw
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For DNA duplex, linking number does not change. If any change, it has to be compensated by
twist and writhe. In most cases, Lk is less than Tw (due to unwinding of DNA to perform
biological functions). Therefore, supercoiling is termed ‘Negative’  Wr is negative.
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Linking difference, Lk determines degree and sign of supercoiling.

Specific Linking Number (superhelical density)  is given by,

Supercoiled DNA forms two structures; a plectoneme or a toroid, or a combination of both. A

negatively supercoiled DNA molecule will produce a one-start left-handed helix, the toroid, or a

two-start right-handed helix with terminal loops, the plectoneme. Plectonemes are typically more
common in nature, and this is the shape most bacterial plasmids will take. For larger molecules it
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ol
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is common for hybrid structures to form – a loop on a toroid can extend into a plectoneme.
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Figure. Supercoiled structure of circular DNA molecules with low writhe. On the right shown is
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the helical DNA forming superhelical structure.

Interaction of Nucleic Acids with Small Ions
Nucleic acids interact reversibly with several ligands. Natural ligands such as water, ions and
proteins (transcription factors, enzymes involved in replication, transcription etc.) as well as

vt

synthetic ligands – intercalating agents – ethidium bromide, Hoechst etc. Many ligands
interacting with nucleic acids increase thermal stability of the double helix.
While sequence-specific DNA binding proteins interact with bases (more exposed in the major
grove), small ions interact with phosphate backbone via electrostatic forces. Positively charged
ions such as Na+, Mg2+ etc., interact with phosphate group of the negatively charged backbone.

Counter-ion condensation theory
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• Nucleic acids are uniformly charged. Counter-ion condensation theory describes association of
ions with polyelectrolyte (NA) reducing effective charge on NA.
• counterions condensed per phosphate charge remains constant for a particular conformation as
[salt] varies

• Reduces effective charge on NA
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• Normally, 0.76 monovalent counterions (Na+) condensed/phos
• Divalents such as Mg 2+ will displace monovalents

Manning/Rich hypothesis states that simple ions such as alkali metal ions associate with nucleic

ol

Structure of RNA – tRNA

ut

acids due to polymer charge density.

Ribinucleic acids are of three major types (mainly; ignoring SnRNA, guide RNA, microRNA etc.,).
messenger RNA – mRNA  RNA that is translated into protein

us

ribosomal RNA – rRNA  RNA that is a constituent of ribosome (involved in protein synthesis)
transfer RNA – tRNA  RNA that transfers amino acids to the site of protein synthesis and
assists ribosomes in ‘decoding’ mRNA.

Secondary Structure of tRNA
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 tRNAs have cloverleaf secondary structure due to four base-paired stems (Robert Holley,
1966)

 All tRNAs have similar sequences of 73 to 93 nucleotides
 3' end always terminates with the sequence CCA, with the 3' hydroxyl of the ribose of the
terminal A being the point of covalent attachment of the amino acid. This region is important
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for recognition by amino acyl tRNA synthetases and the process of translation (protein
synthesis).
Acceptor stem has a stem of length 7bp.
 Contain a number (7-15%) of unique/modified bases. These are post-transcriptionally
modified after synthesis by RNA polymerase.
In particular, adenosine (A) in first or 5' position of the anticodon (corresponding to the
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third or 3' position of the codon) is always modified to inosine (I) which lacks the amino

group on the purine ring. Inosine can base-pair with A, U or C and thus accounts for much of
the degeneracy of the Genetic Code ("Wobble Theory").
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 The cloverleaf contains three non-base-paired loops: D, anticodon, and TpsiC loop

Tertiary Structure

The cloverleaf structure becomes 3D L-shaped structure through coaxial stacking of the

us



helices.


The tertiary structure of tRNA is best described as a compact "L" shape common to all

tRNA

The anticodon is a single-stranded loop at the bottom of the Figure which later base-

vt



pairs with the triplet codon on mRNA


The amino acid is attached to the terminal A on the upper right (called acceptor arm).



The active sites (anticodon and amino acid) are maximally separated.



As in proteins, the tertiary structure is dictated by the primary sequence.



The tertiary structure is stabilized by base pairing and base stacking.
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Two areas (anticodon stem and acceptor stem) form double helix.
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Figure. L-shaped tertiary structure of tRNA. Colour-scheme from cloverleaf to L-shape is shown in inset
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UNIT 4:
STRUCTURE OF BIOMEMBRANES
Structure and conformational properties of cell membranes, Singer
and Nicholson model, integral proteins in membranes,
conformational variations during ion transport, monitoring
membrane potentials, Signal transduction and molecular reception
(qualitative).
UNIT 4
STRUCTURE OF BIOMEMBRANES
Structure and conformational properties of cell membranes:
Cell membrane is thin semi-permeable structure that surrounds the cytoplasm
of a cell.
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Cell membrane:Function and role
• To protect the integrity of the interior of the cell.
• Allow certain substances into the cell, while keeping other substances
out via selective transport.
• Helps maintain its shape by serving as a base of attachment for the
cytoskeleton in some organisms and the cell wall in others.
Major components of Cell membrane:
• Proteins and lipids.
• Lipids range between 20 % to 80 % of the membrane, rest being
proteins.
• Lipids provide flexibility, proteins maintain the cell's chemical climate
and assist in the transfer of molecules across the membrane.
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Cell Membrane lipids
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Fig 1: Structure of Cell membrane showing the phospholipid bilayer made of
polar hydrophilic head and hydrophobic tail ,Protein embedded in lipid bilayer
some of which are modified to glycoproteins by addition of carbohydrate
moiety during post translational modification.
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The major components of natural membranes are lipids and cholesterol, with a
small amount of other materials such as fatty acids. The relative amounts of
these varies from membrane to membrane and even between organism.
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Fig 2: The structures of lipids associated with membrane is shown. To the
glycerol carbon atom 1 and 2 unsaturated and saturated fatty acid chain
respectively are linked. To the C3 of glycerol moiety phosphate group is
attached. Depending on type of group attached to C3 of glycerol the
phospholipids can be phosphatidylcholine(choline attached), phosphatidyl
ethanolamine (ethanolamine).
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Types of lipids in membrane :
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 Phosphatidylcholine (PC) is one of the most biologically prevalent lipid
head group and is commonly used in biophysical studies.
 PC is zwitterionic having a negative charge on the phosphate group and
a positive charge on the amine.
 Phosphaditic
acid
(PA),
phosphatidylglycerol
(PG)
and
phosphatidylserine (PS) are common negatively charged lipid head
groups.
 Some head groups (PE) are smaller and are less hydrated which causes
stress on the bilayer surface since the hydrocarbon chains are more
exposed.
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 Some lipid head groups on the outer leaflet of plasma membranes are
modified with large carbohydrate moieties that act as signatures
allowing cells to recognize each other.
 In terms of membrane protein structure, these head groups can
participate in strong electrostatic and hydrogen-bonding interactions
with the interfacial residues of membrane proteins, and their charge and
hydration can directly influence the activity of peripheral membrane
proteins.
 The hydrocarbon chains of lipids are usually 14-24 carbons long and, due
to the mechanism of their synthesis, always have an even number of
carbons.
 The chains tend to align parallel to each other stabilized by extended
dispersion forces.

Rotation can occur around the C-C bonds along the chains giving either
a trans or gauche configuration
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Fig 3:The gauche and trans configuration. Trans configuration allows the
chains to come into close proximity of each other whereas the gauche
configuration introduces kinks in the chain increasing the distances
between the kinked chain and its neighbor.
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Fatty acids consist of a carboxylic group attached to a single14-24 CH2 chain:
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• Difference between fatty acids and two-chained lipid molecules is that
lipid can freely partition or flip-flop into membranes and distribute
evenly in membrane.
• Because the pK of carboxylic group is shifted from ~3 to ~ 7 when
embedded in membranes give the uncharged species some membrane
solubility.
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Cholesterol is a fused ring structure with a single polar hydroxyl group- can
interact with groups on or close to the membrane surface :

Cholesterol has varying affects on membrane fluidity:

us

ol

In fluid phase, cholesterol decrease the rotational freedom of the
neighboring hydrocarbon chains and thus "stiffens" the membrane.
• In gel phases, cholesterol acts as a contaminant which decreases the
order of the well-packed lipid chains.
•

vt

Membrane’s gel-fluid transition:
• The closeness of the lipid chains or their "packing" dictates many of the
physical properties of the bilayer such as the lateral movement of the
lipid chains, the permeability of the membrane to aqueous species and
their gel to liquid phase transition.
• In the gel phase, the lipid chains are usually well-aligned with little
rotation around the C-C bonds, which are predominantly in the trans
position .This reduced number of gauche isomers leads to better chain
packing that in turn results in an increase in bilayer thickness and a
reduction in the rate of lateral diffusion of membrane components.
• In contrast, the fluid phase is characterized by relatively rapid diffusion
of membrane components and lower bilayer thickness due to the larger
number of gauche isomers on the hydrocarbon chains.
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The table lists the Tm of different lipids
Common Name Tm (°C)

1

Dimyristoyl phosphatidylcholine

DMPC

23

2

Dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine

DPPC

55

3

Dioleoyl phosphatidylcholine

4

Dilino lenoyl phosphatidylcholine

5
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Sl No LIPID

-20

DLPC

-53

1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl phosphatidylcholine

POPC

-2

6

Dimyristoyl phosphatidylserine

DMPS

35

7

Dimyristoyl phosphatidyl ethanolamine

DMPE

50

8

Dimyristoyl phosphatidic acid

DMPA

50

ut

DOPC

These tabulated data show that:
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 Longer chains have higher Tm values due to more extensive dispersion forces.
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 Lipids with saturated or trans-unsaturated chains can pack more tightly as seen by
higher Tm values.
 Lipids with cis-unsaturated chains, which are biologically more common, have lower
Tm values because the cis configuration causes a substantial kink in the chain which
increases the spacing between the lipid chains.
 The usual number of double bonds found is 1-3.
 The presence of a cis double bond shortens the length of the hydrocarbon chains and
so bilayers composed of unsaturated chains will be thinner than those composed of
saturated chains of the same length.
 The phase transition broadens as the number of components in the membrane
increases and is barely detectable in many biological membranes.
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The table below shows percentage of lipids found in various membrane and bacteria
Lipid

liver
PM

erythrocyte myelin
PM

Mitochondrian
endoplasmic
PM
reticulum

Cholesterol

17

23

22

6

0

POPE

7

18

15

35

17

POPS

4

7

9

2

5

trace

POPC

24

17

10

39

40

0

Sphingomyelin

19

18

8

0

5

0

Glycolipids

7

3

Others

22

13

ut
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3

E. Coli

70

Trace

trace

0

8

21

27

30

ol

28
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Factors effecting the structure of membrane proteins are magnitude of the dielectric
gradient and bilayer thickness
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 Magnitude of the dielectric gradient
 The large change in dielectric constant between the ionic head groups to the oily
interior is sharp and occurs over a relatively short distance .
 This steep dielectric gradient makes it highly unfavorable to bury a charge (20
kCal/mol) or to leave an unsatisfied hydrogen bond (5 kCal/mol).
 In this way, the dielectric gradient will determine which amino acid side chains
incorporate into the membrane interior and which tend to remain in polar
environments
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• Bilayer thickness determines the length of the dielectric well which in turn
determines the regions of the protein that are interior, exterior and interfacial.
• The hydrophobic thickness of the membrane must closely match the hydrophobic
length of the membrane protein. Too long or too short may lead to protein
aggregation.
• Interestingly, it has been found that proteins will also deform to accommodate
length mismatches
Membrane Proteins

ol

Membrane Proteins Function
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A membrane protein is a protein molecule that is attached to, or associated with the membrane of a
cell or and organelle. More than half of all proteins interact with membranes.The need to match the
dielectric properties of the side chains with the lipid. The need to satisfy hydrogen bonds. The need
to align with the packing of the hydrocarbon chains. Integral and peripheral proteins may be posttranslationally modified with added carbohydrate, fatty acid or prenyl chains which may be anchored
in the lipid bilayer
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 Structural proteins are attached to microfilaments in the cytoskeleton which
ensures stability of the cell.
 Cell adhesion molecules allow cells to identify each other and interact, eg.,
proteins involved in immune response.
 Membrane receptor proteins serve as connection between the cell's internal
and external environments.
 Transport proteins play an important role in the maintenance of concentrations
of ions eg., carrier proteins and channel proteins.

Membrane Proteins : Main categories
• Integral membrane proteins which are permanently bound to the lipid bilayer.
• They can be defined as those proteins which require a detergent or some other
apolar solvent to be displaced.
• Peripheral membrane proteins that are temporarily associated with lipid bilayer
or with integral membrane proteins:
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• They are temporarily attached either to the lipid bilayer or to integral proteins
by a hydrophobic, electrostatic ,or other non-covalent interactions. Peripheral
proteins dissociate following treatment with a polar reagent, such as a solution
with an elevated pH or high salt concentrations.
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Fig4: Different arrangements of protein , spanning once or several time the
membrane. Some protein remain attached on one side of membrane.
Secondary structure spanning membrane are generally alpha helices
,sometimes beta sheets. Protein molecules are embedded in lipid layer and
are arranged with 3 distinct regions, 1 hydrophobic TM segment and 2
hydrophilic regions.
Integral membrane proteins:Class
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Integral polytopic proteins also known as TM proteins, are proteins that are
permanently attached to the lipid membrane and span across the membrane
.The TM regions are either beta-barrels (outer membranes of Gram- bacteria,
mitochondria and chloroplasts and lipid-rich cell walls of a few Gram+bacteria)
or alpha-helical (all types of biological membranes). Integral monotopic
proteins are proteins that are permanently attached to the lipid membrane
from only one side and do not span across the membrane.
Most TM elements are helices
• The two secondary structures that will satisfy all peptide backbone
hydrogen bonds are -sheets and -helices.
• All bitopic membrane proteins whose structures have been solved cross
the membrane as a helix.
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• Most polytopic integral membrane proteins whose structures have been
solved cross the membrane by helices. A few cross by sheets.
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Why the preference for helices?
One possibility may be that the length of a -sheet may not accommodate small
changes in bilayer thickness as easily as helices. Another possibility is that
helices may insert individually whereas-stands must align or zipper-up to form
sheets before insertion which may be unfavourable under many
circumstances.
Examples of bi and polytopic IMP
Transmembrane helical protein glycophorin, antibiotic gramicidin, hexose
transporter, insulin and epidermal growth factor receptor, photosynthetic
complexes, respiratory complexes ,the potassium channel and bacterial
rhodopsin
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Bacteria rhodopsin are integral membrane proteins with seven
transmembrane helices, the last of which contains the attachment point for
retinal (a conserved lysine). Bacterial rhodopsins are a family of bacterial
opsins. They provide light-dependent ion transport and sensory functions to a
family of halophilic and other bacteria. The purple membrane of
Halobacterium halobium contains Bacteriorhodopsin, a protein of 248 amino
acids residues which binds retinal, the same photosensitive Pigment that is
used to capture light in our eyes. Bacteriorhodopsin uses the energy of light to
Pump protons across the membrane.

(a)
(b)
Fig5: Bacteriorhodopsin has 7 transmembrane α- helices hooked together by
loops(a).The helices traverse the phospholipid bilayer and are tilted ~20o to
the plane of the membrane (b).
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What does rhodopsin do?
It’s a light—driven protein pump. Trans-retinal gets into the helices – binds and
absorbs a photon and changes to cis-retinal – as a consequence protons are
pumped from the cytosol to the extracellular space, creating a proton gradient.
This gradient is used to generate ATP and to transport ions and Molecules
across the membrane

Fig6: Interaction of rhosdopsin with retinal wherein the conformation of
retinal changes from trans to cis.
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Gramicidin: channel protein
Gramicidin is an example of a channel.
Channels:
Channels cycle between open and closed conformations. When open, a
channel provides a continuous pathway through the bilayer, allowing flux of
many ions.
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Fig7: channel proteins in action.
Gramicidin: channel protein
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It is an unusual peptide, with alternating D and L amino acids. In lipid bilayer
membranes, gramicidin dimerizes and folds as a right handed helix.The dimer
spans the bilayer.
• The outer surface of the gramicidin dimer, which interacts with the core
of the lipid bilayer, is hydrophobic.
• Ions pass through the more polar lumen of the helix.
• With TM voltage clamped at some value, current (ion flow through the
membrane) fluctuates.
• Each fluctuation, attributed to opening or closing of one gramicidin
channel.
• The current increment corresponds to the current flow through a single
channel.
• Gating (opening & closing) of a gramicidin channel is thought to involve
reversible dimerization.
• An open channel forms when two gramicidin molecules join end to end
to span the membrane.
• This model is consistent with the finding that, at high concentrations of
gramicidin, the overall transport rate depends on gramidicin.
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Fig8: Opening and closing of Gramicidin channel protein
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Singer and Nicoloson Model, Feb 1972, Science Attached the original paper
published in Science for reference.
Natural membranes are two-dimensional fluids:
About ~25 years ago, biological membranes were described as being two
dimensional fluids composed of two "leaflets" which contain mostly lipid
molecules .This "fluid mosaic" model still best describes lipid membranes.
• The outer surfaces of the leaflet are composed of the ionic and polar
head groups and interact with the aqueous solution, whereas the inner
portion of the membrane is the hydrocarbon chains of the lipid .The
chains are aligned parallel to each other, and under most biological
conditions, have some flexibility that allows for rotation around the
methylene groups.
• The nonpolar ends of the chains contact each other in the middle of the
bilayer creating an oily barrier impermeable to most aqueous soluble
molecules but allow small, more non-polar agents such as ethanol, to
pass. Integral membrane proteins and lipid molecules, which are
confined to the bilayer, can diffuse laterally.
• The most important feature of the fluid mosaic model is that it treats the
membrane as a dynamic system in which the proteins and lipids can
move and interact.
• While this model has been refined in years to include nonhomogeneous
distribution of components (Israelachvili, 1978) and the effect of
cytoskeletal elements (Sackmann, 1995), it remains conceptually the
best model of membrane proteins.
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Membrane Transport
The transport proteins can be grouped into several different types: ion
channels, carrier proteins and ion pumps.
All ion transporting proteins have a membrane spanning region mostly
composed of α-helices.
These are made up of amino acids with hydrophobic side chains which
stick out of the side of the helix and anchor the protein to the lipid
membrane through hydrophobic interactions.
The hydrophilic peptide groups are on the inside of the protein, allowing
ions to lose their water shell when entering the protein and form
electrostatic interactions with the peptide groups.

Ion channels
• These move ions down their concentration gradient and are the fastest
type of transport protein.
• Ion channels can be highly selective (e.g. only transporting Na+ ions) or
more general, such as allowing through any cation.
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Gated and Non-gated
Non-gated channels, such as the K+ channels involved in maintaining resting
potential in neurones, allow ions through at all times, provided there is a
concentration gradient for them to move down.
Gated channels will only ‘open’ under the correct circumstances, such as a
certain membrane potential (voltage gated channels) or when an activating
ligand binds to the channel (ligand gated channels).
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Fig9: Selectivity of ions to their channels.

Ion channels
Ion selectivity and high ion conductance. The function of such ion channels is
to allow specific inorganic ions, mainly K+,Na+,Ca2+, and Cl to diffuse rapidly
across the lipid bilayer and balance differences in electric charge between the
2 sides of the membrane– the membrane potential
Membrane Potential and selectivity
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• First, it allows a cell to function as a battery, providing power to operate
a variety of "molecular devices“ embedded in the membrane.
• Second ,In electrically excitable cells such as neurons, it is used for
transmitting signals between different parts of a cell.
• Opening or closing of ion channels at one point in the membrane
produces a local change in the membrane potential, which causes
electric current to flow rapidly to other points in the membrane
• The membrane potential of resting cells is largely determined by
K+which can move freely in or out through K+ leak channels
• These channels are selective for K+ ions by a factor of 10,000 over Na+
• The rate of selection is amazing…~108 ions per second.
• Selectivity implies strong interactions between K+ and the pore.
• Both K+ Ions and Na+ ions are spheres and featureless. K+> Na+ size
wise so how can selectivity be so great?
The K+ channel

• The K+ channel is a tetramer molecule with one ion pore in the interface
between the 4 subunits.
• The polypeptide chain of channel has 158 residues folded into 2 TM
helices, a pore helix and a cytoplasmic tail of 33 residues.
• Perpendicular to the plane of the membranes Fits K+ perfectly not Na+.
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Fig10: Structure of potassium ion channel showing formation of pore
due to arrangement of helices specific to potassium
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Voltage gated channels
These contain voltage sensing α helices made up of positively charged
amino acid residues (each third residue has a positively charged side
chain). When the channel is closed the positively charged α helices are
attracted to the negative charges on the cytosolic side of the membrane,
keeping the channel in a closed conformation, with the ‘gate’ segment
of the protein blocking the channel pore.
When the cytosol becomes more positive (during depolarisation of a
neurone), the voltage sensing α helices are repelled and move towards
the exoplasmic side of the membrane, inducing a conformational change
in the gate segment of the ion channel and allowing ions to move
through the pore.
After a very short amount of time (0.5-1.0ms for Na+ channels, slightly
longer for K+ channels), the voltage sensing helices return to their
original position and the channel inactivating segment moves to block
the pore.
After repolarisation has taken place and the membrane is back to its
resting potential, the channel inactivating segment is displaced and the
channel returns to its original conformation.
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Fig11: Opening and closing of gated channel of potassium
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Ligand gated channels
• They are highly specific for one or two particular species of ion, e.g. the
acetylcholine receptor at neurone synapses which transports Na+ and K+
ions. Acetylcholine diffuses across the synapse and then binds to the
extracellular domain of the receptor, which induces a conformational
change in the ion channel so that ions can pass through it. This
conformational change is believed to be the rotation of α helices within
the channel pore so that the large hydrophobic residues facing into the
pore are replaced by small hydrophilic residues which can interact with
the ions and allow them to move through the channel.

Fig12:Regulation of channel via Acetylcholine binding to its receptor
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• Carrier proteins cycle between conformations in which a solute binding
site is accessible on one side of the membrane or the other.
• There may be an intermediate conformation in which a bound substrate
is inaccessible to either aqueous phase.

Fig 13: Conformation change during carrier –mediated solute transport
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• Comparison carriers and channels
• With carrier proteins there is never an open channel all the way through
the membrane, unlike channel.
• The transport rate mediated by carriers is faster than in the absence of a
catalyst, but slower than with channels.
• A carrier transports only one or a few solute molecules per
conformational cycle, whereas a single channel opening event may allow
flux of many thousands of ions.
• Carrier mediated transport-Types:
• Uniport (facilitated diffusion) carriers mediate transport of a single
solute. Ex.GLUT1 glucose carrier.
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Fig14: Uniport or facilitated diffusion
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Symport , a secondary transport (cotransport) carriers bind two dissimilar
solutes (substrates) and transport them together across a membrane and thus
its coupled.
A gradient of one substrate, usually an ion, may drive uphill (against the
gradient) transport of a co-substrate.
Ex., the glucose-Na+ symport in plasma membranes, the bacterial lactose
permease, a H+ symport carrier.

Fig14: Symport or a secondary transport (cotransport)
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Antiport (exchange transport),secondary transport, carriers exchange one
solute for another across a membrane. A substrate binds and is transported
across the membrane in exchange to another. Ex. the adenine nucleotide
translocase (ADP/ATP exchanger), which catalyzes 1:1 exchange of ADP for ATP
across the inner mitochondrial membrane

ut

Fig15: Antiport or a secondary transport (cotransport)
Ion pumps
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These use primary active transport to move ions against their concentration
gradient.
The energy required to do this is gained by the hydrolysis of ATP, which is used
to drive a conformational change in the pump and to push the ion/molecule to
the other side of the membrane.
Pumps can be divided into four categories, three of which are used exclusively
for ion transport

vt

P-class pumps:

These transport all types of ions, although each type of pump is specific to only
one or two kinds of ions.
They are composed of two α subunits and sometimes two regulatory β
subunits.
P-class pumps use the hydrolysis of ATP to pump ions by forming a
phosphorylated intermediate which results in a conformational change.
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Some P-class pumps can transport more than one type of ion at a time, e.g. the
Na+/K+ pump. Other examples include the Ca2+ pump found in the
sarcoplasmic reticulum and the H+ pump.
V-class pumps:
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These only transport protons and do not form a phosphoprotein intermediate
like P-class proteins.
They have a very different structure to P-class pumps, with at least 13
subunits, all of which are unconnected to the subunits in P-class pumps.
V-class pumps are normally used to maintain a low pH in vacuoles and
lysosomes.
F-class pumps:

ut

Structurally,these are very similar to V-class pumps in that they only transport
protons and do not form a phosphoprotein intermediate.
However, F-class pumps transport protons down their electrochemical
gradient, using the movement of the protons to power ATP synthesis, such as
the ATP synthase pump found in mitochondria.
ABC (ATP Binding Cassette) superfamily pumps:
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This is a very diverse class of pumps which can transport all kinds of molecules,
including polysaccharides and proteins.
They contain two TM domains and two cytosolic domains which bind ATP.
Found in both prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms and are needed for many
essential functions in the human body, e.g. the CFTR pump in the membrane of
epithelial cells, which can cause cystic fibrosis if mutated.
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ER - Ca++ Pump a P-class ion pump
Ca++-ATPases, in ER and plasma membranes of many cells, catalyze ATPdependent transport of Ca++ away from the cytosol, into the ER lumen or out of
the cell.
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Some evidence indicates that these pumps are antiporters, transporting protons
in the opposite direction. Ca++-ATPase pumps function to keep cytosolic [Ca++]
low, allowing Ca++ to serve as a signal.
• The ER Ca++ pump is sometimes called SERCA, or Sarco(Endo)plasmic Reticulum
Ca++-ATPase, SERCA is large TM protein.
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• The SERCA reaction cycle is summarized, conformational changes altering
accessibility of Ca++-binding sites to the cytosol or ER lumen are depicted as
positional changes.

vt

Fig 16: The SERCA reaction cycle summarizing conformational changes altering
accessibility of Ca++-binding sites to the cytosol or ER lumen

• Two Ca++ ions bind tightly to the enzyme from the cytosolic side of the
membrane, stabilizing the conformation that allows ATP to react with an active
site aspartate residue.
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• Phosphorylation of the active site aspartate residue induces a conformational
change that shifts accessibility of the 2 Ca++-binding sites from one side of the
membrane to the other, and lowers the affinity of the binding sites for Ca++. Ca++
dissociates into the ER lumen. Ca++ dissociation promotes hydrolysis of Pi from
the enzyme Asp residue and a conformational change (recovery) that causes the
Ca++ binding sites to be accessible again from the cytosol.
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• The X-ray structure of muscle SERCA (Ca++-ATPase) shows 2 Ca++ ions (colored
magenta) bound between transmembrane a-helices in the membrane domain.
The active site Asp351, which is transiently phosphorylated during catalysis, is
located in a cytosolic domain, far from the Ca++ binding sites.
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Fig 17:The X-ray structure of muscle SERCA -Ca++-ATPase

• Signal transduction involves the conversion by a cell of an external stimulus to
one or more internal events by a sequence of processes that take place in the
cell plasma membrane.
• Living organisms constantly receive and interpret signals from environment.
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• These signals can come in the form of light, heat, odors, touch or sound.
•

The cells of our bodies are also constantly receiving signals from other cells.

• These signals are important to keep cells alive and functioning as well as to
stimulate important events such as cell division and differentiation.
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• Signals are most often chemicals that can be found in the extracellular fluid
around cells.
• These chemicals can come from distant locations in the body (endocrine
signaling by hormones), from nearby cells (paracrine signaling) or can even be
secreted by the same cell (autocrine signaling).
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• Signaling molecules may trigger any number of cellular responses, including
changing the metabolism of the cell receiving the signal or result in a change in
gene expression (transcription) within the nucleus of the cell or both.
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Fig 18: Types of signalling: Paracrine, endocrine and autocrine
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Cell signaling can be divided into 3 stages:
1.Reception
2. Transduction
3. Response
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Reception: A cell detects a signaling molecule from the outside of the cell. A
signal is detected when the chemical signal (also known as a ligand) binds to a
receptor protein on the surface of the cell or inside the cell.
2. Transduction: When the signaling molecule binds the receptor it changes the
receptor protein in some way. This change initiates the process of transduction.
Signal transduction is usually a pathway of several steps. Each relay molecule in
the signal transduction pathway changes the next molecule in the pathway.
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3. Response: Finally, the signal triggers a specific cellular response.
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Fig 19 : Steps involved in signal transduction
Reception
Membrane receptors function by binding the signal molecule (ligand) and
causing the production of a second signal (also known as a second messenger)
that then causes a cellular response.
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These type of receptors transmit information from the extracellular
environment to the inside of the cell by changing shape or by joining with
another protein once a specific ligand binds to it.
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Examples of membrane receptors include G Protein-Coupled Receptors and
Receptor
Tyrosine
Kinases

Fig 20 :Activation via receptor Tyrosine Kinases

ol

• Intracellular receptors are found inside the cell, either in the cytoplasm or in the
nucleus of the target cell (the cell receiving the signal).

us

• Chemical messengers that are hydrophobic or very small (steroid hormones for
example) can pass through the plasma membrane without assistance and bind
these intracellular receptors.
• Once bound and activated by the signal molecule, the activated receptor can
initiate a cellular response, such as a change in gene expression.
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• Transduction:

• Since signaling systems need to be responsive to small concentrations of
chemical signals and act quickly, cells often use a multi-step pathway that
transmits the signal quickly, while amplifying the signal to numerous molecules
at each step.
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• Steps in the signal transduction pathway often involve the addition or removal
of phosphate groups which results in the activation of proteins.
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• Enzymes that transfer phosphate groups from ATP to a protein are called
protein kinases.
• Many of the relay molecules in a signal transduction pathway are protein kinases
and act on other protein kinases in the pathway.
• Often this creates a phosphorylation cascade, where one enzyme
phosphorylates another, which then phosphorylates another protein, causing a
chain reaction.
• Group of protein important to the phosphorylation cascade
•

Protein phosphatases are enzymes that can rapidly remove phosphate groups
from proteins Dephosphorylation) and thus inactivate protein kinases.

ut

• Protein phosphatases are the "off switch" in the signal transduction pathway.
Turning the signal transduction pathway off when the signal is no longer present
is important to ensure that the cellular response is regulated appropriately.

ol

• Dephosphorylation also makes protein kinases available for reuse and enables
the cell to respond again when another signal is received.
• Kinases are not the only tools used by cells in signal transduction.

us

• Small, non protein, water-soluble molecules or ions called second messengers
(the ligand that binds the receptor is the first messenger) can also relay signals
received by receptors on the cell surface to target molecules in the cytoplasm or
the nucleus.
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• Examples of second messengers include cyclic AMP (cAMP) and calcium ions
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Fig 21 :Activation of second messenger via G-protein coupled receptor
Response

ut

• Cell signaling ultimately leads to the regulation of one or more cellular activities.
Regulation of gene expression (turning transcription of specific genes on or off)
is a common outcome of cell signaling.
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• A signaling pathway may also regulate the activity of a protein, for example
opening or closing an ion channel in the plasma membrane or promoting a
change in cell metabolism such as catalyzing the breakdown of glycogen.
Signaling pathways can also lead to important cellular events such as cell
division or apoptosis (programmed cell death).
• Classifications of Signal Transducing Receptors
• Signal transducing receptors are of three general classes:
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• 1. Receptors that penetrate the plasma membrane and have intrinsic enzymatic
activity. Receptors that have intrinsic enzymatic activities include those that are
tyrosine kinases (e.g. PDGF, insulin, EGF and FGF receptors), tyrosine
phosphatases (e.g. CD45 [cluster determinant-45] protein of T cells and
macrophages), guanylate cyclases (e.g. natriuretic peptide receptors) and
serine/threonine kinases (e.g. activin and TGF-β receptors).
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• Receptors with intrinsic tyrosine kinase activity are capable of
autophosphorylation as well as phosphorylation of other substrates.
Additionally, several families of receptors lack intrinsic enzyme activity, yet are
coupled to intracellular tyrosine kinases by direct protein-protein interactions
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Receptors that are coupled, inside the cell, to GTP-binding and hydrolyzing
proteins (termed G-proteins). Receptors of the class that interact with Gproteins all have a structure that is characterized by 7 transmembrane spanning
domains. These receptors are termed serpentine receptors. Examples of this
class are the adrenergic receptors, odorant receptors, and certain hormone
receptors (e.g. glucagon, angiotensin, vasopressin and bradykinin).
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Receptors that are found intracellularly and upon ligand binding migrate to the
nucleus where the ligand-receptor complex directly affects gene transcription.
Because this class of receptors is intracellular and functions in the nucleus as
transcription factors they are commonly referred to as the nuclear receptors.
Receptors of this class include the large family of steroid and thyroid hormone
receptors. Receptors in this class have a ligand-binding domain, a DNA-binding
domain and a transcriptional activator domain.

Fig 22: Activation of trimeric G-proteins upon ligand binding to typical G-protein
coupled receptors. Upon ligand binding to a GPCR there is an activated exchange
of GDP bound to the α-subunit for GTP catalyzed by an associated guanine
nucleotide exchange factor (GEF). The resultant GTP-associated α-subunit can
then activate downstream effectors proteins. In some cases G-protein βγsubunits also regulate the activity of downstream effectors. Hydrolysis of GTP to
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GDP during the G-protein activation of effectors as a result of the action of
GTPase activating proteins (GAPs) results in termination of the activity of the αsubunit.

Fig 23: Diagrammatic representation of a typical member of the serpentine class
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of G-protein coupled receptor. White, red, blue, and green spheres represent
amino acids. Serpentine receptors are so-called because they pass through the
plasma membrane seven times. Structural characteristics include the three
extracellular loops (EL-1, EL-2, EL-3) and three intracellular loops (IL-1, IL-2, IL-3).
Most GPCRs are modified by carbohydrate attachment to the extracellular
portion of the protein. Shown is typical N-linked carbohydrate attachment. The
different colored spheres are involved in ligand-binding and associated Gprotein binding as indicated in the legend
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Unit -5 BIOPHYSICAL TECHNIQUES
Rayleigh
Scattering,
ultra
centrifugation,
viscometry,
electron
microscopy
(SEM,TEM,AFM),luminescence (fluorescence and phosphorescence),calorimetry and DSC,
Mass spectroscopy, LCMS,MALDI-TOF, voltage clamp and patch clamp (measurement of
membrane potentials )

RAYLEIGH SCATTERING
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Scattering fundamentals
Scattering can be broadly defined as the redirection of radiation out of the original direction
of propagation, usually due to interactions with molecules and particles. The radiation is
treated according to the classical electromagnetic theory.this is appropriate for scattering
studies , where trabsitions between quantizied energy states are not involved.
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Matter is composed of discrete electrical charges (atoms and molecules – dipoles) Light is an
oscillating EM field – excites charges, which radiate EM waves.These radiated EM waves
are scattered waves, excited by a source external to the scatterer.The superposition of incident
and scattered EM waves is what is observed.
Scattering geometry
Light when incident on a particle gets scattered in all directions. The angle at which the light
ray is shifted/ deflected from the path of the incident ray is called as the scattering angle.
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When does scattering matter?
Scattering can be ignored whenever gains in intensity due to scattering along a line of sight
are negligible compared to:
Losses due to extinction
Gains due to thermal emission
Usually satisfied in the thermal IR band and for microwave radiation when no precipitation
(rain, snow etc.) is present Also can be ignored when considering direct radiation from a
point source, such as the sun. In the UV, visible and near-IR bands, scattering is the dominant
source of radiation along any line of sight, other than that looking directly at the sun
Types of scattering
Elastic scattering – the wavelength (frequency) of the scattered light is the same as the
incident light (Rayleigh and Mie scattering)
Inelastic scattering – the emitted radiation has a wavelength different from that of the
incident radiation (Raman scattering, fluorescence)
Quasi-elastic scattering – the wavelength (frequency) of the scattered light shifts (e.g., in
moving matter due to Doppler effects)
1
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Parameters governing scattering
1) The wavelength (λ) of the incident radiation
(2) The size of the scattering particle, usually expressed as the non-dimensional size
parameter,
., r is the radius of a spherical particle, λ is wavelength
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(3) The particle optical properties relative to the surrounding medium: the complex refractive
index
Scattering regimes:
x << 1 :
Rayleigh scattering
x~1:
Mie scattering
x >>1 :
Geometric scattering

tio

Applications of the principle of Rayleigh scattering.
Consider that a molecule is at position x=0., y=0 and z=0 (origin) and monochromatic light
is directed along x axis -and polarized with its electric vector in z axis.
The eqn. for electric vector at point x and time t is
E(x,t) = Eo cos 2π (
−
/λ)., At x=0
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E(0,t) = Eo cos 2π
According to classical electromagnetic theory, this oscillation of the external field should
produce corresponding oscillation of the electrons within the molecule.
Such oscillating charges will cause the molecule to have an oscillating dipole, which will
in turn act as a minute antenna, dispersing some of the energy in directions other than the
direction of the incident radiation.
The scattered radiation arises from the oscillating dipole moment, a vector determined by the
molecular polarizability, α of the molecule.
Given as µ= α E = α Eo cos 2
The instantaneous amplitude of the electric field produced by an oscillating dipole, observed
at a distance y from the dipole and at an angle Ø with respect to the direction of polarization
(the z-axis), is given by electromagnetic theory as
2 sinØ/ rλ2 ] cos2
(vt-r/ λ)
Er =[αE04
This eqn. gives information on amplitude of scattered light .The intensity of the radiation (the
energy flow per square centimeter) depends on the square of the amplitude The intensity of
scattering increases rapidly with decreasing wavelength.The intensity depends on the angle
Ø; there is no radiation along the direction (Ø = 0) in which the dipole vibrates
Intensity of scattered light can be given as

Eqn. giving description of the scattering of light by a single small, isotropic particle
Eqn not applicable for study solutions containing many Macromolecules i.e scattering is by
2
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a collection of particles.
Scattering from a Number of Small Particles: Rayleigh Scattering :
assumptions :
solution contains N identical molecules per cm3 .,The molecules are smaller than the
wavelength of the radiation.,Solution is so dilute that inter particle interference effects are
negligible.
Under these conditions, the intensity of the light scattered by these particles (in excess of that
scattered by solvent) will just be the sum of the intensities for all the particles.

----------------------eqn.1
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where n is the refractive index of the solution and no is the refractive index of the solvent
it is necessary to express the polarizability, α, in terms of some more easily measurable
quantity.
the refractive index provides such a quantity

The relationship is :
where n is the refractive index of the solution and no is the refractive index of the
solvent
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Rearranging and multiplying and dividing by the weight concentration C (gm/ml)
α = ( n+ no)(n- no)C/ 4πCN
At low concentrations n + no == 2 no, and
(n - no)/C == dn/dC, where dn/dC is an
easily measured change in n with a change in C, called the specific refractive index
increment. So,
α = no /2 π(dn/dC) C/N
Substituting in eqn.1 , we get

vt

note that N = CK / M, where K is Avogadro's number and M is the molecular weight of the
macromolecule
Substituting in eqn. , we get

The above eqn. tells us that the excess scattering produced by a solution containing a weight
concentration C of particles of molecular weight M depends on the product CM.

3
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It also depends on the angle with respect to the incident beam, Ɵ, but it is symmetrical
regarding forward and backward scattering, if the scattering particles are small compared to
the wavelength of the light.
For such scattering, which is called Rayleigh scattering, we can define a quantity, the
Rayleigh ratio, which corrects for the 1 + cos2 Ɵ term in Eq. and is therefore independent of
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angle.
Substituting and rearranging ,
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These equations show that light-scattering measurements can be used for molecular-weight
determination. With real solutions, the equations must be modified to take into account
the non ideality of the solution. Ideality was implied when we said that the scattering of
N particles was N times the scattering from a single particle; this will be true only if the
particles are entirely independent of one another
. If there are correlations between their positions (if even, for example, the center of one
particle cannot penetrate into the space occupied by another), the scattering will be modified
by this solution nonideality The measurement of Ro is usually carried out in a photometer
The intensity of light scattered at a given angle is compared with the intensity of the incident
light. In addition to Re values, calculation of the molecular weight requires knowledge of
dnldC. Since the difference in refractive index between a dilute solution and pure solvent is
very small, a differential refractometer, which directly measures the small difference n - no,
is commonly used.
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Schematic design of an instrument for light-scattering measurements.

A continuous wave laser is used as the light source, and the output from the scattering
detector (which can rotate about the cell) is compared with that from the direct beam detector.
A filter is inserted to reduce the intensity for the latter.
Scattering from Particles That Are Not Small Compared to Wavelength of Radiation
4
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So far, we have assumed that the greatest dimension of the scattering particle is small
compared to the wavelength of the light There are two kinds of situations in which this will
not be true.
1)very large particles like viruses and immense proteins or nucleic acids are not insignificant
in dimensions compared to visible light.
2) Even small proteins can have dimensions much larger than the wavelengths
of such radiation(in case of Xrays or neutron )
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In such cases ;. In addition to the measurement of mass, it becomes possible to estimate
dimensions and even obtain some information about shape or internal structure of the
molecules.
Since the scattering centers within a given large molecule are (more or less) fixed with
respect to one another, we can no longer consider them to be independent scatterers. We must
therefore take into account interference between radiation from these scattering centers.For
convenience, we express the general result by defining a function P(Ɵ),which describes how
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the scattering at angle Ɵ corresponds to that which the same molecule would have were its
dimensions shrunk to be much smaller than λ.Given as :
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Thus, at very low angles, at very long wavelengths, or for very small particles, Rayleigh
scattering is approached.
Its use is limited at one extreme by the low scattering power of small molecules and at the
other by the difficulties encountered in the interpretation for very large macromolecules.

5
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ULTRACENTRIFUGATION
Centrifugation is one of the most important and widely applied research techniques in
Biochemistry, Cellular and Molecular biology, and in Medicine. The centrifuge
works using the sedimentation principle, where the centripetal acceleration
causes more dense substances to separate out along the radial direction (the
bottom of the tube).
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Sedimentation

When particles are forced through a solution, they experience resistance to movement which

depends on properties of the particle such as mass, shape and density and properties of
the solvent such as its temperature, viscosity, density and composition. A commonly-used

experimental format where this occurs is sedimentation in a centrifugal field which is also
called centrifugation. This can be used as a preparative strategy to separate complex mixtures

mass, shape or density of particles.

tio

present in biological samples. Alternatively, it can also be used analytically to determine the

In 1926 Theodor Svedberg (1884-1971) received a Nobel Prize for his work in colloid
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chemistry and invention of the ultracentrifuge..
Physical Basis of Centrifugation

Consider a particle of mass, mo, suspended in a solvent of density, ρ. This particle would
experience an upthrust equivalent to the weight of displaced liquid in accordance with
Archimedes’s principle. The buoyant mass, m, of the particle is therefore mo minus a

us

correction factor for this up thrust

m = mo − mo · ν · ρ------------1 where ν is the partial specific volume of the particle.
This is equal to the volume displaced by the particle and is approximately equal to the
reciprocal of the density of the solute although the degree of particle hydration can affect
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it. For example, charged particles (which attract solvent molecules, compacting them in its
vicinity) give smaller values of ν than might be anticipated from particle density alone
If this particle is exposed to a centrifugal field, it experiences a centrifugal force, F;
F = m · ω2 · r-----------2 where ω is the angular velocity of rotation (in units of radians/
sec. with one revolution = 2π radians) and r is the distance of the particle from the centre of
rotation (cm).
Combining Equations 1&2 gives us;
F = mo(1 − ν · ρ) · ω2 · r ------------3
6
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This equation means that, as the mass, angular velocity or distance from the centre of rotation
increases, so does the centrifugal force experienced by a particle As the particle passes
through the solvent it experiences resistance due to a frictional force, F∗, operating in the
opposite direction
F∗ = f · v --------------------4

where f is a frictional coefficient dependent on the shape and

mass of the particle and the viscosity of the solvent and v is the velocity of the particle. At
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the beginning of centrifugation, the particle accelerates through the solvent but eventually
the frictional force decreases this acceleration such that a constant velocity called the
sedimentation velocity is achieved. At this point; F = F∗

i.e. mo(1 − ν · ρ) · ω2 · r = f · v The sedimentation velocity is given by;
v = mo(1 − ν · ρ) · ω2 · rf

Sedimentation velocity is dependent on the shape of the particle but, for a perfect sphere, this
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quantity is related to physical properties of the particle and solvent by;
v = a2[ρp − ρm]18η· ω2r -----------------------------------------6

where a is the particle diameter, ρp and ρm are the densities of the particle and solvent,
respectively and η is the viscosity of the solvent. The inverse relationship with viscosity
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means that sedimentation velocity decreases markedly with increase in solvent viscosity
and (since viscosity is dependent on temperature) with temperature. For this reason,
sedimentation velocities are usually corrected for different solvent composition and
temperature to standard conditions of pure water at 20 ◦C.
The relationship described by Equation (6) underlies all centrifugation experiments in
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biochemistry and is the reason why different particles (i.e. with differing partial specific
volumes and mass) can achieve individual sedimentation velocities in a single solvent
at a single angular velocity. It provides the basis for differential centrifugation in which
particles may be conveniently separated from each other. It is difficult to determine ν, ρ and f
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accurately so a useful measure of differential behavior in a centrifugal field is provided by the
sedimentation coefficient, s
s = vω2 · r= mo(1 − ν · ρ)f.,

as mo=M v ρ/N., v- vol. occupied by 1gm of solute .

or

M (1 −ν ρ ) µ s
= 2 ≡s
Nf
ω r
Since both mo(1 − ν · ρ) and f are inherent properties of the particle and solvent, respectively,
s is a constant for any given particle/solvent. The range of values observed in biochemistry
7
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varies widely from as low as 1 × 10−13 s for a protein to 10 000 × 10−13 s for intracellular
organelles. Amore useful notation is provided by the Svedberg, S, with one Svedberg
equivalent to 1 × 10−13 s. Factors affecting ‘s’ are mol .wt., frictional force and solute .
Types of ultracentrifugation :
In ultracentrifugation, analytes are separated on the basis of their sedimentation when they
experience a centripetal force. An ultracentrifuge is a centrifuge specially designed to spin at

n.
in

an extremely high rate of speed. Some ultracentrifuges can exert forces as much as 1 million
times that of gravity. The physics of sedimentation shows that the sedimentation rate of a

particle or molecule depends on several things, including the force, the density of the fluid,

and the size and density (or concentration) of the particles in the fluid. Applying a force
stronger than gravity can increase the sedimentation rate. It can also magnify differences
in sedimentation behavior between different molecules. This makes ultracentrifugation

a convenient technique for separating molecules of different sizes. Ultracentrifugation is

tio

used as both a preparative and an analytical technique. For example, the ultracentrifuge is
commonly used to isolate samples of pure DNA

Analytical centrifuge

Preparative

Large sample size can be used.

ol
u

Uses small sample size

Built in optical system for analysis of No optical read-out – collect fractions and
progression of mol. During centrifugation

analyze
them after the run

Uses relatively pure sample

Less pure sample can be used

us

Determination of sedimentation co-efficient ., Can be used to estimate sedimentation
MW of molecules

coefficient and MW
Generally used to separate organelles and

vt

molecules

Instrumentation of Ultracentrifugation
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• Components
1. drive and speed control
2.temperature control

4. rotors

ol
u

3. vaccum system

tio

n.
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Drive and speed control

The rotor is placed on a spindle attached to a motor below the centrifuge. The chamber is

us

surrounded with thick steel armour to contain the fragments in the event of a rotor failure
Vaccum system

The rotor chamber is evacuated with a vaccum pump to reduce air friction and cooled with a
cooling jacket to maintain constant temperature and prevent overheating

vt

Types of rotor

Preparatory ultracentrifuges are available with wide variety of rotors
Fixed angle rotor-made of single block of metal and hold tubes in cavities bored at
predetermined angles.
Vertical tube rotor
Swing bucket rotors allow the tubes to hang on hinges so that the tubes reorient to the
horizontal as the rotor accelerates
9
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Outline design of an analytical ultracentrifuge.

Sample is placed in a sample cell in a rotor contained in an evacuated and refrigerated
chamber. Centrifugation is carried out at very high speed during which the behavior of the
sample is analyzed. The cell is scanned with parallel light as it passes through the detection

ol
u

system on each revolution. Transparent windows at the top and bottom of sample cells allow
light to pass through the sample. Optical systems use absorbance, fluorescence or refractive
index to detect sample concentration as a function of position in the cell. Refractive index
measurements of sample is continuously compared to that of solvent alone in a doublesector sample cell .This data is continuously collected during the experiment, stored in a

us

microcomputer and subsequently analyzed. Analytical ultracentrifuges achieve relative
centrifugal forces of up to 600 000 g and facilitate analysis of the behavior of sample
particles during the centrifugation experiment.
Applications

vt

Determine sample purity

Characterize assembly and disassembly mechanisms of bimolecular complexes

Determine subunit stoichiometry
Detect and characterize macromolecular conformational changes
Study the behavior of bio macromolecules under a wide range of solvent conditions where
they will not interact with support materials

10
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Sedimentation analysis allows behavior of macromolecules across a wide concentration
range to be studied in a single experiment; samples in a size-range up to tens of millions
of daltons which are difficult to study by other methods (e.g.viruses) are amenable to
sedimentation analysis.
In current practice, two distinct types of analytical centrifugation experiment are commonly
performed:

n.
in

Sedimentation Velocity Analysis
Sedimentation velocity analysis involves following the behavior of sample particles as they
move through the solvent during sedimentation at relatively high centrifugal speeds. Particles

become distributed in a concentration gradient of characteristic shape which changes during

the experiment. At the beginning of the experiment, sample is distributed uniformly through
the sample cell. The lamella of molecules at the interface between this solution and air is

referred to as the boundary. During centrifugation, these molecules move towards the bottom

tio

of the sample

cell which causes a change in the boundary position and shape which may be followed by
absorbance, fluorescence or refractive index. This is because sedimentation forces the sample
particles to move through the solvent away from the centre of rotation while diffusion causes

ol
u

spreading of the boundary resulting in a change in boundary shape during the experiment.
Computer methods for analysis of these boundaries have been greatly improved in recent
years making a number of physical and chemical parameters accessible to determination by
this method These include the buoyant mass [mo(1 − ν · ρ)], sedimentation and diffusion
coefficients of individual molecular species

us

Sedimentation equilibrium analysis

The sedimentation conditions for sedimentation equilibrium analysis differ from those used
in sedimentation velocity in that much lower centrifugal speeds are used in much shorter
columns of solvent. Equilibrium is formed between sedimentation and diffusion which

vt

results in formation of smooth concentration gradient rather than fixed boundaries. Because
formations of a stable equilibrium is quite slow, sedimentation equilibrium experiments may
require days of centrifugation making them also much slower than sedimentation velocity.
Methods of Detection and Data Collection
•

The essential data obtained from an experiment with the analytical ultracentrifuge is
a record of the concentration distribution.The most direct means of data collection is
a set of concentration measurements at different radial positions and at a given time.

11
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This is approached most closely by methods of detection that measure the absorbance
of the sample at a given wavelength at fixed positions in the cell; for solutes obeying
the BeerLambert law, the absorbance is proportional to concentration
Methods used :
Refractrometric methods

•

Rayleigh interference optics

•

Absorbance

ol
u

tio
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•

Schematic diagram of the Analytical Ultracentrifuge
Preparative ultracentrifuges

It is used for isolation of molecules.

•

Determination of relative molecular mass

us

•

Types of centrifugal separation
Differential separation

§

Density Gradient separation

vt

§

Differential Centrifugation
•

Introduced by Albert Claude

•

Isolation of subcellular fractions by increasing RCF.(relative centrifugal force)

•

Isolated organelles are separated on the basis of their weight

•

The suspension of isolated organelles is spun for different combinations of speed and
time The lowest speed and shortest time separates out the heaviest organelles with
high speeds and longer times separating the lightest organelles
12
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• Differential centrifugation – pelleting Start with a uniform mixture of sample –
molecules or organelles in buffer--- Centrifuge to obtain pellet of heavier molecules,
and supernatant
Because all sized particles are evenly distributed in the beginning, the pellet will contain
primarily large sized particles but will also contain some of the other sized particles.Resuspend the pellet and re-centrifuge (2-3 times) to get fairly pure prep of heaviest particles,

n.
in

but 100% separation is not possible by this method. Can take supernatant and re-centrifuge to
pellet the next largest particle at increasingly higher centrifugal forces can largest particle at
increasingly higher centrifugal forces can partially purify the different sized particles.

To obtain good separation, size and density of the particles must differ by several orders of
magnitude. Commonly used for separation of organelles

vt

.

us

ol
u

tio

Usually fixed angle rotor is used.

Density gradient centrifugation: Rate zonal (also termed sedimentation velocity, zone
centrifugation)
Uses a continuous density gradient of solvent such as sucrose. Density increases toward
the bottom of tube. Sample is layered on top. Centrifuge until molecules form discrete
bands depending upon their sedimentation values. Generally stop the run before any of the
molecules reaches the bottom. 100% separation is possible with a small sample
Separates molecules based on size (MW).
13
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Used to separate various types of macromolecules – mixture of proteins; different types of
RNA; separate DNA from RNA, or proteins; ribosomal subunits; polyribosomes
Swinging bucket rotor is always used

ol
u

tio

n.
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Isopycnic uses a gradient of Cscl to separate based on buoyant densities.More dense
components will equilibrate in more dense region of Cscl and less dense components will
equilibrate in the less dense region
Rate zonal separates components based on their S-value, which determines how quickly the
particle under investigation will move through sucrose gradient

vt

us

• Application
Separation of biological molecules ie, biomolecules on basis of density like DNA, RNA.
Separation of subcellular organelles-Chloroplast
Separation of labelled and non labelled molecules.
Separation of ribosomal subunit given as Svedberg units

14
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VISCOMETRY
The size and shape of a molecule affect its ability to move in a fluid solution. Its properties
also alter the bulk properties (physical properties) of a fluid.
Several techniques can be used for the estimation of molecular weight and shape and can
be grouped into: 1.translational motion which is shown by Brownian movt. of molecules

n.
in

in absence of an external force ., and on application of an external force.eg. Sedimentation,
ultracentrifugation etc., 2. Rotational motion - techniques like EPR, NMR , bifrigence etc
Viscosity

Viscosity is defined as the force needed to maintain a velocity gradient dv/dx in a fluid,

normal to the applied force. It is the measurement of overall properties of a solution. It is

•

Mathematically given as :

tio

marked affected by translational and rotational motion of dissolved large molecules.

F= ηA (dv/dx) Where A= area of fluid parallel to flow .,η= co-efficient of viscosity .,

ol
u

dv/dx = velocity gradient /shear

Frictional properties of macromolecules in solution

Motion in a solution is comparatively slower than in a gas phase due to the frictional forces
between molecules in a condensed phase. Consider the external force F is applied to a
molecule of mass m., then the equation for motion in vacuum is given as F=ma, a=dv/dt, v is

us

velocity. However in a real fluid, the molecule is subjected to frictional drag /resistance .This
drag is proportional to the velocity as long as the motion is not fast to cause turbulence. Then
the equation of motion (translational motion)

given as: F-fv= mdv/dt., where fv=frictional

force opposing the applied force, f-translational frictional co-efficient and depends on the

vt

nature of fluid.

The linear differential equation for motion in a fluid can be given as:
•

V (t) = F/f + [vo-F/f] e-ft/m vo – velocity at t=0 parallel to applied force..,F – constant
Three important consequences can be realized .viz.,

1. The particle is accelerated for a short time after external force is applied.
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2. The velocity decays exponentially from initial value vo to final value
3. The final velocity V (α) = F/f and is linear to applied force.
Frictional force arises in a fluid because of attraction among molecules of a fluid. (Cohesive
forces and adhesive forces). Therefore the movement of a solid particle in a fluid causes
disturbance in the movement of solvent particles. The molecules nearest to the solid particle

n.
in

are the most perturbed and this disturbance decreases as one moves away from the particle. .
To calculate the frictional force, the force required to maintain their disturbed condition (vel.

Distribution of solvent molecules) is to be calculated. This is related to properties of fluid
called viscosity.

Consider a fluid bound by two surfaces, the force required to slide one surface over another
is proportional to the area of sheet, and reflects the differences in velocity. Consider the

tio

surfaces as sheets of fluid, for small velocities increments then

F= ηA (dv/dx) Where A= area of fluid parallel to flow.,η= proportionality co-efficient called
as coefficient of viscosity and depends on the properties of fluid. .,dv/dx = velocity gradient

ol
u

called as shear.
Measurement of viscosity

The simplest equipment used is a capillary viscometer.

us

Principle: the hydrostatic pressure provides the force .and is given as: F= Pπ a2 ., where
a – radius of capillary.

The differential force on a cylindrical sheet of fluid at a radial distance of x is given as
----------------------------------------------1

vt

dF= 2πxPdx ., cross-section area - 2πxdx .

If the fluid is flowing through a capillary at steady rate, this force should be balanced by
frictional force .The frictional force which is given as
F= -η2πxl (dv/dx) ., where the lateral surface of a cylindrical sheet = 2πxl
Therefore the net force on the fluid sheet equals the differential forces felt by the two sides of
a sheet. Which is given as

16
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dF=-ηl2π[ d(x(dv/dx)/dx) ]dx

------------------------------------------------2

Equating the equations 1&2.,
2πxPdx ==-ηl2π [d(x(dv/dx)/dx) ]dx then .,
Px =-nl {d[x(dv/dx)]/dx}

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

n.
in

---3
On integration.,

Px2 /4 +C1 = - ηlx (dv/dx)., where C is an integration constant.Dividing through by x and
integrating we get
Px2/4 + C1Lnx+C2= -η / v

C1and C2 are evaluated from boundary conditions.

tio

At the center of a capillary x=0, velocity of flow is finite. Therefore C1=0

At the outside velocity =0 (stick boundary conditions are taken)Therefore C2 = - Pa2/4
The velocity profile of a fluid in a capillary will have a parabolic shape and the flow velocity
(v) is given as:

ol
u

v= (P/4 ηl)(a2-x2) v= (P/4 ηl)(a2-x2)

However, easily measurable quantity is vol. rate of flow which is given as the vel.
of each cylindrical sheet X area (2πxPdx) and integrated from centre of capillary to
radius.Representing the above equation with respect to vol. rate of flow we get the equation :
This equation is called the Poiseuille`s
equation

us

dv/dt =

l

vt

= π Pa48

Dependence of Viscosity on Characteristics of Solute
The relationship between [η] and molecular mass and shape is complex. However, generally
speaking, the larger the molecule and the more extended its shape, the greater the value of
[η]. An important factor in overall shape is the axial ratio (i.e. the ratio if the longest to the
shortest axis for the molecule). Fibrous molecules have larger axial ratios than globular
molecules of the same mass and therefore give more viscous solutions For double-stranded
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DNA the relationship between mass and [η] has been empirically determined as; log([η]
+ 5) = 0.665 · log M − 2.863 .,while for random coil proteins of n residues dissolved in
6Nguanidinium hydrochloride it is; [η] = 0.716 · n0.66
Changes in viscosity may be used to follow processes in which the overall shape or elasticity
of the molecule is altered. Examples of this include intercalation of drugs into DNA and

n.
in

protein denaturation
Measurement with a capillary viscometer

In a typical measurement, the fluid of density ρ is allowed to

fall from a height h1-h2 and time taken is determined. The

tio

hydrostatic pressure provides the force .and is given as ρgh., h=h2-h1 i.e. the diff. between
2ends of the column. The pressure decreases as the ht.of fluid in capillary decreases. The time

t= 8ηl/πgPa4

ol
u

reqd. for total vol. V to flow is obtained by integration of Poiseuilles law

The integral is a constant for a given apparatus and is found by calibration.
Disadvantages of capillary viscosity measurements
Large volumes of solution are required.

us

•
•

Shear forces generated by the flow gradients are large.

Effect of shear on measured velocity

vt

Shear stress: S= F/A =η (dv/dx) (defined as the force per unit area resulting from solution
flow.it is the velocity gradient perpendicular to force.)Alters the η of media.Eg. 1)
Shear stress causes orientation of long rigid molecules like DNA 2)Causes distortion
of coil distribution of flexible molecules.3)Very high shear stress leads to cleavage of
molecules . Therefore measurements have to be made at low shear. Mathematically
Average shear stress is given as Sx= η (dv/dx) = -Px2l
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On integrating ., S=

xldxSx = -Pa3l from the above eqn., we can infer that as

pressure depends on difference in ht. ., shear stress can be varied with changes in ht.
Rotating cylinder viscometer
The rotational viscometer (also referred to at a Brookfield viscometer) is a concentric
cylinder rheometer.It is used for lower shear stresses .Viscosity is determined from the

n.
in

amount of torque needed to rotate a cylinder (called a spindle) with a known geometry. A
rotating magnetic field applies a const. torque on an inner cylinder, which is free floating

in soln. In response the inner cylinder rotates with constant angular velocity, which is less
than that of the rotating magnetic field.The relative viscosities are given as η1/ η2 =w2/
w1.

strength of magnetic field.

tio

Shear can be altered by changing dimensions of inner cylinder or by changing the

Effect of solute molecules on viscosity

The viscosity of solution of particles is a complex function of the concentration .at high conc.

ol
u

the distortion of the vel.pattern of liquid by one particle effects the shear of neighboring
particle. The viscosity of solution can be expressed as a power series relative to viscosity of
pure solvent. Given as:

η= η0 ( 1+K1C2+K2C22 + ….) .

The Relative viscosity is given as η/ η0 = η rel and

us

Specific viscosity ηsp = ηrel -1=(K1C2+K2C22 + ….).,K is of interest for determining
properties of individual molecules and it is defined by the intrinsic viscosity.[η] obtained
experimentally.

(K1+K2C2+ ….)

vt

The intrinsic viscosity given as [η]=

Also given as : [η]=2.5(V2+δV1) ., V2., V1 -partial specific volume of solute and water
δ-hydration gm/gm.
Properties of [η]
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•

[η] is highly sensitive to shape.It is also represented as [η]=νVnN0 /M where ν=
simha factor and gives information on shape .based on the axial ratios .For axial
ratios > 10 , the simha factor is given by asymptomatic eqns eg.
ν=( a/b)2/5 [ln (2a/b)-l/2] + =( a/b)2 /15[ln (2a/b)-3/2] +14/15for prolate ellipsoids . a/

•

b- axial ratio.,
•

[η]= KMα this

n.
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Intrinsic viscosity can be given with respect to molecular wt. as :

is called as Mark Houwink eqn.For a homologous series of rods of const. dia .,the
mol.wt.is propotional to length.

α =d[ln[η]/d[lna/b].Intrinsic viscosity is also

sensitive to conformation ., eg. If a globular protein is denatured mol. Wt. remains
the same but [η]changes.(increases)
Viscoelastic relaxation

tio

• First shown by Lynn Klotz and Bruno Zimm developed a technique to study long
DNA. low shear viscometric method .

Useful for the determination of the molecular weight of large (>1010) DNA molecules

•

Involves mildly stretching long DNA molecules by hydrodynamic shear forces and

ol
u

•

then removing the force so that the molecule relaxes back to its normal conformation;
the relaxation time is related to, and can be used to determine with accuracy, the
molecular weight of DNA molecules of the size found in eukaryotic chromosomes.
When a torque is applied to DNA soln. the average chain configuration of DNA is

us

•

altered from a stiff coil to elongated structure. The energy is from the applied torque
coupled through shear gradient in fluid .eventually a steady state is reached ,DNA mol
have some stored energy in their chain confirmation. When the torque is removed,

vt

the rotation would slow down and stop if there were no DNA. However, with DNA
present, rotor can’t stop., until the DNA mol. have relaxed backed to random coil.
The motor reverses direction and gradually stops. The force that coupled with the
original torque exerts torque on the rotor as chains relaxes .this effect can last for a
considerable time and is characterized by relaxation time.Tk., Τk =(Mη0[η]/RT ) 1/λk

• λk

is a function of eigen values obtained when dynamics of relaxation are

computed.The equation yields information on Mol. Wt.
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• Alternate expression for molecular wt. M = k[η+b]3/2
DNA

K =19.8 for linear

b= 500ml/g Neglecting b for large molecules ., The eqn. can be written

as :M=1.45x108t3/5

Protocol
Cells lysed in rotating cylinder viscometer----------

Treatment with detergent and

n.
in

•

enzymes-------Application of torque----------Removal of torque before one revolution
•

The torque generates a ssubsequent torque on rotor as chains relax. Characterized by

vt

us

ol
u

tio

relaxation time Mol. Wt. can be determined using the formula M=1.45x108t3/5
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ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
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The electron microscope is a type of microscope that uses a beam of electrons to create
an image of the specimen. It is capable of much higher magnifications and has a greater
resolving power than a light microscope, allowing it to see much smaller objects in finer
detail. All electron microscopes use electromagnetic and/or electrostatic lenses to control
the path of electrons. Glass lenses, used in light microscopes, have no effect on the
electron beam. The basic design of an electromagnetic lens is a solenoid (a coil of wire
around the outside of a tube) through which one can pass a current, thereby inducing an
electromagnetic field. The electron beam passes through the centre of such solenoids on
its way down the column of the electron microscope towards the sample. Electrons are
very sensitive to magnetic fields and can therefore be controlled by changing the current
through the lenses.The faster the electrons travel, the shorter their wavelength. The resolving
power of a microscope is directly related to the wavelength of the irradiation used to form
an image. Reducing wavelength increases resolution. Therefore, the resolution of the
microscope is increased if the accelerating voltage of the electron beam is increased. The
accelerating voltage of the beam is quoted in kilovolts (kV). The relationship between the
limit of resolution and the wavelength of the illuminating radiation holds true for any form
of radiation, whether it is a beam of light or a beam of electrons.With electrons, however, the
limit of resolution can be made very small and is given by Abbe’s equation d = 0.61 λ/NA .,
NA = n .sinα

vt
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Resolution of electron microscopes is λ=h (2meV)-1/2 .,,m=mass ., e=charge ., V=accelerating
voltage.In case of EM: d=0.753/ α. √V, nm d = resolution in nm.,α = half opening angle of
objective (in radians).,V = accelerating voltage.,d (100 kV) = 0.24 nm α ≈ 0.01 radiansThe
higher the energy of the electrons, the lower the wavelength, the higher the resolution.
The wavelength of an electron decreases as its velocity increases. In an electron microscope
with an accelerating voltage of 100,000 V, the wavelength of an electron is 0.004 nm. In
theory the resolution of such a microscope should be about 0.002 nm, which is 10,000 times
greater than that of the light microscope. Because the aberrations of an electron lens are
considerably harder to correct those of a glass lens, however, the practical resolving power of
most modern electron microscopes is, at best, 0.1 nm (1 Å) Furthermore, problems of
specimen preparation, contrast, and radiation damage effectively limit the normal resolution
for biological objects to 2 nm (20 Å).This is nonetheless about 100 times better than the
resolution of the light microscope.
The resolution in Transmission electron microscopes
(TEM): 40 – 1200 kVand Scanning electron microscopes (SEM): 1 – 30 kV Effective
instrument resolution is TEM: ~ 0.1 nm., SEM: ~1 nm
Sample Preparation
Materials to be viewed in an electron microscope generally require processing to produce a
suitable sample. This is mainly because the whole of the inside of an electron microscope
is under high vacuum in order to enable the electron beam to travel in straight lines. The
technique required varies depending on the specimen, the analysis required and the type of
microscope:
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Cryofixation - freezing a specimen rapidly, typically to liquid nitrogen temperatures or
below, that the water forms ice. This preserves the specimen in a snapshot of its solution state
with the minimal of artefacts. An entire field called cryo-electron microscopy has branched
from this technique. With the development of cryo-electron microscopy, it is now possible to
observe virtually any biological specimen close to its native state.

n.
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Fixation - a general term used to describe the process of preserving a sample at a moment
in time and to prevent further deterioration so that it appears as close as possible to what it
would be like in the living state, although it is now dead. In chemical fixation for electron
microscopy, glutaraldehyde is often used to crosslink protein molecules and osmium
tetroxide to preserve lipids.

Dehydration - removing water from the samples. The water is generally replaced with
organic solvents such as ethanol or acetone as a stepping stone towards total drying for SEM
specimens or infiltration with resin and subsequent embedding for TEM specimens.

tio

Embedding - infiltration of the tissue with wax (for light microscopy) or a resin (for electron
microscopy) such as araldite or LR White, which can then be polymerised into a hardened
block for subsequent sectioning.

ol
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Sectioning - the production of thin slices of the specimen. For light microscopy, the sections
can be a few micrometres thick but for electron microscopy they must be very thin so that
they are semitransparent to electrons, typically around 90nm. These ultra-thin sections for
electron microscopy are cut on an ultramicrotome with a glass or diamond knife. Glass
knives can easily be made in the laboratory and are much cheaper than diamond, but they
blunt very quickly and therefore need replacing frequently.

us

Staining - uses heavy metals such as lead and uranium to scatter imaging electrons and thus
give contrast between different structures, since many (especially biological) materials are
nearly "transparent" to the electron beam. By staining the samples with heavy metals, we add
electron density to it which results in there being more interactions between the electrons
in the primary beam and those of the sample, which in turn provides us with contrast in the
resultant image. In biology, specimens can be stained "en bloc" before embedding and/or
later, directly after sectioning, by brief exposure of the sections to solutions of the heavy
metal stains.

vt

Freeze-fracture and freeze-etch - a preparation method particularly useful for examining
lipid membranes and their incorporated proteins in "face on" view. The fresh tissue or cell
suspension is frozen rapidly (cryofixed), then fractured by simply breaking or by using a
microtome while maintained at liquid nitrogen temperature. The cold, fractured surface is
generally "etched" by increasing the temperature to about -95°C for a few minutes to let some
surface ice sublime to reveal microscopic details. For using SEM, the sample is now ready
for imaging. For the TEM, it can then be rotary-shadowed with evaporated platinum at low
angle (typically about 6°) in a high vacuum evaporator. A second coat of carbon, evaporated
perpendicular to the average surface plane is generally performed to improve stability of
the replica coating. The specimen is returned to room temperature and pressure, and then
the extremely fragile "shadowed" metal replica of the fracture surface is released from the
23
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underlying biological material by careful chemical digestion with acids, hypochlorite solution
or SDS detergent. The floating replica is thoroughly washed from residual chemicals,
carefully picked up on an EM grid, dried then viewed in the TEM.
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Sputter Coating - an ultra-thin coating of electrically-conducting material, deposited by low
vacuum coating of the sample. This is done to prevent charging of the specimen which would
occur because of the accumulation of static electric fields due to the electron irradiation
required during imaging. It also increases the amount of secondary electrons that can be
detected from the surface of the sample in the SEM and therefore increases the signal to noise
ratio. Such coatings include gold, gold/palladium, platinum, chromium etc.

ol
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The electron microscope -working

us

1. Electron optical column consists of:– electron gun -electron source to produce electrons.,–
magnetic lenses to de-magnify the beam– magnetic coils to control and modify the beam.,–
apertures to define the beam, prevent electron spray,etc.
2. Vacuum systems consists of:– chamber which “holds” vacuum, pumps to produce
vacuum– valves to control vacuum, gauges to monitor vacuum

vt

3. Signal Detection & Display consists of:– detectors which collect the signal– electronics
which produce an image from the signal

Disadvantages of Electron Microscopy
Electron microscopes are very expensive to buy and maintain. They are dynamic rather than
static in their operation: requiring extremely stable high voltage supplies, extremely stable
currents to each electromagnetic coil/lens, continuously-pumped high/ultra-high vacuum
systems and a cooling water supply circulation through the lenses and pumps. As they are
very sensitive to vibration and external magnetic fields, microscopes aimed at achieving high
resolutions must be housed in buildings with special services.
24
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A significant amount of training is required in order to operate an electron microscope
successfully and electron microscopy is considered a specialised skill.
The samples have to be viewed in a vacuum, as the molecules that make up air would scatter
the electrons. This means that the samples need to be specially prepared by sometimes
lengthy and difficult techniques to withstand the environment inside an electron microscope.
Recent advances have allowed some hydrated samples to be imaged using an environmental
scanning electron microscope, but the applications for this type of imaging are still limited.
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There are several types of electron microscopy. The two most common types are transmission
electron microscopy and scanning electron microscopy
TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPE (TEM)

us
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Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) involves a high voltage electron beam emitted by a
cathode and formed by magnetic lenses. The electron beam that has been partially transmitted
through the very thin (and so semitransparent for electrons) specimen carries information
about the structure of the specimen. The spatial variation in this information (the "image")
is then magnified by a series of magnetic lenses until it is recorded by hitting a fluorescent
screen, photographic plate, or light sensitive sensor such as a CCD (charge-coupled device)
camera. The image detected by the CCD may be displayed in real time on a monitor or
computer.Simplistically, In its operation a TEM can be thought of as analogous to a slide
projector

vt

In a slide projector white light from the bulb is focussed onto the slide by a condenser lens.
This produces an image which is focussed by the objective lens to a point (crossover).
The image is then projected onto a screen and magnified by varying the distance from the
crossover to the screen.In a TEM the electron beam is focussed on the sample using the
condenser lens system.This produces an image which is focussed by the objective lens to
a point (crossover). This image is then magnified by a series of projector lenses to vary the
size of the image on a fluorescent screen. Changing the current of an electromagnetic lens
alters its focal length altering magnificationTransmission electron microscopes produce twodimensional, black and white images.
Resolution of the TEM is limited by spherical and chromatic aberration, but a new generation
of aberration correctors has been able to overcome or limit these aberrations. Software
correction of spherical aberration has allowed the production of images with sufficient
25
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resolution to show carbon atoms in diamond separated by only 0.089 nm and atoms in silicon
at 0.078 nm at magnifications of 50 million times. The ability to determine the positions
of atoms within materials has made the TEM an indispensable tool for nano-technologies
research and development in many fields, including heterogeneous catalysis and the
development of semiconductor devices for electronics and photonics. In the life sciences, it
is still mainly the specimen preparation which limits the resolution of what we can see in the
electron microscope, rather than the microscope itself.
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In overall design the transmission electron microscope (TEM) is similar to a light
microscope, The source of illumination is a filament or cathode that emits electrons at the top
of a cylindrical column about 2 meters high. Since electrons are scattered by collisions with
air molecules, air must first be pumped out of the column to create a vacuum. The electrons
are then accelerated from the filament by a nearby anode and allowed to pass through a
tiny hole to form an electron beam that travels down the column. Magnetic coils placed at
intervals along the column focus the electron beam, just as glass lenses focus the light in a
light microscope. The specimen is put into the vacuum, through an airlock, into the path of
the electron beam. As in the case of light microscopy, the specimen is usually stained, in this
case with electron-dense material, Some of the electrons passing through the specimen are
scattered by structures stained with the electron-dense material; the remainder are focused to
form an image - in a manner analogous to the way an image is formed in a light microscope either on a photographic plate or on a phosphorescent screen. Because the scattered electrons
are lost from the beam, the dense regions of the specimen show up in the image as areas of
reduced electron flux, which look dark.
Main components of a TEM

The Gun..,The condenser system.,The sample

components for Image formation,•Projection of the image (magnification)., •Viewing and
recording the image

us

Electron Guns

Two main types– Thermionic and Field Emission.•Thermionic sources produce electrons
when heated.•Field emission sources produce electrons when exposed to an intense electric
fieldFEG’s give much more brightness than thermionic systems.•FEG’s give a more
monochromatic electron source and finer probe (i.e. better resolution).

vt

Field Emission Gun

The tip of a tungsten needle is made very sharp (radius < 0.1 μm)• The electric field at the tip
is very strong (> 107 V/cm) due to the sharp point effect• Electrons are pulled out from the
tip by the strong electric field applied externally• Ultra-high vacuum (better than 7.5 x 109 Torr - 6 x 10-6 Pa) is needed to avoid ion bombardment to the tip from the residual gas.•
Electron probe diameter < 1 nm is possible
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The Condenser System in FEG
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The Wehnelt (or 2nd anode in a FEG) focuses the beam to a crossover which is accelerated
down the column.•The first condenser de-magnifies the crossover to give a smaller point
source – this is referred to as C1 or spot size.The second condenser lens (C2) is used to either
converge or spread the beam of illumination on the sample •A condenser aperture is placed in
the beam path to remove electrons far from the optic axis which would reduce resolution.The
smaller the aperture the better the resolution, but there is an associated decrease in brightness
– need to compromise
The Sample
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•Samples are typically 3mm in diameter and <80µm thick.•Sample preparation is tricky and
time consuming.sample preparation guide for TEM is given below.

Biological samples require fixing and embedding before being stained with heavy metals
(e.g. OsO4) for contrast prior to ultra microtome sectioning.
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Image Formation
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All rays from a point in the object are gathered by the lens and converge to a point in
the image.All parallel rays are focused in the focal plane. The back focal plane
of the objective lens contains groupings of rays that have left the object at the
same angle. The back focal plane contains the diffraction pattern of the sample.
Diffraction pattern and image are both formed in the imaging process•The
intermediate lens is then focused on either the image plane (for the image), or the
back focal plane (for the diffraction pattern).
Imaging Modes Two principle modes of TEM operation, A – Projecting the diffraction
pattern, B – Projecting the image. The intermediate lens selects either the Back
Focal Plane or the image plane of the objective lens.Conventionally, in order to
get contrast in an image an objective aperture is placed in the beam path at the
back focal plane of the objective lens. Any electrons which are scattered by
interaction with the sample are prevented from recombining in the image by the
aperture.Any regions where electrons are scattered will appear dark in the
image.The smaller the aperture used the greater the contrast, but at the expense
of
brightness.

Contrast formation in TEM
• Absorption of electrons., Scattering of electrons.,Diffraction and phase contrast
NOTE: All mechanisms occur at the same time (superposition)
Projection - Magnification
28
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A series of projector lenses are then used to magnify the image formed by the
intermediate lens onto a viewing screen. Changing the current in the windings of
the lens changes the magnetic field and effectively changes the focal length of
the lens.•Increase the current and the focal length (f) of the lens decreases, so a
weaker lens (f1) gives a higher magnification then a stronger lens (f2) as image
distance v increases, but the object distance is unchanged.
Viewing\Recording Images
The image, comprising of a beam of focused electrons falls onto a fluorescent
screen therefore producing a visible image.This image can be recorded
onto photographic film using the camera located underneath the viewing
screen.Modern machines can capture images digitally using CCD cameras.The
signal from the beam can be output to external analysis equipment, e.g. STEM
detectors, EELS etc. for further analysis
Applications
One of the main strengths of TEM is the ability to obtain diffraction (structural
information) and images from the same area at the same time
Differences between TEM and Optical Microscope
TEM
TOM
Source
100-400 kV electron gun
Light source
high current densities:
5 x 104 Am-2 for tungsten filament
1 x 106 Am-2 for field-emission source
Condenser lens Electromagnetic lens, focus adjusted by Glass lens, focus adjusted by lens
controlling the lens current
position
Specimen stage Allows for specimen tilt as well as some Allows for specimen tilt as well as
z-adjustment
some z-adjustment
Objective lens Fine focusing of the image by adjusting Fine focusing by adjusting the
the lens current
position of the specimen and the
objective lens
Final imaging Employs electromagnetic lenses to Eye piece forming image for
system
produce image on a fluorescent screen
direct viewing
Recording
Computer monitor or TV
Normal viewing or photographic
system
films
-6
Experimental
Vacuum, better than 10 torr
Air, at atmospheric pressure
set-up in
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SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE (SEM)

Unlike the TEM, where the electrons in the primary beam are transmitted through the sample,
the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) produces images by detecting secondary electrons
which are emitted from the surface due to excitation by the primary electron beam. In the
SEM, the electron beam is scanned across the surface of the sample in a raster pattern, with
detectors building up an image by mapping the detected signals with beam position.
Because the SEM image relies on electron interactions at the surface rather than transmission
it is able to image bulk samples and has a much greater depth of view, and so can produce
images that are a good representation of the 3D structure of the sample. SEM images are
29
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therefore considered to provide us with 3D, topographical information about the sample
surface but will still always be only in black and white.
In the SEM, we use much lower accelerating voltages to prevent beam penetration into the
sample since what we require is generation of the secondary electrons from the true surface
structure of a sample. Therefore, it is common to use low KV, in the range 1-5kV for
biological samples, even though our SEMs are capable of up to 30 kV.

Working of SEM
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Main components of a SEM : The Gun .,•The condenser system.,•The sampleImage
formation.,•Projection of the image (magnification)..,•Viewing and recording the image.

us

1) gun –produces a stream of monochromatic electrons

vt

2) The stream is condensed by the first condenser lens (usually controlled by the "coarse
probe current knob"). This lens is used to both form the beam and limit the amount of current
in the beam. It works in conjunction with the condenser aperture to eliminate the high-angle
electrons from the beam.
3) The beam is then constricted by the condenser aperture (usually not user selectable),
eliminating some high-angle electrons.
4) The second condenser lens forms the electrons into a thin, tight, coherent beam and is
usuallycontrolled by the "fine probe current knob".
5) A user selectable objective aperture further eliminates high-angle electrons from the beam.
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6) A set of coils then "scan" or "sweep" the beam in a grid fashion (like a television),
dwelling on points for a period of time determined by the scan speed (usually in the
microsecond range).
7) The final lens, the objective, focuses the scanning beam onto the part of the specimen
desired.
8) When the beam strikes the sample (and dwells for a few microseconds) interactions occur
inside the sample and are detected with various instruments.
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9) Before the beam moves to its next dwell point these instruments count the number of einteractions and display a pixel on a CRT whose intensity is determined by this number (the
more reactions the brighter the pixel).
10) This process is repeated until the grid scan is finished and then repeated, the entire pattern
can be scanned 30 times/sec.
Magnifying in scanning electron microscopes

A smaller area is scanned with the same number of pixels.

•

The scanned pixels are smaller

•

The signal is displayed on the computer screen at constant pixel size

Morphology
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Applications
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•

•

The shape and size of the particles making up the object;

•

Direct relation between these structures and materials properties

us

Crystallographic Information
•

How the atoms are arranged in the object;

•

direct relation between these arrangements and material properties
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ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY (AFM)
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a technique that is becoming widely used for both the
observation and manipulation of biological macromolecules.. AFM works by moving a
mechanical probe across the surface of the object being scanned. AFM therefore provides
true, three-dimensional information about the object .. All are part of the more general class
of techniques called scanning probe microscopy (SPM) The AFM is one of the foremost
tools for imaging, measuring, and manipulating matter at the nanoscale The first Atomic
Force Microscope (AFM) was developed by G. Binnig, Ch. Gerber, and C. Quate at Stanford
University . A typical apparatus is depicted in Figure
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AFM provides a 3D profile of the surface on a nanoscale, by measuring forces between
a sharp probe (<10 nm) and surface at very short distanceThe heart of the instrument is a
very fine tip (often a tungsten carbide crystal or a carbon nanotube) mounted on a springy
cantilever. The AFM tip “gently” touches the surface and records the small force between
the probe and the surface. The amount of force between the probe and sample is dependent
on the spring constant (stiffness) of the cantilever and the distance between the probe and the
sample surfaceIf the spring constant of cantilever (typically ~ 0.1-1 N/m) is less than surface,
the cantilever bends and the deflection is monitored .This typically results in forces ranging
from nN (10 -9 ) to µN (10-6) in the open air.The AFM cantelever can be used to measure both
attractive force and repulsive force.The cantilever is designed with a very low spring constant
(easy to bend) so it is very sensitive to force. At short probe-sample distances, the forces are
repulsive and at large probe-sample distances, the forces are attractive The laser is focused to
reflect off the cantilever and onto the sensor The position of the beam in the sensor measures
the deflection of the cantilever and in turn the force between the tip and the sample.
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In the most frequently used technique, the tapping mode, the cantilever is made to oscillate,
so the tip taps its way across the sample, which has been deposited on a very smooth (usually
mica) surface. The surface is scanned as it is moved in a raster fashion by a piezoelectric
driver. At the same time, a laser beam is being reflected off the cantilever onto a detector
mounted some distance away, giving a very long optical lever arm. As the tip taps its way
across the surface and encounters a sample molecule, the difference in height is registered
(see Figure). Because of the amplification of the distance by the optical lever , extremely
small distances (of the order of 1 nm or less) can be measured.
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AFM probes Probes are typically made from Si3N4, or Si. Different cantilever
lengths, materials, and shapes allow for varied spring constants.Probes may be coated
with other materials for additional SPM applications such as chemical force microscopy
(CFM) and magnetic force microscopy (MFM).The motion of the probe across the surface
is controlled similarly to the STM using feedback loop and piezoelectronic scanners. The
primary difference in instrumentation design is how the forces between the probe and
sample surface are monitored. The deflection of the probe is typically measured by a “beam
bounce” method. A semiconductor diode laser is bounced off the back of the cantilever onto
a position sensitive photodiode detector. This detector measures the bending of cantilever
during the tip scanning over the sample. The measured cantilever deflections are used to
generate a map of the surface topographyThe dominant interactions at short probe-sample
distances in the AFM are Van der Waals (VdW) interactions. During contact with the sample,
the probe predominately experiences repulsive Van der Waals forces (contact mode). This
leads to the tip deflection As the tip moves further away from the surface attractive Van der
Waals forces are dominant (non-contact mode).

Movement of AFM probe :contact and non -contact modes.
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The molecular force is a strong function of the separation between two object The force can
be monitored by the deflection of a cantilever (100-200mm long) which is in turn amplified
by the deflection of a laser beam. Constant force is maintained by adjusting the z-position of
the surface. A x-y scan will produce the morphology
Applications
Digitally image a topographical surface

•

Determine the roughness of a surface sample or to measure the thickness of a crystal
growth layer

•

Image non-conducting surfaces such as proteins and DNA

•

Study the dynamic behavior of living and fixed cells

Advantages.
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•
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no fixation or staining of samples is required.
biological samples can be examined when moist, or even under aqueous conditions.
For example, samples can be examined when affixed to a surface but covered by
solution, allowing the effects of varying solvent compositions or the addition of
substrates or other small molecules to be studied.
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LUMINESCENCE
Some substances emit Electromagnetic radiation at a wavelength longer than absorbed
wavelength. This phenomenon is called lumnsience as the light is produced at low
temperature it is called as cold light .Fluorescence and Phosphorescence are two phenomena
of lumniscence.
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Fluorescence
When a beam of light is incident on certain substances, they emit visible light /radiation at
longer wavelengths .the process of emission is instantaneous and stops when incident light is
cut off .these substances reemit excess radiation within 10-6 to 10-4 sec. of absorption .
In case of Phosphorescence, Light radiation is emitted continuously even after cut off of
incident light .Subst. which exhibit this phenomena reemit radiation within 10-4 to 20 sec.
longer therefore have a longer life time .
Bioluminescence is phenomenon of luminescence occurring in living system, or compound
extracted from living systems. The oxidation of luminol in alkaline solution is a well known
example of bioluminescence. This reaction can be used for the determination of ATP- an
important molecule present in the cell.
Theory
Most molecules in ground state exist in singlet state (no unpaired electrons ) On absorption
of radiation of suitable frequency ., two conditions arise : One or more of the electrons (π
electron) get raised to excited singlet state Unpairing of electrons results in the –excited
triplet state
Excited singlet electron undergoes transition to metastable triplet state and then returns to
ground state- When the excited molecules come back to ground state :Three possibilities
occur :
Collision deactivation - no radiation is emitted
Fluorescence (light photon) or
Phosphorescence
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Lifetime of electrons in excited state is short: 10-13 (absorption) and 10-9 s (emission).

Jablonski diagram

tio

Factors affecting :
Molecules should have conjugate double bonds –absorb UV/visible radiation
Substituents effect the luminescence of molecules :
Electron donating groups like –NH2., _OH enhance fluorescence
Electron withdrawing groups decrease fluorescence If a high atomic number atom is
introduced it enhances phosphorescence and decreases fluorescence. pH has marked effect
on fluorescence
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Relationship between fluorescence intensity and concentration
F= K(Io-I)
K- proportionality const.
Io- intensity of incident radiation
I –intensity of transmitted radiation
Substituting from Beer Lambert law
Log KIo/KIo-F = abc
K- fraction of incident radiation that is absorbed
a- absorptivity
b- length of cell path
c- concentration
For dilute soln. F= 2.303KIo .abc
Or F=K’C
Relationship between phosphorescence intensity and concentration
Log K’ Io/K’ Io-P =abc
K- fraction of incident radiation that is absorbed
a- absorptivity
b- length of cell path
c- concentration
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Schematic of Fluorescence Spectrometer
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Components :
Source., monochromator,detector (PMT)
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Applications
Extensive applications in quantitative and qualitative analysis The quantitative applications of
fluorescence measurements are due to the relationship between the fluorescence intensity and
concentration of the analyte.
The fluorescence analysis methods can be broadly put under two categories as the direct and
indirect methods.
In direct methods, we measure the natural fluorescence of the analyte In the indirect methods,
we either suitably derivatise the analyte to be determined to a fluorescent species or explore
for a fluorescent species whose fluorescence is quenched by the analyte. The vast range of
applications in the area of inorganic species can be put into three groups. The first group
includes the inorganic species that have an intrinsic fluorescence; the other two groups
are of the species that give fluorescence on reacting with inorganic and organic reagents,
respectively. Several minerals like calcite, fluorite, rubies and zircon on exposure to UV
radiation start emitting fluorescence in the absence of fluorescence quenchers.
Egs.
detection of metal ions in environmental and biological samples.
determination of NO-NO2 and SO2 as atmospheric pollutants.
One can detect as small as 1 ppb of NO2 or 5 ppb of SO2 gas by these methods.
the presence of trace amounts of metal pollutants in water samples

The applications of phosphorescence are limited due to the lack of suitable instrumentation
and the requirement of making measurements at cryogenic temperatures. However, with
the introduction of new instrumental methods and the advances made in room temperature
phosphorescence, phosphorimetry is making inroads in the domain of clinical chemistry and
37
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in the areas of forensic, environmental and pharmaceutical sciences.
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CALORIMETRY
Is the science of measuring the heat of chemical reactions or physical changes. The word
calorimetry is derived from the Latin word calor, meaning heat.
Scottish physician and scientist Joseph Black, is said to be the founder of calorimetry.
Calorimetric measurements of biochemical reactions such as protein–DNA binding, protein–
protein complex formation and protein unfolding is called biocalorimetry.
Principle
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When two bodies at different temperatures are mixed, heat will be transferred from body at
higher temperature to body at lower temperature. The body at higher temperature releases
heat while body at lower temperature absorbs it, so that: Heat lost = Heat gained, It happens
till both acquire same temperature.
In a system, the possibilities of energy transfer are:
(a) Temperature of mixture (T) is always > lower temperature (TL) and < higher temperature
(TH), i.e., TL < T < TH i.e. the temperature of mixture can never be lesser than lower
temperatures and greater than higher temperature.
(b) When temperature of a body changes, the body releases heat if its temperature falls and
absorbs heat when its temperature rises. The heat released or absorbed by a body of mass
m is given by: Q = mc ΔT., Where c is specific heat of the body and ΔT change in its
temperature in oC or K.
(c) When state of a body changes, change of state takes place at constant temperature and
heat released or absorbed is given by Q = mL., Where L is latent heat. Heat is absorbed if
solid converts into liquid or liquid converts into vapours and is released if liquid converts into
solid or vapours converts into liquid.
The heat capacity (also known as the specific heat) of a material is a measure of its ability
to absorb heat. It is defined as Cp (the subscript denotes constant pressure) the quantity
of heat which will change the temperature of exactly 1 g of a substance by 1 ◦C. For most
reactions involving low molecular mass reagents, the values for Cp of reactants and products
are not significantly different. However, for large molecules such as proteins, there may be
significant changes in Cp.
Calorimetry experiments determines the heat/ enthalpy changes of reactions by making
accurate measurements of temperature changes in a calorimeter.A calorimeter is an insulated
device used for measuring the amount of heat absorbed or released in a chemical reaction or
physical process.
Two types: coffee cup calorimeter., bomb calorimeter
Heat flow is calculated using the relation :q = (specific heat) x m x Δt where q is heat flow, m
is mass in grams, and Δt is the change in temperature.
Coffee cup calorimeter
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A coffee cup calorimeter is essentially a polystyrene (Styrofoam) cup with a lid. The cup
is partially filled with a known volume of water and a thermometer is inserted through the
lid of the cup so that its bulb is below the water surface. When a chemical reaction occurs
in the coffee cup calorimeter, the heat of the reaction is calculated. Since the reaction takes
place in water, water acts as the surrounding. Heat changes in the water are called q surr while
heat changes in the reaction are called qrxn. The temperature of the water is taken before the
reaction takes place, and it is recorded as the initial temperature Ti.The final temperature of
water is recorded at Tf. The change in the water temperature is used to calculate the amount
of heat that has been absorbed or evolved in the reaction.The amount of heat absorbed/
released in water is determined using the mass of water m, specific heat of water C, and
change in water temperature. qsurr = m x C x (Tf – Ti)
The insulation provided by the styrofoam ensures that any heat absorbed or released by
the system (reactants and products) goes only to the solvent in the cup. The thermometer
allows the ΔT of the surroundings to be measured. By the First Law of Thermodynamics -q
system = q surroundings
Using ΔT, which can be measured, and the heat capacity of the solvent in the coffee cup, the
heat lost by the system can be calculated.
Merits:
Efficient in measuring heat flow in a solution
Demerits:
can't be used for reactions which involve gases
can't be used for high temperature reactions
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Bomb Calorimeter

A bomb calorimeter works in the same manner with only a difference i.e. the reaction takes
place in a sealed metal container, which is placed in the water in an insulated container. Heat
flow from the reaction crosses the walls of the sealed container to the water. The temperature
difference of the water is measured, just as it was for a coffee cup calorimeter. Analysis of
the heat flow is a bit more complex as heat flow into the metal parts of the calorimeter must
be taken into account.
Q reaction = - (q water + q bomb).,where q water = 4.18 J/(g·°C) x m water x Δt
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The bomb has a fixed mass and specific heat. The mass of the bomb multiplied by its specific
heat is sometimes termed the calorimeter constant, denoted by the symbol C with units of
joules per degree Celsius. The calorimeter constant is determined experimentally (q bomb =
C x Δt)
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DIFFERENTIAL SCANNING CALORIMETRY
Differential scanning calorimetry or DSC is a thermoanalytical technique developed by
E.S. Watson and M.J. O'Neill in 1962. DSC involves measurement of changes in Cp as a
function of change in temperature. It is especially useful in determining thermodynamic
parameters of phenomena initiated by an increase or a decrease in temperature. The effects
of different experimental conditions such as pH, ionic strength, solvent identity, presence/
absence of ligands on these parameters can be studied by DSC. The technique is especially
sensitive to phase changes in biopolymers arising during phenomena such as proteinprotein binding, protein unfolding and ligand binding. Because very small _Cp values are
usually measured, it is necessary to compare a solution of the sample to a reference solution
containing only buffer. Moreover, repeated scans need to be made over a period of time to
build up sufficient data for accurate Cp determination.Both the sample and reference are
maintained at nearly the same temperature throughout the experiment. When the sample
undergoes a physical transformation such as phase transitions, more or less heat will need to
flow to it than the reference to maintain both at the same temperature. Whether less or more
heat must flow to the sample depends on whether the process is exothermic or endothermic.
For example, as a solid sample melts to a liquid it will require more heat flowing to the
sample to increase its temperature at the same rate as the reference. This is due to the
absorption of heat by the sample as it undergoes the endothermic phase transition from solid
to liquid. Likewise, as the sample undergoes exothermic processes (such as crystallization)
less heat is required to raise the sample temperature By observing the difference in heat flow
between the sample and reference, differential scanning calorimeters are able to measure
the amount of heat absorbed or released during such transitions. DSC may also be used to
observe more subtle physical changes, such as glass transitions.
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Applications
DSC has been used in the study of a wide range of biochemical phenomena. In general,
any process involving a temperature-induced change of phase in a biomacromolecule is
amenable to study by this technique. These would include double-to single-strand transitions
in DNA,unfolding of globular proteins and processes involving multi-domain/multi-subunit
proteins. It is possible to vary the experimental conditions used such as pH, ion strength or by
including stabilizing molecules. DSC can also be used to resolve effects involving different
protein domains and hence as a tool to detect interdomain cooperativity. The technique is
not limited to proteins and has been widely used in studies of polysaccharides and even
nonbiological polymers.
DSC measures the temperatures and heat flow associated with transitions in materials as a
function of time and temperature in a controlled atmosphereThese measurements provide
quantitative and qualitative information about the physical and chemical changes that involve
40
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endothermic or exothermic processes or changes in heat capacity
Biological applications
DSC directly measures heat changes that occur in biomolecules during controlled increase
or decrease in temperature, making it possible to study materials in their native state.
DSC measures the enthalpy (∆H) of unfolding due to heat denaturation. A biomolecule
in solution is in equilibrium between the native (folded) conformation and its denatured
(unfolded) state. The higher the thermal transition midpoint (Tm), when 50% of the
biomolecules are unfolded, the more stable the molecule.
DSC is also used to determine the change in heat capacity (ΔCp) of denaturation directly
measures the stability and unfolding of a protein, lipid, or nucleic acid. Transition midpoint TmEnthalpy (ΔH) and heat capacity change (ΔCp) associated with unfolding
DSC can elucidate the factors that contribute to the folding and stability of native
biomolecules, including hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen bonding, conformational
entropy, and the physical environment.
A biomolecule in aqueous solution is in equilibrium between the native (folded)
conformation and its denatured (unfolded) conformation. The stability of the native state is
based on the magnitude of the Gibbs free energy (ΔG) of the system and the thermodynamic
relationships between enthalpy (ΔH) and entropy (ΔS) changes. A positive ΔG indicates the
native state is more stable than the denatured state – the more positive the ΔG, the greater
the stability. For a protein to unfold, stabilizing forces need to be broken. Conformational
entropy overcomes stabilizing forces allowing the protein to unfold at temperatures where
entropy becomes dominant.
DSC measures ΔH of unfolding due to heat denaturation. The transition midpoint Tm is the
temperature where 50% of the protein is in its native conformation and the other 50% is
denatured. The higher the Tm, the more stable the molecule. During the same experiment
DSC also measures the change in heat capacity (ΔCp) for denaturation. Heat capacity
changes associated with protein unfolding are primarily due to changes in hydration of side
chains that were buried in the native state, but become solvent exposed in the denatured state.
Many factors are responsible for the folding and stability of native biopolymers, including
hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen bonding, conformational entropy, and the physical
environment (pH, buffer, ionic strength, excipients, etc.)
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Other Applications
Liquid biopharmaceutical formulations.
Process development.
Protein engineering.
Rank order binding.
Antibody domain studies.
Characterization of membranes, lipids, nucleic acids and micellar systems.
Assessment of the effects of structural change on a molecule’s stability.
Measurement of ultra-tight molecular interactions (up to 1020 M-1).
Assessment of biocomparability during manufacturing.
Heats of fusion and reactions
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Specific heat capacity
Oxidative/thermal stability
Reaction kinetics
Purity
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MASS SPECTROMETRY
Mass spectrometry is a powerful technique for chemical analysis that is used to identify
unknown compounds, to quantify known compounds, and to elucidate molecular structure. It
measures molecular and atomic masses of whole molecules, molecular fragments and atoms
by generation and detection of the corresponding gas phase ions, separated according to
their mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) .Mass spectrometry is based upon the motion of a charged
particle, called an ion, in an electric or magnetic field. The mass to charge ratio (m/z) of
the ion effects this motion. Since the charge of an electron is known, the mass to charge
ratio a measurement of an ion's mass. It is dependent on the thermodynamic stability of ions
produced and collected.
Limitation – is a “Destructive” technique – cannot reclaim sample
History
• JJ Thomson built MS prototype to measure m/z of electron, awarded Nobel Prize in
1906
• MS concept first put into practice by Francis Aston, a physicist working in Cambridge
England in 1919
• Designed to measure mass of elements
• Aston Awarded Nobel Prize in 1922 1948-52 - Time of Flight (TOF) mass analyzers
introduced
•
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1955 - Quadrupole ion filters introduced by W. Paul, also invents the ion trap in 1983
(wins 1989 Nobel Prize)
• 1968 - Tandem mass spectrometer appears
Components of a MS
1. Sample Inlet
2. Ion Source
3. Mass Analyzer
4. Detector and Data System
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All mass spectrometers have a vacuum system to maintain the low pressure, which is also
called high vacuum, required for operation. High vacuum minimizes ion-molecule reactions,
scattering, and neutralization of the ions.
Typical Mass Spectrum
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Characterized by sharp, narrow peaks.X-axis position indicates the m/z ratio of a given ion
(for singly charged ions this corresponds to the mass of the ion) Height of peak indicates the
relative abundance of a given ion (not reliable for quantitation)
Peak intensity indicates the ion’s ability to desorb or “fly” (some fly better than others)
Resolution & Resolving Power
• Width of peak indicates the resolution of the MS instrument
• The better the resolution or resolving power, the better the instrument and the better
the mass accuracy
• Resolving power is defined as: ΔM / M M is the mass number of the observed mass
(DM) is the difference between two masses that can be separated
Sample introduction:
Samples are introduced either as a gas to be ionized in the ion source, or by ejection of
charged molecular species from a solid surface or solution.sample introduction and ionization
can occur simultaneously.
The selection of a sample inlet depends upon the sample and the sample matrix. Most
ionization techniques are designed for gas phase molecules so the inlet must transfer the
analyte into the source as a gas phase molecule. If the analyte is sufficiently volatile and
thermally stable, a variety of inlets are available. Gases and samples with high vapor pressure
are introduced directly into the source region. Liquids and solids are usually heated to
increase the vapor pressure for analysis. If the analyte is thermally labile (it decomposes
at high temperatures) or if it does not have a sufficient vapor pressure, the sample must
be directly ionized from the condensed phase. These direct ionization techniques require
special instrumentation and are more difficult to use. However, they greatly extend the range
of compounds that may be analyzed by mass spectrometry. Commercial instruments are
available that use direct ionization techniques to routinely analyze proteins and polymers with
molecular weights greater than 100,000 dalton. Vapors of sample are flushed from the solid
or liquid matrix with a steam of carrier gas and trapped on an adsorbing column.The trapped
vapors are subsequently desorbed by programmed heating of the trap and introduced into the
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mass spectrometer by a capillary connection.Gas and liquid chromatographs are widely used
as sample inlet devices for mass spectrometers.
Direct Vapor Inlet. The simplest sample introduction method is a direct vapor inlet. The gas
phase analyte is introduced directly into the source region of the mass spectrometer through
a needle valve. Pump out lines are usually included to remove air from the sample. This
inlet works well for gases, liquids, or solids with a high vapor pressure. Samples with low
vapor pressure are heated to increase the vapor pressure. Since this inlet is limited to stable
compounds and modest temperatures, it only works for some samples.
Gas Chromatography. Gas chromatography is probably the most common technique for
introducing samples into a mass spectrometer. Complex mixtures are routinely separated by
gas
chromatography and mass spectrometry is used to identify and quantitate the individual
components. Several different interface designs are used to connect these two instruments.
The most significant characteristics of the inlets are the amount of GC carrier gas that enters
the mass spectrometer and the amount of analyte that enters the mass spectrometer. If a large
flow of GC carrier gas enters the mass spectrometer it will increase the pressure in the source
region. Maintaining the required source pressure will require larger and more expensive
vacuum pumps.
The amount of analyte that enters the mass spectrometer is important for improving the
detection
limits of the instrument. Ideally all the analyte and none of the GC carrier gas would enter the
source region.
The most common GC/MS interface now uses a capillary GC column. Since the carrier
gas flow rate is very small for these columns, the end of the capillary is inserted directly into
the
source region of the mass spectrometer. The entire flow from the GC enters the mass
spectrometer. Since capillary columns are now very common, this inlet is widely used.
However, wide bore capillaries and packed GC columns have higher flow rates. This
significantly increases the pressure in the mass spectrometer. Several inlet designs are
available
to reduce the gas flow into the source. The simplest design splits the GC effluent so that only
a
small portion of the total flow enters the mass spectrometer. Although this inlet reduces the
gas
load on the vacuum system, it also reduces the amount of analyte. Effusive separators and
membrane inlets are more selective and transport a higher fraction of the analyte into the
source
region. Each of these methods has efficiency and resolution drawbacks but they are necessary
for
some experiments.
Liquid Chromatography. Liquid chromatography inlets are used to introduce thermally
labile compounds not easily separated by gas chromatography. These inlets have undergone
considerable development and are now fairly routine. Because these inlets are used for
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temperature sensitive compounds, the sample is ionized directly from the condensed phase.
Direct Insertion Probe. The Direct Insertion Probe (DIP) is widely used to introduce low
vapor pressure liquids and solids into the mass spectrometer. The sample is loaded into a
short
capillary tube at the end of a heated sleeve. This sleeve is then inserted through a vacuum
lock
so the sample is inside the source region. After the probe is positioned, the temperature of the
capillary tube is increased to vaporize the sample. This probe is used at higher temperatures
than
are possible with a direct vapor inlet. In addition, the sample is under vacuum and located
close
to the source so that lower temperatures are required for analysis. This is important for
analyzing
temperature sensitive compounds. Although the direct insertion probe is more cumbersome
than
the direct vapor inlet, it is useful for a wider range of samples.
Ionization techniques:
1.Electron impact ionization
2.Chemical ionization
3. Field ionization
4. Ion desorption methods
5. Ion evaporation methods
Most ionization techniques excite the neutral analyte molecule which then ejects an electron
to form a radical cation (M+_)*. Other ionization techniques involve ion molecule reactions
that produce adductions (MH+).* The most important considerations are the physical state of
the analyte and the ionization energy. Electron ionization and chemical ionization are only
suitable for gas phase ionization. Fast atom bombardment, secondary ion mass spectrometry,
electrospray, and matrix assisted laser desorption are used to ionize condensed phase
samples... Some ionization techniques are very soft and only produce molecular ions,* other
techniques are very energetic and cause ions to undergo extensive fragmentation. Although
this fragmentation complicates the mass spectrum, it provides structural information for the
identification of unknown compounds.
Electron impact Ionization
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Electron impact Ionization (EI) is the most common ionization technique used for mass
spectrometry. EI works well for many gas phase molecules, but it does have some limitations.
Although the mass spectra are very reproducible and are widely used for
spectral libraries, EI causes extensive fragmentation so that the molecular ion is not observed
for
many compounds. Fragmentation is useful because it provides structural information for
interpreting unknown spectra. The electrons used for ionization are produced by passing
a current through a wire filament .The amount of current controls the number of electrons
emitted by the filament. An electric field accelerates these electrons across the source region
to produce a beam of high energy electrons. When an analyte molecule passes through this
electron beam, a valence shell electron can be removed from the molecule to produce an ion.
Ionization does not occur by electron capture, which is highly dependent upon molecular
structure. Instead, EI produces positive ions by knocking a valence electron off the analyte
molecule .As the electron passes close to the molecule the negative charge of the electron
repels and distorts the electron cloud surrounding the molecule. This distortion transfers
kinetic energy from the fast-moving electron to the electron cloud of the molecule. If enough
energy is transferred by the process, the molecule will eject a valence electron and form a
radical cation (M+_).
Since the ionization is produced by a single electron that is accelerated to 70 V, this is
commonly referred to as 70 eV EI. This is enough energy to cause extensive fragmentation,
and
at this level small changes in the electron energy do not significantly effect the fragmentation
patterns. The distribution of energy transferred during ionization and the large number of
fragmentation pathways results in a variety of products for a given analyte. Other electron
voltages may be used to vary the amount of fragmentation produced during ionization. For
most organic compounds the threshold energy for EI is about 10 eV.Because a mass spectrum
is produced by ionizing many molecules, the spectrum is a distribution of the possible
product ions. Intact molecular ions are observed from ions produced with little excess energy.
Other molecular ions have more energy and undergo fragmentation in the source region. The
abundance of the resulting fragments, often called product ions, is determined by the kinetics
of the fragmentation pathways and the ionization energy. Changing the ionization energy
changes the observed distribution of fragment ions. This distribution provides the structural
information for interpreting mass spectra
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Chemical Ionization.
Chemical Ionization (CI) is a _soft” ionization technique that produces ions with little excess
energy. As a result, less fragmentation is observed in the mass spectrum. Since this increases
the abundance of the molecular ion, the technique is complimentary to 70 eV EI. CI is often
used to verify the molecular mass of an unknown. Only slight modifications of an EI source
region are required for CI experiments.
In Chemical Ionization the source is enclosed in a small cell with openings for the electron
beam, the reagent gas and the sample. The reagent gas is added to this cell at approximately
10 Pa (0.1 torr) pressure. This is higher than the 10-3 Pa (10-5 torr) pressure typical for a
mass spectrometer source. At 10-3 Pa the mean free path between collisions isapproximately
2 meters and ion-molecule reactions are unlikely. In the CI source, however, themean free
path between collisions is only 10-4 meters and analyte molecules undergo manycollisions
with the reagent gas. The reagent gas in the CI source is ionized with an electron beam to
produce a cloud of ions. The reagent gas ions in this cloud react and produce adduct ions
like CH which are excellent proton donors. When analyte molecules (M) are introduced to
a source region with this cloud of ions, the reagent gas ions donate a proton to the analyte
molecule and produce MH+ ions. The energeticsof the proton transfer is controlled by
using different reagent gases. The most common reagent gases are methane, isobutane and
ammonia. Methane is the strongest proton donor commonly used with a proton affinity
(PA) of 5.7 eV. For softer ionization, isobutane (PA 8.5 eV) and ammonia (PA 9.0 eV) are
frequently used. Acid base chemistry is frequently used to describe the chemical ionization
reactions. The reagent gas must be a strong enough Brønsted acid to transfer a proton to the
analyte. Fragmentation is minimized in CI by reducing the amount of excess energy produced
by the reaction. Because the adduct ions have little excess energy and are relatively stable,
CI is very useful for molecular mass determination. Some typical reactions in a CI source are
shown in Figure 5.
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Field Ionization the Sample is introduced in vapour state and is subjected to intense electric
fields. In intense E field (107-109 V/cm) outer bonding e are subject to large forces sufficient
to overcome ionization potential Electron is removed to generate a molecular radical cation
Ion desorption methods
Introduction of solid samples which are volatile Subst should be volatile , volatilize prior to
ionization Common method is DIP (direct insertion probe)
Different methods :
Field desorption : Tungsten wire coated with organic material from which carbon filaments
or dendrites are grown .The sample is coated onto dendrites to form solid coat Intense
Electric field under low pressure is applied .under these conditions Ions are desorbed and
accelerated into analyzer.
Fast atom bombardment ionization : Fast Atom Bombardment. use high energy atoms to
sputter and ionize the sample in a single step., a beam of rare gas neutrals (FAB) is focused
on the liquid or solid sample. The impact of this high energy beam causes the analyte
molecules to sputter into the gas phase and ionize in a single step. The exact mechanism
of this process is not well understood, but these techniques work well for compounds with
molecular weights up to a few thousand dalton. Since no heating is required, sputtering
techniques (especially FAB) are useful for studying thermally labile compounds that
decompose in conventional inlets .. InFAB the analyte is dissolved in a liquid matrix. A
drop of the sample/matrix mixture is placed at the end of an insertion probe and introduced
to the source region. The fast atom beam is focused on this droplet to produce analyte ions.
Glycerol or similar low vapor pressure liquids are typically used for the matrix. Ideally, the
analyte is soluble in the liquid matrix and a monolayer of analyte forms on the surface of the
droplet. According to one theory, this monolayer concentrates the analyte while the dissolved
sample provides a reservoir to replenish the monolayer as the analyte is depleted. Without
this constant replenishment from the bulk solution, the ionizing beam will rapidly deplete the
analyte and the signal is difficult to observe.
Plasma desorption is a Pulsed technique. The Samples are coated onto suitable surface
(Mylar,nafion )Bombardment with plasma particles results in ionization . TOF of ion is
measured .
Laser desorption
Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization (MALDI) is used to analyze extremely large
molecules. This technique directly ionizes and vaporizes the analyte from the condensed
phase. MALDI is often used for the analysis of synthetic and natural polymers, proteins, and
peptides. Analysis of compounds with molecular weights up to 200,000 dalton is possible and
this high mass limit is continually increasing.
In MALDI, both desorption and ionization are induced by a single laser pulse The sample
is prepared by mixing the analyte and a matrix compound chosen to absorb the laser
wavelength. This is placed on a probe tip and dried. A vacuum lock is used to insert the probe
into the source region of the mass spectrometer. A laser beam is then focused on this dried
mixture and the energy from a laser pulse is absorbed by the matrix. This energy ejects
analyte
ions from the surface so that a mass spectrum is acquired for each laser pulse.
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Typical MALDI spectra include the molecular ion,some multiply charged ions, and very few
fragments.

MALDI
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Ion evaporation methods
Spray of charged liquid droplets produced by nebulization or atomization .Sample is solvated
by the charged drop.On evaporation in high vacuum , drop size decreases and charge resides
on surface of sample
Types :
• Thermospray ionization sources
• Electrospray and ion spray ionization
• Ionization at atmp. Pressure (API)
Atmospheric Pressure Ionization.
Atmospheric Pressure Ionization (API) sources ionize the sample at atmospheric pressure
and then transfer the ions into the mass spectrometer. These techniques are used to ionize
thermally labile samples such as peptides, proteins and polymers directly from the condensed
phase. The sample is dissolved in an appropriate solvent and this solution is introduced into
the mass spectrometer.With conventional inlets the solvent increases the pressure in the
source region of the massspectrometer.API sources introduce the sample through a series of
differentially pumped stages. Thismaintains the large pressure difference between the ion
source and the mass spectrometer without using extremely large vacuum pumps. In addition
a drying gas is used to break up theclusters that form as the solvent evaporates. Because
the analyte molecules have moremomentum than the solvent and air molecules, they travel
through the pumping stages to the mass analyzer.
. Electrospray Ionization
Sample is dissolved in polar, volatile buffer (no salts) and pumped through a stainless steel
capillary (70 - 150 mm) at a rate of 10-100 mL/min.Strong voltage (3-4 kV) applied at tip
along with flow of nebulizing gas causes the sample to “nebulize” or aerosolize. as the liquid
leaves the nozzle, the electric field induces a net charge on the small droplets. As the solvent
evaporates, the droplet shrinks and the charge density at the surface of the droplet increases.
The droplet finally reaches a point where the coulombic repulsion from this electric charge
is greater than the surface tension holding it together. This causes the droplet to explode and
produce multiply charged analyte ions. Because electrospray produces multiply charged ions,
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high molecular weight compounds are observed at lower m/z value. This increases the mass
range of the analyzer so that higher molecular weight compounds may be analyzed with a
less expensive mass spectrometer.
Aerosol is directed through regions of higher vacuum until droplets evaporate to near atomic
size (still carrying charges)
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Can be modified to “nanospray” system with flow < 1 mL/min Very sensitive technique,
requires less than a picomole of material.Strongly affected by salts & detergents.Positive
ion mode measures (M + H)+ (add formic acid to solvent).Negative ion mode measures (M
- H)- (add ammonia to solvent) If the sample has functional groups that readily accept H+
(such as amide and amino groups found in peptides and proteins) then positive ion detection
is used-eg PROTEINS If a sample has functional groups that readily lose a proton (such
as carboxylic acids and hydroxyls as found in nucleic acids and sugars) then negative ion
detection is used-eg DNA

vt

Soft Ionization Methods Both MALDI and ESI are considered as Soft ionization
techniques as they keep the molecule of interest fully intact.
Made it possible to analyze large molecules via inexpensive mass analyzers such as
quadrupole, ion trap and TOF
Electro-spray ionization first conceived in 1960’s by Malcolm Dole but put into practice in
1980’s by John Fenn (Yale)
MALDI first introduced in 1985 by Franz Hillenkamp and Michael Karas (Frankfurt)
In Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI)., the Analyte (protein) is mixed
with large excess of matrix (small organic molecule).,-Irradiated with short pulse of laser
light. Wavelength of laser is the same as absorbance max of matrix. In elctrospray mass
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spectrometry (ESI-MS)-Liquid containing analyte is forced through a steel capillary at high
voltage to electrostatically disperse analyte. Charge imparted from rapidly evaporating liquid.
Unlike ESI, MALDI generates spectra that have just a singly charged ion:Positive mode
generates ions of M + H., Negative mode generates ions of M – H. It is more robust that ESI
(tolerates salts and nonvolatile components).Easier to use and maintain, capable of higher
throughput and Requires 10 mL of 1 pmol/mL sample (small vol.)
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Mass analyzers:
After ions are formed in the source region they are accelerated into the mass analyzer by
an electric field. The mass analyzer separates these ions according to their m/z value. The
selection of a mass analyzer depends upon the resolution mass range, scan rate and
detection limits required for an application. Each analyzer has very different operating
characteristics .
Types of Analysers
• Magnetic sector analyzer
• Electric sector analyser
• Quadropole mass filters
• Ion traps
• Time-of-Flight Analyzer (TOF)
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Analyzers are typically described as either continuous or pulsed. Continuous analyzers
include quadrupole filters and magnetic sectors. They transmit a single selected m/z to the
detector and the mass spectrum is obtained by scanning the analyzer so that different mass
to charge ratio ions are detected. While a certain m/z is selected, any ions at other m/z ratios
are lost, reducing the S/N for continuous analyzers. Single Ion Monitoring (SIM) enhances
the S/N (signal/noise)by setting the mass spectrometer at the m/z for an ion of interest. Since
the instrument is not scanned the S/N improves, but any information about other ions is lost.
Pulsed mass analyzers are the other major class of mass analyzer. These are less common but
they have some distinct advantages. These instruments collect an entire mass spectrum from a
single pulse of ions. This results in a signal to noise advantage similar to Fourier transform or
multichannel spectroscopic techniques. Pulsed analyzers include time-of-flight, ion cyclotron
resonance, and quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometers.
Magnetic Sector Analyzer
Magnetic Sector. The first mass spectrometer, built by J.J. Thompson in 1897, used a
magnet to measure the m/z value of an electron. Magnetic sector instruments have higher
resolution and greater mass range than quadrupole instruments, but they require larger
vacuum pumps and often scan more slowly. The typical mass range is to m/z 5000, but
this may be extended to m/z 30,000. M agnetic sectorinstruments are often used in series
with an electric sector, described below, for high resolutionand tandem mass spectrometry
experimentsation. Magnetic sector instruments separate ions in a magnetic field according
to the momentum and charge of the ion. Ions are accelerated from the source region into the
magnetic sector by a 1 to 10 kV electric field. This acceleration is significantly greater than
the 100 V acceleration typical for a quadrupole instrument. Since the ions are charged, as
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they move through the magnetic sector, the magnetic field bends the ion beam in an arc The
radius of this arc (r) depends upon themomentum of the ion, the charge of the ion (C) and the
magnetic field strength (B).
Ions with greater momentum will follow an arc with a larger radius. This separates ions
according to their momentum, so magnetic sectors are often called momentum analyzers. The
momentum of the ion is the product of the mass (m) and the velocity (v). The charge of the
ion is
the product of the charge number of the ion (z) and the charge of an electron (e). The velocity
of an ion is determined by the acceleration voltage in the source region (V) and the mass to
charge ratio (m/z) of the ion. Only one m/z value will satisfy for a given radius, magnetic
field and acceleration voltage. Other m/z ions will travel a different radius in the magnetic
sector.
Older magnetic sector instruments use a photographic plate to simultaneously detect ions
at different radii. Since each m/z has a different radius, they strike the photographic plate at a
different location. Modern instruments have a set of slits at a fixed radius to transmit a single
m/z to the detector. The mass spectrum is scanned by changing the magnetic field or the
acceleration voltage to transmit different m/z ions. Some new instruments use multichannel
diode array detectors to simultaneously detect ions over a range of m/z values.

Electric sector analyzer

vt

An electric sector consists of two concentric curved plates. A voltage is applied across these
plates to bend the ion beam as it travels through the analyzer. The voltage is set so that the
beam follows the curve of the analyzer. The radius of the ion trajectory (r) depends upon
the kinetic energy of the ion (V) and the potential field (E) applied across the plates.An
electric sector will not separate ions accelerated to a uniform kinetic energy. The radius of
the ion beam is independent of the ion's mass to charge ratio so the electric sector is not
useful as a standalone mass analyzer. An electric sector is, however, useful in series with a
magnetic sector. The mass resolution of a magnetic sector is limited by the kinetic energy
distribution (_V) of the ion beam This kinetic energy distribution results from variations
in the acceleration of ions produced at different locations in the source and from the initial
kinetic energy distribution of the molecules. An electric sector significantly improves the
resolution of the magnetic sector by reducing the kinetic energy distribution of the ions.
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The effect of the electric sector is shown in Figure below.
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The quadrupole mass spectrometer
The quadrupole mass spectrometer is the most common mass analyzer.
Its compact size, fast scan rate, high transmission efficiency and modest vacuum
requirements
are ideal for small inexpensive instruments. Most quadrupole instruments are limited to unit
m/z
resolution and have a mass range of m/z 1000.. In the mass spectrometer, an electric field
accelerates ions out of the source region and into the quadrupole analyzer. The analyzer
consists of four rods or electrodes arranged across from each other As the ions travel through
the quadrupole they are filtered according to their m/z value so that only a single m/z value
ion can strike the detector. The m/z value transmitted by the quadrupole is determined by
the Radio Frequency (RF) and Direct Current (DC) voltages applied to the electrodes. These
voltages produce an oscillating electric field that functions as a bandpass filter to transmit the
selected m/z value
.The RF voltage rejects or transmits ions according to their m/z value by alternately
focusing them in different planes The four electrodes are connected in pairs and the
RF potential is applied between these two pairs of electrodes. During the first part of the RF
cycle the top and bottom rods are at a positive potential and the left and right rods are at a
negative potential. This squeezes positive ions into the horizontal plane. During the second
half
of the RF cycle the polarity of the rods is reversed. This changes the electric field and focuses
the ions in the vertical plane. The quadrupole field continues to alternate as the ions travel
through the mass analyzer. This causes the ions to undergo a complex set of motions that
produces a three-dimensional wave.
The quadrupole field transmits selected ions because the amplitude of this three dimensional
wave depends upon the m/z value of the ion, the potentials applied, and the RF
frequency. By selecting an appropriate RF frequency and potential, the quadrupole acts like a
high pass filter, transmitting high m/z ions and rejecting low m/z ions. The low m/z ions have
a
greater acceleration rate so the wave for these ions has a greater amplitude. If this amplitude
is
great enough the ions will collide with the electrodes and can not reach the detector. The low
m/z
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value cutoff of the quadrupole is changed by adjusting the RF potential or the RF frequency.
Any ions with a m/z greater than this cutoff are transmitted by the quadrupole.
A DC voltage is also applied across the rods of the analyzer. This potential combined
with the RF potential acts like a low pass filter to reject high m/z ions. Because they respond
quickly to the changing RF field the motion of the low m/z ions is dominated by the RF
potential.
The combination of high and low pass filters produced by the RF and DC potentials is
adjusted to only transmit the selected m/z value. All ions above or below the set m/z value are
rejected by the quadrupole filter. The RF and DC fields are scanned (either by potential or
frequency) to collect a complete mass spectrum. Quadrupole mass analyzers are often called
mass filters because of the similarity between m/z selection by a quadrupole and wavelength
selection by an optical filter or frequency selection by an electronic filter.
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Ion Trap Mass Analyzer
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Ion traps are ion trapping devices that make use of a three-dimensional quadrupole
field to trap and mass-analyze ions.Invented by Wolfgang Paul (Nobel Prize1989)
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Time-of-Flight. The time-of-flight (TOF) mass analyzer separates ions in time as they
travel down a flight tube This is a very simple mass spectrometer that uses fixed
voltages and does not require a magnetic field. . These instruments have high transmission
efficiency, no upper m/z limit, very low detection limits, and fast scan rates.
In the source of a TOF analyzer, a packet of ions is formed by a very fast (ns) ionization
pulse. These ions are accelerated into the flight tube by an electric field (typically 2-25 kV)
applied between the backing plate and the acceleration grid. Since all the ions are accelerated
across the same distance by the same force, they have the same kinetic energy. Because
velocityv) is dependent upon the kinetic energy (E ) and mass (m) lighter ions will travel
faster. E is determined by the acceleration voltage of the instrument (V) and the charge of the
ion (e )
After the ions accelerate, they enter a 1 to 2 meter flight tube. The ions drift through this field
free region at the velocity reached during acceleration. At the end of the flight tube they
strike a
detector. The time delay (t) from the formation of the ions to the time they reach the detector
dependents upon the length of the drift region (L), the mass to charge ratio of the ion, and the
acceleration voltage in the source. Low m/z ions will reach the detector first. The mass
spectrum is obtained by measuring the detector signal as a function of time for each pulse of
ions produced in the source region. Because all the ions are detected, TOF instruments have
very high
transmission efficiency which increases the S/N level .
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Quadrupole Ion Trap. The Quadrupole ion storage trap mass spectrometer
(QUISTOR) is a recently developed mass analyzer with some special capabilities.
.QUISTORsare very sensitive, relatively inexpensive, and scan fast enough for GC/MS
experiments. The sensitivity of the QUISTOR results from trapping and then analyzing all the
ions produced in the source. Since all the ions are detected, the S/N is high.
The QUISTOR consists of a doughnut shaped ring electrode and two endcap electrodes.
A combination of RF and DC voltages is applied to the electrodes to create a quadrupole
electric field similar to the electric field for the quadrupole mass analyzer. This electric
field traps ions in a potential energy well at the center of the analyzer. The mass spectrum
is acquired by scanning the RF and DC fields to destabilize low mass to charge ions. These
destabilized ions are ejected through a hole in one end cap electrode and strike a detector.
The mass spectrum is generated by scanning the fields so that ions of increasing m/z value
are ejected from the cell and detected.
Ion Cyclotron Resonance The Ion Cyclotron Resonance (ICR) mass spectrometer uses
a superconducting magnet to trap ions in a small sample cell. This type of mass analyzer
has extremely high mass resolution and is also useful for tandem mass spectrometry
experiments. These instruments are very expensive and are typically used for specialized
research applications. The ICR traps ions in a magnetic field that causes ions travel in a
circular path This is similar to the path of an ion in a magnetic sector, but the ions are not
traveling as fast and the magnetic field is stronger. As a result the ions are contained in the
small volume of the trap.
The ion’s cyclotron frequency is the angular frequency of an ion's orbit. This
frequency is determined by the magnetic field strength (B) and the m/z value of the ion.
After ions are trapped in this cell they are detected by measuring the signal at this cyclotron
frequency. This signal is measured by placing electrodes on each side of the ions circular
orbit.
An RF voltage is applied to the transmitter electrodes at the cyclotron frequency of the ion of
interest. This RF energy moves ions at the applied frequency to a larger orbit. As these ions
travel around the ICR cell they are close enough to the receiver electrodes to induce a
capacitive
current. This capacitive current oscillates at the cyclotron frequency and is detected as the
signal.
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The ICR is also used as a Fourier Transform Mass Spectrometer (FT-MS). Instead of
using a single excitation frequency, a fast RF pulse is applied to the transmitter electrodes.
This
simultaneously excites all the ions and produces a signal at the cyclotron frequency of each
m/z
ion present. A complete mass spectrum is obtained by using the Fourier transform to convert
this signal from the time domain to the frequency domain.
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Detectors:
Detection of ions is based upon their charge or momentum. For large signals a faraday
cup is used to collect ions and measure the current. Older instruments used photographic
plates
to measure the ion abundance at each mass to charge ratio.
detectors commonly used include: electron multipliers, channeltrons and multichannel plates.
. A detector is selected for it's speed, dynamic range, gain, and geometry. Some detectors are
sensitive enough to detect single ions.
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Faraday Cup
A Faraday cup is a metal (conductive) cup designed to catch charged particles
in vacuum. The resulting current can be measured and used to determine the number
of ions or electrons hitting the cupThe Faraday cup is named afterMichael Faraday .When
a beam or packet of ions hits the metal it gains a small net charge while the ions are
neutralized. The metal can then be discharged to measure a small current equivalent to
the number of impinging ions. Essentially the faraday cup is part of a circuit where ions
are the charge carriers in vacuum and the faraday cup is the interface to the solid metal
where electrons act as the charge carriers (as in most circuits). By measuring the electrical
current (the number of electrons flowing through the circuit per second) in the metal part of
the circuit the number of charges being carried by the ions in the vacuum part of the circuit
can be determined. For a continuous beam of ions (each with a single charge)
• N/t=I/e.,where N is the number of ions observed in a time t (in seconds), I is the
measured current (in amperes) and e is the elementary charge(about 1.60 × 10−19 C).
Electron multiplier
electron multiplier is a vacuum-tube structure that multiplies incident charges.resulting
in secondary emission.If an electric potential is applied between this metal plate and yet
another, the emitted electrons will accelerate to the next metal plate and induce secondary
emission of still more electrons
Array detectors : Detectors arranged in an array or matrix.Uses microchannel plates as ion
to electron convertorsCan be electro-optical Photons produced strike a photosensitive plate
and the current produced is recorded.
Vacuum system
All mass spectrometers operate at very low pressure (high vacuum). This reduces the
chance of ions colliding with other molecules in the mass analyzer. Any collision can cause
the
ions to react, neutralize, scatter, or fragment. All these processes will interfere with the mass
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spectrum. To minimize collisions, experiments are conducted under high vacuum conditions,
typically 10-2 to 10-5 Pa (10-4 to 10-7 torr) depending upon the geometry of the instrument.
This high vacuum requires two pumping stages. The first stage is a mechanical pump that
provides
rough vacuum down to 0.1 Pa (10-3 torr). The second stage uses diffusion pumps or
turbomolecular pumps to provide high vacuum. ICR instruments have even higher vacuum
requirements and often include a cryogenic pump for a third pumping stage. The pumping
system is an important part of any mass spectrometer but a detailed discussion is beyond the
scope of this paper.
Data system:
The final component of a mass spectrometer is the data system. This part of the
instrument has undergone revolutionary changes in the past twenty years. It has evolved from
photographic plates and strip chart recorders to data systems that control the instrument,
acquire
hundreds of spectra in a minute and search tens of thousands of reference spectra to identify
an
unknown.
Interpretation
Although mass spectrometry is a very sensitive instrumental technique, there are other
techniques with picogram detection limits. In addition to sensitivity, however, mass
spectrometry also is also useful for identifying the chemical structure of this picogram
sample.
Since the mass spectrum is a fingerprint of the molecular structure, comparison to a computer
databases can be used to identify an unknown compound. This is often done using Probability
Based Matching (PBM), a popular pattern recognition technique. Although these computer
searches are convenient and powerful, it is important to understand how to interpret a mass
spectrum. A computer only compares the unknown spectrum to the library spectra and offers
a
selection of compounds in the database that produce similar spectra. This computer search is
very useful and it makes interpretation much easier, but there are limits to the computer
search.
Different Types of MS

GC-MS - Gas Chromatography MS

vt

•

– separates volatile compounds in gas column and ID’s by mass

•

LC-MS - Liquid Chromatography MS
– separates delicate compounds in HPLC column and ID’s by mass

•

MS-MS - Tandem Mass Spectrometry
– separates compound fragments by magnetic field and ID’s by mass
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LC/LC-MS/MS-Tandem LC and Tandem MS
– Separates by HPLC, ID’s by mass and AA sequence

o

Screening of biological samples

o

Pharmacokinetics
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Applications of mass spectrometry
Biotechnology applications
o
Automated high throughput analysis

o
LC-MS – separation and identification of components of complex mixtures –
Normally LC-ESI, now increasingly LC-Maldi-ToF
Intact virus analysis

o

Cell imagingand tissue Imaging (Maldi)

o

Protein and peptide analysis for MW determination

o

Protein Identification and profiling using digests and data base searching

o
o
o
o

Protein post-translational modification

Protein structure characterisation
Maldi-Imaging
Oligo-nucleotide analysis – Confirmation of purity of synthetic oligo’s
Carbohydrate analysis
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MALDI-TOF MS
Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time of flight mass spectrometry
Involves Ionization of molecules via laser pulses and separates molecules according to mass
to charge ratio.Mainly used for detection of large biomolecules
Development of MALDI-TOF
Developed in 1988 by Professor Franz Hillenkamp and a group of his assistants at Germany
University of Munster
Designed to enhance mass-spec. by solving two main problems :Thermal instability and low
volatility and analysis of large and heavy biomolecules
The Principles of MALDI
First, the polymer needs to be dissolved in a solvent. Eg. Proteins are usually dissolved in
water, sometimes acetonitrile is added Next, after the compound is in solution, a matrix
needs to be added. Different matrices work better with different compounds. However, all
matrices need absorb UV radiation. Some common matrices are trans-cinnamic acid or 2,5dihydroxybenzoic acid. Matrix is generally added in an amount that is greater than 10^4
times the sample, ensuring that the matrix absorbs a majority of the radiation rather than the
sample. This will prevent unwanted sample fragmentation. Another important aspect of the
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matrix is that it serves to isolate polymers from one another. Finally, the matrix serves as a
source of protons for the sample to ionize.After the sample has been prepared, the solution
is loaded into the sample chamber, which is then vacuum pumped to evacuate all of the
air in the chamber. At this time, the solvent evaporates, leaving the sample in a dispersed
compound containing both the matrix and the sample.
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At this point, the laser shoots short pulses of light, in the 330-360 nm range, at the sample,
causing it to essentially explode. The matrix is vaporized, and the sample is ionized into the
+1 or –1 state. Usually, the polymers are too big and heavy to evaporate, but at these high
temperatures and low pressures, evaporation or desorption occurs. Thus, we are left with
ionized polymers in the gaseous phase.
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Factors Affecting Quality of Output
Evaporation rate
Sample concentration
Baseline calculations
Scanning settings
Size of crystals
Energy of laser
Detector voltage
Accelerator voltage
Extraction time
Number of laser shots
Uses of MALDI-TOF
Used to characterize and identify large molecules
Used in pharmaceutical for QC, monitoring of enzyme reactions
Used in DNA sequencing for forensics
Used to identify different strains of viruses to help develop vaccines
Advantages / Disadvantages
Advantages
1. A very small sample size is needed. As little as 1 pmol can give a very resolved spectra.
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2. It is often difficult to get large biomolecules/polymers into the gas phase to use in mass
spec. Using the low temperatures and high pressure, it is possible to get large molecules into
the gas phase with fragmenting them.
3.Unlike SEC (Size Exclusion Chromatography), samples aren’t compared to any other
standards, they are absolute measurements of mass.
Disadvantages
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1. It is often difficult to find suitable matrices to isolate specific polymers. The matrix
not only has to isolate the molecule, but also must absorb large amounts of UV
radiation so that the sample is not fragmented, but instead vaporized.
2. Being that this is a “soft” ionization technique, a majority of the energy is used
volatizing the matrix rather than exciting the ions. Thus, it is possible for ions to relax
from the excited state after some collisions.
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Features of MALDI-TOF MS
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3. Due to the extreme sensitivity, contaminants can easily interfere with the produced
spectra. For example, trace amounts of buffer salts will produce such intense
peaks that they will effectively drain out the peaks of the sample. Thus, when
these contaminants can be removed, the sample should be prepared at a very high
concentration.

Soft ionization - analyze intact biomolecules and synthetic polymers

•

Fast data acquisition

•

Easy to use and maintain,

•

High sensitivity, superior mass resolution and accuracy

us

•

Protocol :
MALDI: Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization
1. Sample (A) is mixed with excess matrix (M) and dried on a MALDI plate.

vt

2. Laser flash ionizes matrix molecules.
3. Sample molecules are ionized by proton transfer from matrix:
MH+ + A à M + AH+.

Time-of-flight mass analyzer
•

Ions are formed in pulses.

•

Small ions reach the detector before large ones.

•

Measures the time for ions to reach the detector.
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Calibration of the mass scaleT he mass-to-charge ratio of an ion is proportional to the
square of its drift time given as
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t
=
Drift time
L
=
Drift length
m
=
Mass
K
=
Kinetic energy of ion
z
=
Number of charges on ion
MALDI TOF Hardware
Laser, Attenuator and Prism
Nitrogen laser at 337 nm, 3 ns wide pulses, 20 Hz. Laser attenuator varies the intensity of the
laser hitting the sample. Prism deflects the laser beam into the ion source.
Sample Plate and Sample Stage
An accelerating voltage is applied to the sample plate in the range 15-25 kV.
Variable Voltage Grid
A grid 1-2 mm above the sample plate with an additional voltage to fine- tune ion
acceleration
Ground Grid
Grounded surface defines end of acceleration region
Grounded Aperture
Entrance to flight tube
Vacuum System
High vacuum is required to avoid ion collisions
Flight tube
A field free region where ions drift at a velocity inversely proportional to the square root of
their mass/charge.
Linear Detector
Measures the ion abundance in linear mode (no reflector used) and sends a signal to the
digitizer.
Reflector
A single stage gridded ion mirror that subjects the ions to a uniform repulsive electric field to
reflect them. It is tilted by 1° in the DE-STR to focus the ions on to the detector
Collision Cell
Gas cell for collision induced dissociation (CID) to enhance fragmentation in PSD analysis
Reflector Detector
Measures ions reflected by the mirror. In the DE-STR this is a 6-10 mm pore size microchannel plate.
Timed Ion Selector
A velocity selector that allows a single precursor ion of a selected mass and their fragment
ions to pass to the detector. A Bradbury-Neilson gate is used.
The problem: Peaks are inherently broad in MALDI-TOF spectra (poor mass resolution).
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The cause: Ions of the same mass coming from the target have different speeds. This is due to
uneven energy distribution when the ions are formed by the laser pulse.
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Delayed Extraction (DE) improves performance
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What is a reflector TOF analyzer?
A single stage gridded ion mirror that subjects the ions to a uniform repulsive electric field to
reflect them The reflector or ion mirror compensates for the initial energy spread of ions
of the same mass coming from the ion source, and improves resolution

A
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reflector focuses ions to give better mass resolution
LC MS
Need for LCMS
MS analysis of components of complex samples may be complicated by selective desorption
of sample components By first fractionating samples by HPLC and following this with MS
analysis, we can combine high-resolution chromatographic separation with high-resolution
analysis (i.e. mass determination This is called HPLC/MS or LC/MS.MS can be regarded as
essentially a detector for the LC system, but one which gives useful structural information
about each component of the sample
Essential requirement
need for an interface between the two systemsThe ionspray interface is particularly useful for
protein and peptide samples .it facilitates the high flow-rates of LC systems
Techniques for adaptation of LC and MS
enlargement of MS pumping capacity
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solvent (usually volatile organic solvents) could be removed prior to introduction of sample
components into the high vacuum
region of the MS by an analyte-enrichment interface
Post column splitting and diversion of solvent flow
The ionspray interface.: Sample flows through HPLC and is converted into a fine mist of
electrically-charged droplets by electrospray). These droplets are rapidly dried by a flow of
nitrogen which removes solvent

us

Experimental setup featuring splitting of solvent flow and use of small-diameter HPLC.
Analytical HPLC of sample is facilitated by splitter 1 while splitter 2 allows collection of
sample components.
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Common ionization modes

ESI and FAB
MALDI
Atmospheric Pressure Chemical Ionisation
Analyzers
Quadrupole Analysers
Time-of-flight Analysers
Liquid Chromatography Considerations
Flow Rate
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While standard ESI sources can generally handle flow rates up to 1 mL/min, lower flow
rates in the range 0.05 to 0.2 mL/min result in improved sensitivity.Columns with 1.0 or
2.1 mm diameters are therefore well suited to direct coupling with these ion sourceshigher
sensitivities and resolutions can be obtained with capillary columns and sub μL/min flow
rates
Mobile Phase:Typical solvents used in reverse and normal phase LC (e.g. water, acetonitrile,
methanol, ethanol, chloroform) are compatible with ESI It should noted that a grade of
solvent (including water) that is suitable for a conventional LC separation may not always be
suitable for an LC-MS based separation .The use of buffers containing inorganic ions such
as phosphate and sodium acetate should be avoided. They cause significant ion suppression,
can create MS adducts of sodium and potassium, and can quickly contaminate the ion
source. Higher organic content of the mobile phase can result in improvements in ionisation
efficiency in ESI, and this may affect the choice of separation mode
Resolution and Through-put Baseline separation of peaks is generally required in
conventional LC with UV detection due the non-specific nature of the detector, especially
when wavelengths below 250 nm are used. In contrast, if the peaks have independent MS
signals, complete chromatographic separation is not required in LC-MS. Therefore, lower
resolution, shorter columns are often used in LC-MS assays with consequently shorter run
times, although ion suppression effects may be a limitation.Guard columns can sometimes
provide sufficient separation from interferencesChromatographic resolution also impacts on
the scanning speed of the mass spectrometerTo achieve accurate integration it is desirable to
have at least 10 scans across the chromatographic peak
Quantitation It is generally difficult to perform quantitative determinations using absolute MS
responses. internal standards are usually required to achieve reliable and accurate quantitative
results. -stable isotope dilution
Method of Optimization
The actual conditions are highly dependent on the nature of the analyte and the LC
separation, making it difficult to give generic conditions. Each analyte requires individual
optimization.The nature of the analyte will largely determine the optimal ionization method
and polarity used.
Applications
Biochemical Screening for Genetic Disorders
Therapeutic Drug Monitoring and Toxicology
Vitamins and Related Metabolites responses
Advantages
superior specificity and sensitivity compared to direct injection methods
sensitive, quanitative, multiplexed assays of plasma peptides and proteins
potential replacements for existing immunoassays.
capacity to multiplex several analytes within a single analytical run with minimal
incremental cost
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VOLTAGE AND PATCH CLAMP TECHNIQUES
Techniques in electrophysiology which are used to study the electrical properties of
biological cels and tissues. It involves the measurement of voltage change or change in
current.
Voltage clamp technique
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Technique to measure the ion currents through the membrane of excitable cells, such as
neurons, while holding the membrane voltage at a set level. Cell membranes of excitable cells
contain many different kinds of ion channels, some of which are voltage gated The voltage
clamp allows the membrane voltage to be manipulated independently of the ionic currents,
allowing the current-voltage relationships of membrane channels to be studied.

The concept of the voltage clamp is attributed to Kenneth Cole and George Marmont in the
1940s. Cole discovered that it was possible to use two electrodes and a feedback circuit to
keep the cell's membrane potential at a level set by the experimenter.
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Technique:
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The voltage clamp is a current generator with two electrodes. Transmembrane voltage is
recorded through a "voltage electrode", relative to ground, and a "current electrode" passes
current into the cell. The experimenter sets a "holding voltage", or "command potential",
and the voltage clamp uses negative feedback to maintain the cell at this voltage. The
electrodes are connected to an amplifier, which measures membrane potential and feeds the
signal into a feedback amplifier. This amplifier also gets an input from the signal generator
that determines the command potential, and it subtracts the membrane potential from the
command potential (Vcommand - Vm), magnifies any difference, and sends an output to the
current electrode. Whenever the cell deviates from the holding voltage, the operational
amplifier generates an "error signal", that is the difference between the command potential
and the actual voltage of the cell. The feedback circuit passes current into the cell to reduce
the error signal to zero. Thus, the clamp circuit produces a current equal and opposite to the
ionic current. This can be measured, giving an accurate reproduction of the currents flowing
across the membrane.
Applications of voltage clamp amplifier
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Voltage clamp amplifier is used for measuring voltage current relationship between
the ion channels or voltage gated ion channels.
These are applicable to excited cells like cardiomyocytes, pancreatic cells(beta cells
of pancreas), neurons, muscle fibre, ion channels of bacteria.
Variations of the voltage clamp technique
Two-electrode voltage clamp using microelectrodes

Disadvantages
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this works on the same principle as standard voltage clamps, but in contrast, the two
electrodes used in this technique are glass pipettes with very fine tips (smaller than 1
micrometer), allowing for clamping of cells smaller in size.. These electrodes are filled with a
conductive solution, for example, 3M KCl.

1.The microelectrodes used are poorer conductors, and sometimes cannot pass current rapidly
enough to compensate for cellular current.

2.space clamp. Microelectrodes can provide only a spatial point source of current that might
not uniformly affect different parts of an irregularly shaped cell.

tio

Dual-cell voltage clamp
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The dual-cell voltage clamp technique is a specialized variation of the two electrode voltage
clamp, and is only used in the study of gap junction channels. Gap junctions are pores which
directly link two cells through which ions and small metabolites flow freely. When two cells
in which gap junction proteins are expressed either endogenously or via injection of mRNA,
a junction channel will form between the cells. Commonly, the Xenopus laevis oocyte
expression system is used. Since two cells are present in the system, two sets of electrodes are
used. A recording electrode and a current injecting electrode are inserted into each cell, and
each cell is clamped individually (each set of electrodes is attached to a separate apparatus,
and integration of data is performed by computer). To record junctional conductance, the
current is varied in the first cell while the recording electrode in the second cell records
any changes in Vm for the second cell only. (The process can be reversed with the stimulus
occurring in the second cell and recording occurring in the first cell.) Since no variation in
current is being induced by the electrode in the recorded cell, any change in voltage must be
induced by current crossing into the recorded cell, through the gap junction channels, from
the cell in which the current was varied.

vt

Single-electrode voltage clamp

This category describes a set of techniques in which one electrode is inserted into the cell.
This single electrode carries out the functions of both current injection and recording.
PATCH CLAMP TECHNIQUE
Patch clamp technique was developed by Sakmann and Neher in 1970.Patch clamp technique
is modification of basic voltage clamp. Patch clamp recording reveals the transitions between
two conductance states of an ion
Allows the study of single or multiple ion channels in cells. The technique can be applied to
a wide variety of cells, but is especially useful in the study of excitable cells such as neurons,
cardiomyocytes, muscle fibers and pancreatic beta cells. It can also be applied to the study of
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bacterial ion channels in specially prepared giant spheroplasts.
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Patch clamp recording uses, Uses a glass micropipette as an electrode that has an open tip
diameter of about one micrometer, a size enclosing a membrane surface area or "patch" that
often contains just one or a few ion channel molecules.. The pipette is filled with a solution
dependent on the specific study or patch clamp technique being used.i.e a solution matching
the ionic composition of the bath solution, as in the case of cell-attached recording, or the
cytoplasm for whole-cell recording. A metal electrode (chlorided silver wire) in contact with
this solution conducts electrical changes to a voltage clamp amplifier The micropipette is
pressed against a cell membrane and suction is applied to assist in the formation of a high
resistance seal between the glass and the cell membrane (a "gigaohm seal" or "gigaseal,"
since the electrical resistance of that seal is in excess of a gigaohm). The high resistance
of this seal makes it possible to electronically isolate the currents measured across the
membrane patch with little competing noise, as well as providing some mechanical stability
to the recording.The investigator can change the composition of this solution or add drugs
to study the ion channels under different conditions. In patch clamping a single electrode is
used to patch clamp the cell membrane enabling the voltage to be maintained at a constant
level while changes in current are recorded.Patch clamp recording uses a single electrode
to record currents. Many patch clamp amplifiers do not use true voltage clamp circuitry but
instead are differential amplifiers that use the bath electrode to set the zero current level.
This allows a researcher to keep the voltage constant while observing changes in current.
Alternatively, the cell can be current clamped in whole-cell mode, keeping current constant
while observing changes in membrane voltage.
Variations
There are 4 major types of variations in patch clamp technique . They are:
Whole cell patch clamp
Cell attached patch clamp
Inside out patch clamp
Outside out patch clamp

.Whole-cell recording or whole-cell patch:Whole-cell patch and perforated patch allow
the researcher to study the electrical behavior of the entire cell, instead of single channel
currents. It involve recording currents through multiple channels at once, over the membrane
of the entire cell. The electrode is left in place on the cell, but more suction is applied to
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rupture the membrane patch, thus providing access to the intracellular space of the cell. The
advantage of whole-cell patch clamp recording over sharp microelectrode recording is that
the larger opening at the tip of the patch clamp electrode provides lower resistance and thus
better electrical access to the inside of the cell. A disadvantage of this technique is that the
volume of the electrode is larger than the cell, so the soluble contents of the cell's interior
will slowly be replaced by the contents of the electrode. This is referred to as the electrode
"dialyzing" the cell's contents. Thus, any properties of the cell that depend on soluble
intracellular contents will be altered. The pipette solution used usually approximates the highpotassium environment of the interior of the cell. Generally speaking, there is a period at the
beginning of a whole-cell recording, lasting approximately 10 minutes, when one can take
measurements before the cell has been dialyzed. The whole-cell patch, which allows for low
resistance electrical access to the inside of a cell, has now largely replaced high resistance
microelectrode recording techniques to record currents across the entire cell membrane
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Perforated patch : In this variation of whole-cell recording, the experimenter forms the
gigaohm seal, but does not use suction to rupture the patch membrane. Instead, the electrode
solution contains small amounts of an antifungal or antibiotic agent, such as amphothericinB, nystatin, or gramicidin. As the antibiotic molecules diffuse into the membrane patch, they
form small perforations in the membrane, providing electrical access to the cell interior. This
has the advantage of reducing the dialysis of the cell that occurs in whole-cell recordings,
but also has several disadvantages. First, the access resistance is higher, relative to wholecell, due to the partial membrane occupying the tip of the electrode (access resistance being
the sum of the electrode resistance and the resistance at the electrode-cell junction). This
will decrease electrical access and thus decrease current resolution, increase recording noise,
and magnify any series resistance error. Second, it can take a significant amount of time for
the antibiotic to perforate the membrane (10–30 minutes, though this can be reduced with
properly shaped electrodes). Third, the membrane under the electrode tip is weakened by the
perforations formed by the antibiotic and can rupture. If the patch ruptures, the recording is
then in whole-cell mode, with antibiotic contaminating the inside of the cell.

vt

Cell-attached or on-cell patch:Cell-attached patch techniques are used to study the behavior
of individual ion channels in the section of membrane attached to the electrode.The electrode
is sealed to the patch of membrane, and the cell remains intact. This allows for the recording
of currents through single ion channels in that patch of membrane, without disrupting
the interior of the cell. For ligand-gated ion channels or channels that are modulated by
metabotropic receptors, the neurotransmitter or drug being studied is usually included in the
pipette solution, where it can contact what had been the external surface of the membrane.
While the resulting channel activity can be attributed to the drug being used, it is usually not
possible to then change the drug concentration. The technique is thus limited to one point in a
dose response curve per patch. Usually, the dose response is accomplished using several cells
and patches. However, voltage-gated ion channels can be clamped at different membrane
potentials using the same patch. This results in graded channel activation, and a complete I-V
(current-voltage) curve can be established with only one patch.
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Inside-out patch:The inside-out and outside-out techniques are called "excised patch"
techniques, because the patch is excised (removed) from the main body of the cell. These
patch techniques are also used to study the behavior of individual ion channels in the section
of membrane attached to the electrode.After the gigaseal is formed, the micropipette is
quickly withdrawn from the cell, thus ripping the patch of membrane off the cell, leaving
the patch of membrane attached to the micropipette, and exposing the intracellular surface
of the membrane to the external media. This is useful when an experimenter wishes to
manipulate the environment at the intracellular surface of ion channels. For example,
channels that are activated by intracellular ligands can then be studied through a range of
ligand concentrations.
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Outside-out patch :After the whole-cell patch is formed, the electrode can be slowly
withdrawn from the cell, allowing a bulb of membrane to bleb out from the cell. When
the electrode is pulled far enough away, this bleb will detach from the cell and reform as
a convex membrane on the end of the electrode (like a ball open at the electrode tip), with
the original outside of the membrane facing outward from the electrode. Single channel
recordings are possible in this conformation if the bleb of membrane is small enough.
Outside-out patching gives the experimenter the opportunity to examine the properties of
an ion channel when it is isolated from the cell, and exposed to different solutions on the
extracellular surface of the membrane. The experimenter can perfuse the same patch with
different solutions, and if the channel is activated from the extracellular face, a dose-response
curve can then be obtained. This is the distinct advantage of the outside-out patch relative
to the cell-attached method. However, it is more difficult to accomplish, as more steps are
involved in the patching process.
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Loose patch :Loose patch clamp is different in that it employs a loose seal rather than the
tight gigaseal used in the conventional technique. A significant advantage of the loose seal is
that the pipette that is used can be repeatedly removed from the membrane after recording,
and the membrane will remain intact. This allows for repeated measurements in a variety
of locations on the same cell without destroying the integrity of the membrane. A major
disadvantage is that the resistance between the pipette and the membrane is greatly reduced,
allowing current to leak through the seal. This leakage can be corrected for, however, which
offers the opportunity to compare and contrast recordings made from different areas on the
cell of interest.
Automatic patch clamping: Automated patch clamp systems have recently been
developed, in order to inexpensively collect large amounts of data in a shorter period of time.
Such systems typically include a single-use microfluidic device, either an injection molded
or a PDMS cast chip, to capture a cell or cells, and an integrated electrode.
Applications of patch clamp technique :
The technique is used to study excitable cells ie, those that produce a small electrical current
when stimulated.Most cell types of clinical matter concerning biophysical investigation
became accessible with it.Numerous inherited diseases were due to a faulty channel
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function(ion channel mutation)
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Unit -6 SPECTROSCOPIC TECHNIQUES
Xraydiffraction;structure
determination
via
single
diffraction,fibrediffraction,neutrondiffraction,XAFS,NMR
spectroscopy
determination),Optical activity,CD,UV,IR,Laser Raman,ESR/EPR.

crystal
(structure
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X-RAY DIFFRACTION
The second widespread technique for determination of three-dimensional structure of
biomacromolecules is based on the study of X-ray diffraction patterns by crystals of protein/
DNA called X-ray crystallography The basic outline of this experiment is shown in Figure.
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The technique is equally applicable to structure determination of small molecules such as
those encountered in organic/inorganic chemistry and is based on the fact that atoms diffract
X-rays in a pattern which is dependent on their location in three dimensional space. The
reason X-rays are used is that their wavelength range is of the same order of magnitude as
chemical bonds thus allowing us to ‘see’ at a resolution equivalent to interatomic distances
(i.e. 0.8–2.5A° ). To detect diffracted X-rays with high enough sensitivity, it is essential that
many atoms contribute to the diffraction pattern obtained. In practice,this means that the
molecule under investigation must
be present in the ordered three-dimensional array of a crystal so that many equivalent atoms
in different molecules contribute to the diffraction pattern.In the case of biomacromolecules,
it is often difficult to obtain crystals of adequate quality and this is a major limitation of this
approach to structure determination. Inparticular, it means that biomolecules which do not
form crystals (e.g. intrinsic membrane-bound proteins) are not immediately amenable to
study by this technique. Not withstanding this limitation, X-ray crystallography has resulted
in determination of three-dimensional structures for thousands of proteins and is still far
more widely used than multi-dimensional NMR for high-resolution structure determination.It
has made a number of major contributions to biochemistry such as the demonstration that
enzymes are protein in nature, the Watson–Crick model of DNA (althoughdiffraction
in this case was by DNA fibres) and understanding the molecular basis of phenomena
such as allosterism and protein/DNA interactions. Moreover, structures derived from Xray crystallography provide the major experimental link between structure and function
underlying most modern biochemistry and molecular biology.
X-ray diffraction experiment.A beam of X-rays ispassed through a crystal. Most of
the beam passes straight throughbut some of the beam is diffracted by the systematic
arrangement of atoms in the crystal. When a monochromatic X-ray beam is used, it is
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necessary to rotate or oscillate the crystal slightly during the experiment Diffracted beams
are detected as a two-dimensional array of spots of particular position and intensity forming
the diffraction pattern. The crystal is then rotated through a small angle (e.g. 1◦) and the
measurement is repeated. At each angle some spots disappear, others appear and individual
spot intensities change.this is called the diffraction pattern.
X-rays
X-rays are a form of high-energy electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths in the range
0.1–100 × 10−10 m X-rays were discovered in 1895 by the German physicist Wilhelm
Conrad Röntgen and were so named because their nature was unknown at the time.X ray,
invisible, highly penetrating electromagnetic radiation of much shorter wavelength (higher
frequency) than visible light. The wavelength range for X rays is from about 10-8 m to about
10-11 m, the corresponding frequency range is from about 3 × 1016 Hz to about 3 × 1019 Hz.
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Production of Xrays :Visible light photons and X-ray photons are both produced by the
movement of electrons in atoms. Electrons occupy different energy levels, or orbitals, around
an atom's nucleus. When an electron drops to a lower orbital, it needs to release some energy;
it releases the extra energy in the form of a photon. The energy level of the photon depends
on how far the electron dropped between orbitals.
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X rays can be produced in a highly evacuated glass bulb, called an X-ray tube, that contains
essentially two electrodes—an anode made of platinum, tungsten, or another heavy metal of
high melting point, and a cathode. When a high voltage is applied between the electrodes,
streams of electrons (cathode rays) are accelerated from the cathode to the anode and are
bombarded.The energy of this bombardment is absorbed by the dislocation of electrons
fromthe inner K and M atomic shells to outer atomic shells. When these electrons return to
the ground state, X-ray radiation is emitted.Some of these electrons excite electrons from
core states in the metal, which then recombine,producing highly monochromatic X-rays.
These are referred to as characteristic X-ray lines.Other electrons, which are decelerated
by the periodic potential of the metal, produce a broad spectrum of X-ray frequencies.
Depending on the diffraction experiment, either or both of these X-ray spectra can be used.
For crystallographic studies, radiation of λ = 1.542 × 10−10 m (=1.5A° ; also-called Kα
rays) are selected by passage through a graphite monochromator. Kα rays (λ = 1.542A° ) are
specifically selected by passage through a graphite monochromator or a nickelfilter.
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A larger atom is more likely to absorb an X-ray photon in this way, because larger atoms
have greater energy differences between orbitals -- the energy level more closely matches the
energy of the photon. Smaller atoms, where the electron orbitals are separated by relatively
low jumps in energy, are less likely to absorb X-ray photons.
X-rays having a single wavelength are desirable in crystallography because they give a
single pattern of strong reflections. Two main laboratory-scale X-ray sources are widely used.
Sealed tube generators feature an evacuated glass tube which contains a filament (source
of the electron beam)and a hollow target. They have the important advantages of ease of
maintenance and replacement but produce beams of limited energy output (up to 3 kW)
because too-powerful an electron beam could melt the target. Rotating anode generators
consist of a target anode which can be rotated relative to the filament. This means that, since
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the electron beam impacts on a constantly-varied cool part of the filament,higher energy
electron beams can be used which results in higher-power output (up to 12 kW). In addition
to these,synchrotronsources are large-scale facilities which use a particle accelerator to
produce a continuous spectrum of high-energy X-rays .
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Diffraction
Diffraction is a wave phenomenon in which the apparent bending and spreading of waves
occurs when they meet an obstruction. Diffraction occurs withelectromagnetic waves, such as
light and radio waves, and also in sound waves and water waves.
Diffraction of Waves by Crystals
The diffraction depends on the crystal structure and on the wavelength.At optical
wavelengths such as 5000 angstroms the superposition of the waves scattered elastically by
the individual atoms of a crystal results in ordinary optical refraction.When the wavelength of
the radiation is comparable with or smaller than the lattice constant, one can find diffracted
beams in directions quite different from the incident radiation. The structure of a crystal
can be determined by studying the diffraction pattern of a beam of radiation incident on
the crystal. Beam diffraction takes place only in certain specific directions, much as light is
diffracted by a grating.By measuring the directions of the diffraction and the corresponding
intensities, one obtains information concerning the crystal structure responsible for
diffraction.
X-Ray Crystallography
X-ray crystallography is a technique in which the pattern produced by the diffraction of xrays through the closely spaced lattice of atoms in a crystal is recorded and then analyzed to
reveal the nature of that lattice. In order to determine molecular structure it is necessary to
use X-rays because the wavelength of this radiation is of a similar order of magnitude as
atoms and covalent bond-lengths The electrons of atoms are responsible for diffraction of Xrays. This is due to an interaction between the X-ray electromagnetic wave and the electron.
The electric vector of the electromagnetic wave induces an oscillation in the electron of a
frequency identical to that of the wave . This results in emission of secondary radiation of a
wavelength and frequency identical to that of the incident X-ray but 180◦ out of phase with it
which is known as coherent scattering. A related process called anomalous scattering can
occur if the frequency of the incident beam happens to be near that of a naturally occurring
oscillation in the electron. This latter phenomenon can be useful in determining the phase of
scattered beams as discussed below .Since electrons are responsible for diffraction, there is a
close relationship between the intensity with which incident X-rays are diffracted and the
atomic number (Z) of the atom which diffracts them. This may be quantified by the scattering
factor, f , which is related to the angle of incidence (θ) between the incident beam and the
plane containing the diffracting atom and the X-ray wavelength. fis in fact a function of sin θ/
λ and has a maximum value of Z when θ = 0.The scattering factor is a ratio between the
intensity ofscattering of X-rays by an atom and that of a single electron.heavy metals diffract
with much greater intensity than other atoms and that hydrogen diffracts so weakly that it is
usually not detectable.For this reason the actual structure we calculate from Xraydiffractionpatterns is an electron density map representingthe location of C, N, S, O and
other nonhydrogen atoms
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In a diffraction experiment, the spacing of lines on the grating can be deduced from the
separation of the diffraction maxima .The Information about the structure of the lines on the
grating can be obtained by measuring the relative intensities of different orders. measurement
of the separation of the X-ray diffraction maxima from a crystal allows us to determine the
size of the unit cell and from the intensities of diffracted beams one can obtain information
about the arrangement of atoms within the cell.
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The diffraction pattern obtained contains the information we use to calculate this molecular
structure. However, the diffraction pattern is a two-dimensional array of ‘spots’ of particular
position and intensity In order to convert this into a three-dimensional structure itis necessary
to collect a data set of many such diffraction patterns from a single crystal (the precise
number required depends on the symmetry and other characteristics of the crystal).
.
X-ray diffraction patterns may be detected on photographic film since Xrays ,like visible
light, interact with film causing deposition of metallic silver. The intensity of each spot can
be estimated relative to standard spots or by using a densitometer.The film is mounted in
a camera which is orientated in a known angle relative to the incident beam and crystal.
Alternatively, diffracted beams may be detected using electronicdetectorssuch as the area
detector. These convert spot intensities and position to an electrical charge which is recorded
Electronic detectors have a number of advantages over film; they are more sensitive which
shortens the time necessary to collect a diffraction pattern (and hence shortens the exposure
time of the crystal to the X-ray beam). Moreover, the data can be stored electronically in a
computer-readable form which eliminates any requirement for a densitometer and again saves
time. Once the crystalhas been exposed to the X-ray beam, the diffraction pattern is collected
and stored electronically. The detector is then erased, the crystal rotated slightly and a second
diffraction pattern collected. In this way, a data-set of diffraction patternsis built up for the
crystal. Because most of the incident beam passes straight through the crystal without being
scattered ,this would saturate the detector limiting its sensitivity .Accordingly, the detector is
shielded from the direct incident beam by a circular piece of lead called a beam stop. More
recently, detectors with an X-ray-sensitive phosphor screen coupled to a charge coupled
device have become available.
Bragg’s Law
As with all electromagnetic radiation waves, diffraction can result in interference between
diffracted waves which results in the waves either reinforcing or weakening each other
depending on their relative phases
These phenomena are characteristic of wave functions anare known as constructive and
destructive interference, respectively.
In an X-ray diffraction experiment, a complicated pattern of scattering of X-ray beams is
observed in which both of these processes occur simultaneously. The pattern of interference
depends on the distribution of atoms in the sample through which X-rays pass. Since crystals
are highly ordered arrays of atoms, systematic interference patterns occur which may be
thought of as ‘encoding’ information on relative three-dimensional atomic locations.In 1913
Bragg proposed that a crystal may be regarded as a series of planes which behave as ‘mirrors’
reflecting
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X-rays.Incident waves are reflected from parallel planes of atoms in the crystal, with
each plane is reflecting only a very small fraction of the radiation, like a lightly silvered
mirror.wherin the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of reflection.The diffracted beams
are foundto occur when the reflections from planes of atoms interfereconstructively.
When the X-rays strike a layer of a crystal, some of them will be reflected. We are interested
in X-rays that are in-phase with one another. X-rays that add together constructively in x-ray
diffraction analysis in-phase before they are reflected and after they reflected
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Constructive interference between beams diffracted from successive planes occurs when
there is an integral difference in λ between them (i.e. nλ, λ, 2λ, 3λ,etc.). this condition is
met whenPQ+ QR = nλwhere PQ and QR represent the distances shown. The relationship
between these distances and the angle of incidence
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Figure.Bragg’s law of diffraction.
(a) X-rays incident on successive lattice planes at an angle θ are reflected when nλ= 2d sin
θ.whered is the distance between planes. (b) This is because successivelattice planes which
obey Bragg’s law give rise to constructiveinterference. Note that the diffracted wave from
the upper latticeplane has greater amplitude than that from the lower plane as a result of
constructive interference. of the X-ray beam (θ), is geometrical and is given byPQ= QR = d
sin θ)Substituting Equation gives us Bragg’slaw of diffraction:2d sin θ = nλ.

In practice this means that the diffracted beams detected in an X-ray diffraction pattern
(sometimes called Bragg reflections)are those originating from successive lattice planes
which obey Bragg’s law and reinforce each other by constructive interference with a single
reflection arising from each equivalent lattice plane (hkl) in the crystal. All other diffracted
beams undergo some destructive interference and, since this would happen through many
equivalent lattice planes in a real crystal, are so weakened in intensity that hey are not
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detectable. The only experimental variable in the Bragg equation is the angle of incidence,
θ (since d isa fixed property of the crystal for a given hkl and λ is in most circumstances a
fixed property of the X-ray beam).To label the reflections, Miller indices of the planes can be
used. Miller indices allow identification of individual planes. They are designated in terms
of (hkl, where h = a/a_, k = b/b_, l = c/c_ representing points where the plane transects the
unit cell (dashed lines). Miller indices provide a convenient way of identifying specific threedimensional locations for such planes in the lattice. They are defined as the three intercepts
(h, k, l) that a plane makes with the cell axes, in units of the cell edge. For example, if a
plane intersects the cell axes a−c at points a_, b_ and c_, the indices are given by h = a/a_,
k = b/b_ and l = c/c_ Values for h, k and l are usually less than six for most crystals. beam
corresponding to a value of n>1 could be identified by a statement such as ‘the nth-order
reflections from the (hkl) planes’.(nh nk nl) reflection
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Rewriting the Bragg law for n-th order diffraction off (hkl) planes which makes n-th order
diffraction off (hkl) planes of spacing ‘d’ look like first-order diffraction off planes of
spacing d/n.Planes of this reduced spacing would have Miller indices (nh nk nl).Since Bragg's
Law applies to all sets of crystal planes, the lattice can be deduced from the diffraction
pattern,makinguse of general expressions for the spacing of theplanesin terms of their Miller
indices. For cubic structures
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Note that the smaller the spacing the higher the angle of diffraction, i.e. the spacing of peaks
in the diffraction pattern is inversely proportional to the spacing of the planes in the lattice.
The diffraction pattern will reflect the symmetry properties of the lattice Variation of θ is
achieved by slight rotation of the crystal (approximately. 1◦) between exposures to the Xray beam allowing detection of a distinct pattern of Bragg reflections for each angle of
rotation. In a complete data-set, most atoms in the crystal lattice will contribute some Bragg
reflections to some diffraction patterns.
Crystals contain considerable internal symmetry. A consequence of this is that there is
identical though reciprocal symmetry in reciprocal space.This means that identical reflections
may result at different crystal rotation angles. This has three useful consequences:1.
Symmetry in the pattern of reflections allows identification and measurement of the lattice
constants.2. All reflections do not need to be collected for every crystal.3. Averaging of
equivalent reflections gives more accurate estimates of intensities than measurement of single
reflections alone.
There are many types of X-ray camera to sort out reflections from different crystal planes..
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1. Laue photograph
2. Rotating crystal method
3. Powder photograph
The Laue method is mainly used to determine the orientation of large single crystals while
radiation is reflected from, or transmitted through a fixed crystal.The diffracted beams form
arrays of spots, that lie on curves on the film.The Bragg angle is fixed for every set of planes
in the crystal. Each set of planes picks out and diffracts the particular wavelength from the
white radiation that satisfies the Bragg lawfor the values of d and θ involved.
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Back-reflection Laue Method
In the back-reflection method, the film is placed between the x-ray source and the crystal.
The beams which are diffracted in a backward direction are recorded.One side of the cone
of Laue reflections is defined by the transmitted beam. The film intersects the cone, with the
diffraction spots generally lying on an hyperbola.
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Transmission Laue Method
In the transmission Laue method, the film is placed behind the crystal to record beams which
are transmitted through the crystalOne side of the cone of Laue reflections is defined by the
transmitted beam. The film intersects the cone, with the diffraction spots generally lying
on an ellipse.The symmetry of the spot pattern reflects the symmetry of the crystal when
viewed along the direction of the incident beam. Laue method is often used to determine
the orientation of single crystals by means of illuminating the crystal with a continuos
spectrum of X-rays;Therefore, the Laue method is mainly used to determine the crystal
orientation.Although the Laue method can also be used to determine the crystal structure,
several wavelengths can reflect in different orders from the same set of planes, with the
different order reflections superimposed on the same spot in the film. This makes crystal
structure determination by spot intensity diffucult.Rotating crystal method overcomes this
problem.
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Rotatıng Crystal Method
In the rotating crystal method, a single crystal is mounted with an axis normal to a
monochromatic x-ray beam. A cylindrical film is placed around it and the crystal is rotated
about the chosen axis.As the crystal rotates, sets of lattice planes will at some point make the
correct Bragg angle for the monochromatic incident beam,and at that point a diffracted beam
will be formed. Lattice constant of the crystal can be determined by means of this method;
The reflected beams are located on the surface of imaginary cones.
By recording the diffraction patterns (both angles and intensities) for various crystal
orientations,one can determine the shape and size of unit cell as well as arrangement of atoms
inside the cell.
The Powder Method
If a powdered specimen is used, instead of a single crystal, then there is no need to rotate the
specimen, because there will always be some crystals at an orientation for which diffraction
is permitted. Here a monochromatic X-ray beam is incident on a powdered or polycrystalline
sample.This method is useful for samples that are difficult to obtain in single crystal
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form.The powder method is used to determine the value of the lattice parameters accurately.
Lattice parameters are the magnitudes of the unit vectors a, b and c which define the unit cell
for the crystal. For every set of crystal planes, by chance, one or morecrystals will be in the
correct orientation to give the correct Bragg angle to satisfy Bragg's equation. Every crystal
plane is thus capable of diffraction. Each diffraction line is made up of a large number of
small spots, each from a separate crystal. Each spot is so small as to give the appearance of
a continuous line.If the sample consists of some tens of randomly orientated single crystals,
the diffracted beams are seen to lie on the surface of several cones. The cones may emerge
in all directions, forwards and backwards. If a monochromatic x-ray beam is directed at a
single crystal, then only one or two diffracted beams may result. A sample of some hundreds
of crystals (i.e. a powdered sample) show that the diffracted beams form continuous cones. A
circle of film is used to record the diffraction pattern as shown. Each cone ntersects the film
giving diffraction lines. The lines are seen as arcs on the film.
Debye Scherrer Camera
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A very small amount of powdered material is sealed into a fine capillary tube made from
glass that does not diffract x-rays. The specimen is placed in the Debye Scherrer camera
and is accurately aligned to be in the centre of the camera. X-rays enter the camera through
a collimator. The powder diffracts the x-rays in accordance with Braggs law to produce
cones of diffracted beams. These cones intersect a strip of photographic film located in
the cylindrical camera to produce a characteristic set of arcs on the film.When the film is
removed from the camera, flattened and processed, it shows the diffraction lines and the holes
for the incident and transmitted beams.
Application of XRD

XRD is a nondestructive technique.

Differentiation between crystalline and amorphous materials;
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Determination of the structure of crystalline materialsDetermination of electron distribution
within the atoms,and throughout the unit cell;
Determination of the orientation of single crystals;
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Determination of the texture of polygrained materials;
Measurement of strain and small grain size…..etc
Advantages;

cheapest, the most convenient and widely used method.
X-rays are not absorbed very much by air, so the specimen need not be in an evacuated
chamber.
Disadvantage;They do not interact very strongly with lighter elements.
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NEUTRON DIFFRACTION
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Different radiation source of neutron or electron can also be used in diffraction experiments.
The physical basis for the diffraction of electron and neutron beams is the same as that for the
diffraction of X rays, the only difference being in the mechanism of scattering.
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Neutrons were discovered in 1932 and their wave properties was shown in 1936. The λ ~1A°;
Energy E~0.08 eV. This energy is of the same order of magnitude as the thermal energy kT
at room temperature, 0.025 eV, Just as electrons diffract X-rays, so a beam of neutrons can
be diffracted by the nucleus of the atom. This diffraction also results in a 180◦ change of
phase in the diffracted beam but, because nuclei have a fixed location in space compared to
the relatively diffuse electron cloud, greater structural detail can be observed than in X-ray
diffraction. Neutron does not interact with electrons in the crystal. Thus, unlike the x-ray,
which is scattered entirely by electrons, the neutron is scattered entirely by nuclei
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Although uncharged, neutron has an intrinsic magnetic moment, so it will interact strongly
with atoms and ions in the crystal which also have magnetic moments.Neutron diffraction has
several advantages over its x-ray counterpart;
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Neutron diffraction studies can be complementary to X-ray diffraction in many ways as a
result. It provides a means to locate the position of light atoms such as hydrogen which are
not visible in electron density maps and also allows us to distinguish individual isotopes from
each other. Moreover, since electron distribution around atoms is not necessarily symmetric,
neutron diffraction can give more accurate estimates for bond lengths than those apparent in
the electron density map and, for example, can help locate hydrogen bonds more precisely
than X-ray diffraction. Neutron diffraction can also detect thermal vibration in crystals which
is a major source of disorder and hence scatter in the electron density map. Major constraints
on the widespread use of this technique however, are the need for much larger crystals than
required for X-ray or electron diffraction (∼1mm3) and the requirement of time at a nuclear
reactor to access a neutron beam.
ELECTRON DİFFRACTİON
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Electron diffraction has also been used in the analysis of crystal structure. The electron, like
the neutron, possesses wave propertiesElectrons are charged particles and interact strongly
with all atoms. So electrons with an energy of a few eV would be completely absorbed by the
specimen. In order that an electron beam can penetrate into a specimen , it necessitas a beam
of very high energy (50 keV to 1MeV) as well as the specimen must be thin (100-1000 nm)
low electron energies are used, the penetration depth will be very small (only about 50 A°),
and the beam will be reflected from the surface. Consequently, electron diffraction is a useful
technique for surface structure studies.
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SINGLE CRYSTAL DIFFRACTION
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Electrons are scattered strongly in air, so diffraction experiment must be carried out in a high
vacuum.
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The oldest and most precise method of X-ray crystallography is single-crystal X-ray
diffraction, in which a beam of X-rays strikes a single crystal, producing scattered beams.
When they land on a piece of film or other detector, these beams make a diffraction
pattern of spots; the strengths and angles of these beams are recorded as the crystal is
gradually rotated. Each spot is called a reflection, since it corresponds to the reflection of
the X-rays from one set of evenly spaced planes within the crystal. For single crystals of
sufficient purity and regularity, X-ray diffraction data can determine the mean chemical bond
lengths and angles to within a few thousandths of an angstrom and to within a few tenths of
a degree, respectively. The atoms in a crystal are not static, but oscillate about their mean
positions, usually by less than a few tenths of an angstrom. X-ray crystallography allows
measuring the size of these oscillations.
The technique of single-crystal X-ray crystallography has three basic steps. The first—and
often most difficult—step is to obtain an adequate crystal of the material under study. The
crystal should be sufficiently large (typically larger than 0.1 mm in all dimensions), pure in
composition and regular in structure, with no significant internal imperfections such as cracks
or twinning.
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In the second step, the crystal is placed in an intense beam of X-rays, usually of a single
wavelength (monochromatic X-rays), producing the regular pattern of reflections. As the
crystal is gradually rotated, previous reflections disappear and new ones appear; the intensity
of every spot is recorded at every orientation of the crystal. Multiple data sets may have to
be collected, with each set covering slightly more than half a full rotation of the crystal and
typically containing tens of thousands of reflections.
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In the third step, these data are combined computationally with complementary chemical
information to produce and refine a model of the arrangement of atoms within the crystal.
The final, refined model of the atomic arrangement—now called a crystal structure—is
usually stored in a public database.
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Sample preparation
Sample Selection and Preparation: Samples for single-crystal diffraction should be selected
from unfractured, optically clear crystals. This can be determined by viewing the samples
under crossed polars on a petrographic microscope.Crystals can be broken off a larger sample
and the best fragment selected. Samples should be between 30 and 300 microns, with ideal
crystals averaging 150-250 microns in size. To minimize absorption affects, equant crystals
are preferred. Spherical crystals can be created using a small, air-powered crystal tumbler,
however easily cleaved minerals can break during this process. Therefore, minerals lacking
cleavage are the best choice for this step. If the sample is inequant, this must be corrected for
during absorption corrections to the data
Sample Mounting: Samples are mounted on the tip of a thin glass fiber using an epoxy
or cement. Care should be taken to use just enough epoxy to secure the sample without
embedding it in the mounting compound. The fiber may be ground to a point to minimize
absorption by the glass. This fiber is attached to a brass mounting pin, usually by the use of
modeling clay, and the pin is then inserted into the goniometer head.
Recording the reflections When a crystal is mounted and exposed to an intense beam of Xrays, it scatters the X-rays into a pattern of spots or reflections that can be observed on a
screen behind the crystal. The relative intensities of these spots provide the information to
determine the arrangement of molecules within the crystal in atomic detail. The intensities of
these reflections may be recorded with photographic film, an area detector or with a chargecoupled device (CCD) image sensor. The peaks at small angles correspond to low-resolution
data, whereas those at high angles represent high-resolution data; thus, an upper limit on the
eventual resolution of the structure can be determined from the first few images. One image
of spots is insufficient to reconstruct the whole crystal; it represents only a small slice of the
full Fourier transform. To collect all the necessary information, the crystal must be rotated
step-by-step through 180°, with an image recorded at every step. However, if the crystal has
a higher symmetry, a smaller angular range such as 90° or 45° may be recorded. of reciprocal
space. Multiple data sets may be necessary for certain phasing methods. A single crystal may
degrade too much during the collection of one data set, owing to radiation damage; in such
cases, data sets on multiple crystals must be taken.
An X-ray diffraction pattern of a crystallized enzyme.
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The pattern of spots (reflections) and the relative strength of each spot (intensities) can be
used to determine the structure of the enzyme.
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Data analysis -the recorded series of two-dimensional diffraction patterns, each
corresponding to a different crystal orientation, is converted into a three-dimensional model
of the electron density; the conversion uses the mathematical technique of Fourier
transforms.Each spot corresponds to a different type of variation in the electron density; the
crystallographer must determine which variation corresponds to which spot (indexing), the
relative strengths of the spots in different images (merging and scaling) and how the
variations should be combined to yield the total electron density (phasing).Data processing
begins with indexing the reflections. This means identifying the dimensions of the unit cell
and which image peak corresponds to which position in reciprocal space. A byproduct of
indexing is to determine the symmetry of the crystal. A full data set may consist of hundreds
of separate images taken at different orientations of the crystal. The first step is to merge and
scale these various images, that is, to identify which peaks appear in two or more images
(merging) and to scale the relative images so that they have a consistent intensity scale
Strengths
No separate standards required
Non-destructive
Detailed crystal structure, including unit cell dimensions, bond-lengths, bond-angles and siteordering information
Determination of crystal-chemical controls on mineral chemistry
With specialized chambers, structures of high pressure and/or temperature phases can be
determined
Powder patterns can also be derived from single-crystals by use of specialized cameras.
Limitations
Must have a single, robust (stable) sample, generally between 50—250 microns in size
Optically clear sample
Twinned samples can be handled with difficulty
Data collection generally requires between 24 and 72 hours
Applications
Protein crystallography
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X-ray crystallography has led to a better understanding of chemical bonds and non-covalent
interactions. The initial studies revealed the typical radii of atoms, and confirmed many
theoretical models of chemical bonding, such as the tetrahedral bonding of carbon in the
diamond structure,
In material sciences, many complicated inorganic and organometallic
systems
have
been
analyzed
using
single-crystal
methods,
such
as fullerenes, metalloporphyrins, and other complicated compounds.
• Single-crystal diffraction is also used in the pharmaceutical industry. Structure of
penicillin was determined
• Determining structure of fatty acids which are important components of biological
membranes
• Structures of vitamins such as vitamin B12.
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FIBER DIFFRACTION
A single crystal has all its molecules and the atoms in the molecules arranged in wellordered and repeating arrays. However, not all molecules can crsytallize X-ray diffraction
of such structures is possible , if there is inherent symmetry within the molecule itself to
cause constructive and destructive interference of the diffracted X-rays. Eg.in long helical
biopolymer fibers.
We can think of the molecules in oriented fibers as being aligned and therefore ordered in one
dimension. If the molecules have a regular secondary structure ,then the inherent symmetry
of the helices will generate repeating units that are aligned along the fiber axis. We can
therefore treat an exact repeat of the helix as a crystalline unit cell with well-defined lattice
points. The molecules within the fiber, however, are randomly rotated relative to each other.
Thus, the unit cells are rotationally disordered and averaged across the width of the fiber.
In fiber diffraction the scattering pattern does not change, as the sample is rotated about a
unique axis (the fiber axis). Such uniaxial symmetry is frequent with filaments or fibers.
Fibers show helical symmetry rather than the three-dimensional symmetry taken on by
crystals. By analysing the diffraction from orientated fibers one can deduce the helical
symmetry of the molecule and in favourable cases one can deduce the structure.
Fiber diffraction patterns fall into two main classes: crystalline and non-crystalline.In the
crystalline case (e.g. A-form of DNA) The long fibrous molecules pack to form long thin
micro-crystals which share a common axis (usually referred to as the c-axis). The microcrystals are randomly arranged around this axis. The resulting diffraction pattern is equivalent
to taking one long crystal and spinning it about its axis during the x-ray exposure. All Bragg
reflexions are registered at one time. The reflexions are grouped along "layer-lines" which
arise from the repeating structure along the c-axis. However, particularly at high resolution
the Bragg reflexions tend to fall on top of each other. In non-crystalline fibers (e.g. B-form of
DNA) the long fibrous molecules are arranged parallel to each other but each molecule takes
on a random orientation around the c-axis. The resulting diffraction pattern is also based
on layer-lines, which reflect the periodic repeat of the fibrous molecule.The intensity along
the layer-lines is continuous and can be calculated via a "Fourier-Bessel Transform" of the
repeating structure of the fibrous moleculeXray scattering from microcrystal can be given as :
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Ftot.=Fm(S)Fl(S) ., Fm(S)-mol. Str. Factor., Fl(S )- sampling func. generated by lattice
Fiber diffraction geometry
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It is based on the notions proposed by Polanyi. If the fiber is tilted away from the
perpendicular direction by an angle β, as well the information about its molecular structure in
reciprocal space (trihedronlabelled s-space) is tilted. In reciprocal space the so-called Ewald
sphere has its center in the sample. Its radius is 1/λ, with λ the wavelength of the incident
radiation. On the surface of the Ewald sphere all the points of reciprocal space are found that
are seen by the detector. These points are mapped on the pixels of the detector by central
projection.
Applications
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Determining structures of different nucleic acids and estimating structural differences among
the different DNA molecules and other important intermediate molecules found occurring in
various biochemical cycles. Eg.F actin.
XAFS (X-RAY ABSORPTION FINE STRUCTURES)

us

X-ray spectroscopy is a gathering name for several spectroscopic techniques for
characterization of materials by using x-ray excitation.When an electron from the inner shell
of an atom is lost due to some sort of excitation, it is replaced with an electron from the outer
shell; difference in energy is emitted as an X-ray photon of characteristic for the element
wavelength. Analysis of spectrum of emitted by specimen X-rays produces qualitative
results about elemental composition of the specimen.
Two types :
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Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy :measures energy of incoming photons.
Wavelength dispersive X-ray spectroscopy.:single crystal diffracts the photons which are
collected by a detector. Without any motion there will be just one wavelength detected. By
moving crystal and detector, a wide region of spectrum is observed
William Lawrence Bragg and William Henry Bragg, emission spectroscopy.

pioneers in developing X-ray

An X-ray spectrograph consists of a high voltage power supply (50KV or 100KV), a broad
band X-ray tube, usually with a tungsten anode and a beryllium window, a specimen holder,
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an analyzing crystal , a goniometer, and an X-ray detector device. These are arranged as
shown in the figure.
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The continuous X-spectrum emitted from the tube irradiates the specimen and excites the
characteristic spectral X-ray lines in the specimen. The strongest line, usually the Kalpha line
but sometimes the Lalpha line, suffices to identify the elementThe existence of a particular
line betrays the existence of an element, and the intensity is proportional to the amount of the
particular element in the specimen. The characteristic lines are reflected from a crystal, the
analyzer, under an angle that is given by the Bragg conditionThe crystal samples all cause the
diffraction angles theta by rotation, while the detector rotates over the corresponding angle 2theta. With a sensitive detector the X-ray photons are counted individually. By stepping the
detectors along the angle, and leaving it in position for a known time, the number of counts
at each angular position gives the line intensity. These counts may be plotted on a curve by
an appropriate display unit. The characteristic X-rays come out at specific angles, and since
the angular position for every X-ray spectral line is known and recorded it is easy to find the
sample's composition
What is X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS)?
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X-ray interacts with all electrons in matter when its energy exceeds the binding energy of
the electron.X-ray excites or ionizes the electron to a previously unoccupied electronic state
(bound, quasi bound or continuum). The study of this process is XAS. X-ray of sufficient
energy can separate an electron from its atom. This electron propagates as a wave and scatters
off of nearby atoms. The waves can then interfere .,at the site of the absorbing atom, the
interference may be constructive, enhancing the chance that a given x-ray photon is absorbed,
destructive, decreasing that chance, or somewhere in betweenThe kind of interference you
get depends on:The energy of the incoming photon,The orbital of the absorbing electron ,The
distance between the absorbing and scattering atoms,The electrical potential of the absorbing
and scattering atoms, which in turn depends primarily upon which elements they are .Since
the binding energy of core electrons is element specific, XAS is element and core level
specific (e.g. Si K-edge at 1840 eV is the 1s electronic excitation threshold of silicon)
What is X-ray absorption fine structures (XAFS) ?
As core electron is excited with hv≥ the threshold (Eo), it is excited to a final state defined
by the chemical environment, which modulates the absorption coefficient relative to that of
a free atom. This modulation is known the XAFS.XAFS contains all the information about
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the local structure and bonding of the absorbing atom .XAFS study requires a tunable Xray source –synchrotron radiationXAS and XAFS are often used interchangeably, XAS
is a general term, XAFS is specific to the modulation of the absorption coefficient by the
chemical environment.
does

XAFS

like
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X-ray Absorption spectroscopy is often referred to as

look
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What

- NEXAFS for low Z elements (C, N, O, F, etc. K-edge, Si, P, S, L-edges) or
- XAFS (XANES and EXAFS) for intermediate Z and high Z elements.
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NEXAFS (Near Edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structures) describes the absorption
features in the vicinity of an absorption edge up to ~ 50 eV above the edge
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XANES ( X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structures), which is often used together with EXAFS
(Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structures) to describe the modulation of the absorption
coefficient of an element in a chemical environment from below the edge to ~ 50 eV above
(XANES), then to as much as 1000 eV above the threshold (EXAFS)NEXAFS and XANES
are often used interchangeably.
Photoabsorption
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Photoabsorption is a transition process between quantum states. It excites a core/valence
electron into a previously unoccupied bound states, quasi bound states (excitation) or into
the continuum (ionization, photoelectric effect).A photon can be regarded as an oscillating
hammer of which the oscillating electric field acts as a perturbation to the system (the
hammer knocks the electron out of the core orbital)Transition probability from a core level
(partial absorption cross section) depends on the energy and symmetry of the initial and final
states and the photon energy. Spectroscopy implication →intensity

At a given photon energy, all electrons in an atom with threshold energy less than the
photon energy can be excited; the total absorption cross section is the sum of all the partial
absorption cross sections of all levels involved.The partial absorption cross-section
(transition probability) s, can be expressed as
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s ∝|〈i|ε•r|f〉|2r(Ef)
|f〉 i〉: the initial state wave-function, ε: electric vector of the
synchrotron r : the electric dipole vector |f〉 : the final state wave-function, r(Ef) : the
densities of states (occupancy:
|i〉 bands, unoccupied molecular orbitals and continuum
states). This expression is known as the Fermi’s golden rule.
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Scattering of photoelectron by the molecular potential – how the electron is scattered depends
on its kinetic energy Low kinetic energy electrons - Multiple scattering (typically up to ~ 50
eV above the threshold, the region where bound to quasi-bound transitions take place); e is
scattered primarily by valence and shallow inner shell electrons of the neighboring atoms XANES region

•High kinetic energy electrons (50 -1000 eV) are scattered primarily by the core electrons
of the neighboring atoms, single scattering pathway dominates - EXAFS regionBecause the
absorption depends on the energy of the incoming photon, an x-ray absorption spectrum is
given by a plot of absorption versus photon energy.
Regions of the spectrum
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Edge It is sometimes used as a synonym for Eo.It is often used to represent the sharply rising
part of the spectrum, although perhaps stopping before the white line
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XANES.,NEXAFS.,EXAFSThe portion of the spectrum from the beginning of the edge to 30
eV or so above the edge.NEXAFS tends to be used at energies below 1000 eV and XANES
at higher energies. Extended x-ray absorption fine structure starts about 30 eV above the
beginning of the edge. refers to the oscillations and other features visible within that region.
White lineSome spectra show a sharp feature at the top of the sharply rising part of the
spectrum. This feature is called the “white line.”
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Pre-edge:To identify the fairly featureless part of the spectrum before the sharp rise
associated with the edge.
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Eo:The point relative to which energies for this portion of the spectrum are measured.E o is
supposed to be the “energy origin” for the electron released when the sample absorbs an xrayTherefore, in practice, Eo may be defined in any one of a number of reproducible, but
fundamentally arbitrary, ways:At the first peak of the first derivative.,At the largest peak of
the first derivative.,Half way up the steep rise.
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Why XAS?
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Because EXAFS tends to die out within about 1000 eV of the edge and XANES is by
definition limited to being near an edge, XAS is element specific; that is, the spectrum of one
absorbing element can often be examined without much contamination from other elements
in the sample
Because interference is affected by absorber-scatterer distances, XAS, particularly EXAFS
can give information about bond lengths, disorder, and radial distribution functions out to
more than five angstroms in some cases.
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XAS, particularly XANES, yields information about the electronic structure of the absorbing
atom, including valence.XAS can also yield information about the type, number, and
arrangement of scattering atomsXAS works for a wide variety of samples: amorphous and
crystalline; solid, liquid, and gas; magnetic and nonmagnetic, etc..
What do we measure in XAFS Spectroscopy?

In principle the measured quantity is the absorption coefficient µ [cm-1]
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The intensity I1 of a beam with an initial intensity I0 after passing through a sample with
thickness d is:I1(E)=I0 (E)e-µ(E)d (Beer-Lambert law)
•

=> µ(e)d = -ln(I1 (E)/I0 (E))
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• energy dependence of photoelectric mass attenuation coefficients. µ for a given
element depends strongly on X-ray photon energy and shows additional sharp
absorption edges

Experimental Set-up
Monochromatic X-rays (DE / E ~ 10-4)The X-ray photon energy must be changeable over
1000 - 2000 eV
Position of incident beam on sample should be unchanged during energy scans
- Detectors with a large linear working range
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Large number of photons (EXAFS oscillations are small, 10-3 - 10-2 effect) => 106 photons/
sec for statistical noise < 10-3 so => Synchrotron radiation necessary.
Bending magnet delivers 108 photons/(sec x mm² x 10-4 BW)
magnets is sufficient for normal transmission XAFS

=> flux from bending
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Homogenous samples, concentrations of more than 1 wt% for element of interest
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Standard XAFS set-up
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NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY
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Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy: commonly referred to as NMR,is a technique
which exploits the magnetic properties of certain nuclei to study physical, chemical, and
biological properties of matter. It is a physical phenomenon based upon the quantum
mechanical magnetic properties of an atom's nucleus.It detects the absorption of
radiofrequencies (electromagnetic radiation) by certain nuclei in a molecule. The nuclei of
all atoms may be characterized by: a nuclear spin quantum number (I) .Only nuclei with
spin number (I) ≠ 0 can absorb/emit electromagnetic radiation. These have an odd mass.If
the number of neutrons plus the number of protons is odd, then the nucleus has a half-integer
spin (i.e. 1/2, 3/2, 5/2). egI = 1/2 ( 1H, 13C, 19F, 31P ), I = 3/2 ( 11B, 33S ) & I = 5/2 ( 17O ).
and if the number of neutrons and the number of protons are both odd, then the nucleus has
an integer spin (i.e. 1, 2, 3). Eg. I = 1 ( 2H, 14N )If the number of neutrons and the number
of protons are both even, the nucleus has no spin.Eg. I = 0 (12C, and 16O, 32S) The spinning
charged nucleus generates a magnetic field.which will have a magnetic spin moment,
μ.proportional to the spin given as
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If an external magnetic field (field-strength, B0) is applied to such a nucleus, it can orientate
itself either with (parallel) or against (antiparallel). These two orientations are referred to as
spin states and are distinguishable by their different spin quantum numbers, mI, which are,
respectively, −1/2 and +1/2. When the energy of the photon matches the energy difference
between the two spin states , an absorption of energy occurs. and cause the spinning proton to
flip. This is called Resonance.
The magnetic spin moment ‘wobbles’ or precessesaround the axis of the external magnetic
field by an angle,θ, and rotates around this axis with a particular frequency,ω, which is called
the Larmor frequency given as . w = g B
L

o
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The potential energies of the two spin states are given by Equations (1) and (2):1. (Low
energy spin state; mI= −1/2 )E = −μ · B0 · sin θ (1). (High energy spin state; mI= +1/2)E = μ
· B0 · sin θ (2)The energy difference, _E, between them is therefore given by;
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ΔE = 2μ · B0 · sin θ The frequency corresponding to the transition is give as v =
2µBoSinƟ /hThe precise value of v depends on :

• Identity of nuclei
• Chemical environment
At room temperature the energy difference between the two spin states is very small and
the low energy orientation is only marginally favoured over the high energy one.When
radio frequency energy matching the Larmor frequency is introduced at a right angle to the
external field, it would cause a transition between the two energy levels of the spin. In other
world, the precessing nucleus will absorb energy and the magnetic moment will flip to its I =
_1/2 state
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This is achieved when V of rotation of field B1 is equal to Larmor frequency The
relationship is given as W= 2πν. NMR spectroscopy depends on absorption of
electromagnetic radiation from the radiowave part of the spectrum causing the nucleus to
undergo a transition from a low to a high energy spin state. The precise value of ν required
for this transition depends on both the identity of the nucleus and on its precise chemical
environment. Because of this, NMR spectra can yield precise information on the structure/
composition of biomolecules and on processes in which they are involved(e.g. chemical
reactions).
In order to undergo an NMR transition at a particular value of ν, a specific set of
circumstances called the resonance condition needs to exist. The resonance condition is
achieved when the frequency of rotation of the field represented by B1equals the Larmor
frequency. This requirement for the resonance condition explains the inclusion of the
word ‘resonance’ in ‘nuclear magnetic resonance’.Energy difference is proportional to the
magnetic field strength.∆E = hν = γB0 /2π., Gyromagnetic ratio, γ, is a constant for each
nucleus (26,753 s-1gauss-1 for H).NMR is especially informative, as the precise radiation
frequency, ν, corresponding to the resonance condition for each type of nucleus at a given
applied magnetic field strength can be affected by its immediate chemical environment.
Magnetic Shielding
If all protons absorbed the same amount of energy in a given magnetic field, not much
information could be obtained.But protons are surrounded by electrons that shield them from
the external field.Circulating electrons create an induced magnetic field that opposes the
external magnetic field.Magnetic field strength must be increased for a shielded proton to flip
at the same frequency.Depending on their chemical environment, protons in a molecule are
shielded by different amounts.A nucleus is said to be shielded when electrons around the
nucleus circulates in a magnetic field and create a secondary induced magnetic field which
opposes the applied field . For example, a proton forming part of a –CH2 group will achieve
the resonance condition at a different radiation frequency to a proton forming part of a–CH3
group or an –NH2 group. This is due to the effect of the magnetic fields of nearby nuclei on
that of the nucleus undergoing the transition and is known as chemical shielding. The effect
is to alter the magnetic field experienced by the nucleus (Beff ) such that :Beff= B0(1 − σ)
where σ is a shielding constant.This phenomenon operates over short distances (approx.3–
8A° ) and allows us to identify characteristic frequencies corresponding to particular
chemical groups. For example,a –CH2 group in one chemical structure (e.g. the amino acid
serine) will achieve the resonance condition at a similarνto the –CH2 group of a
monosaccharide. Intramolecularshielding effects like these can be used to determine the
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chemical structure of small molecules from their NMR spectra alone. ‘Though
space’shielding effects are also possible, however, between adjacent chemical groups. For
example, if a metal happened to be located near the nucleus under investigation or if two
amino acid side-chains were brought into proximity in a folded protein, this would cause
chemical shielding.
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To standardize measurements between different NMR spectrometers and different
experimental conditions, it is usual to include a reference compound(normally
tetramethylsilane, TMS) with the sample to be analyzed. The frequency corresponding to the
resonance condition for each transition in the sample is then expressed as the chemical shift,
δ, in parts per million (ppm)as follows
δ = (ν - νref) x106 / νef ., where νS and νRef are the frequencies of radiowave radiation
corresponding to the resonance condition of the sample and reference nucleus, respectively.
TMS has a chemical shift of 0 and each chemical group has a particular value-range. The
chemical shift is given by the Delta Scale. i.e
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• Chemical shift depends on :
•
Electronegativity of nearby atoms
•
Hybridization of adjacent atoms
•
diamagnetic effects
• paramagnetic effects
•
solvent effect
• More electronegative atoms de shield more and give larger shift values. Effect
decreases with distance. Additional electronegative atoms cause increase in chemical
shift.(table)
•

A carbon-carbon triple bond shields an acetylenic hydrogen and shifts its signal to
lower frequency (to the right) to a smaller value.Magnetic induction in the p bond of
a carbon-carbon double bond deshieldsvinylichydrogens and shifts their signal higher
frequency.The magnetic field induced by circulation of p electrons in an aromatic ring
deshields the hydrogens on the ring and shifts their signal to higher frequency
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NMRspectra An NMR spectrum consists of a plot of the intensity of absorbance of
radiowave radiation as a function of chemical shift .

The number of signals shows how many different kinds of protons are present.

1H

experiencing different environment or having
different chemical shifts are
nonequivalent hydrogens.
• Peak:
The units into which an NMR signal is split; doublet, triplet, quartet,
multiplet, etc.
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•
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• The location of the signals shows how shielded or deshielded the proton is.
• The intensity of the signal shows the number of protons of that type.
• Signal splitting shows the number of protons on adjacent atoms.
Proton NMR
or chemical shift are called
• 1H experiencing the same chemical environment
equivalent hydrogens.

The area under each peak is proportional to the number of protons. Shown by integral
trace.
Spin-Spin Splitting
• Nonequivalent protons on adjacent carbons have magnetic fields that may align
with or oppose the external field.This magnetic coupling causes the proton to absorb
slightly downfield when the external field is reinforced and slightly upfield when the
external field is opposed. All possibilities exist, so signal is split.
Signal splitting:
•
Splitting of an NMR signal into a set of peaks by the influence of neighboring
If a hydrogen has
nonequivalent hydrogens.itfollows the (n + 1) rule: i.e
nhydrogens nonequivalent to it but equivalent among themselves on the same or
adjacent atom(s), its 1H-NMR signal is split into (n + 1) peaks.
Spin-Spin Coupling
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• The coupling of the intrinsic angular momentum of different particles.. Spin-spin
coupling between nuclear spin and electronic spin is responsible for hyperfine
structure in atomic spectra.Such coupling between pairs of nuclear spins is an
important feature of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy as it can
provide detailed information about the structure and conformation of molecules
• J-coupling: also called indirect spin-spin coupling, is the coupling between two
nuclear spins due to the influence of bonding electrons on the magnetic field running
between the two nuclei. J-coupling provides information about dihedral angles, which
can be estimated using the Karplus equation. It is an important observable effect in
1D NMR spectroscopy.The coupling constant, J (usually in frequency units, Hz) is a
measure of the interaction between a pair of nuclei
Range of Magnetic Coupling
• Equivalent protons do not split each other.
• Protons bonded to the same carbon will split each other only if they are not
equivalent.
• Protons on adjacent carbons normally will couple.
• Protons separated by four or more bonds will not couple.
Coupling Constants
• Distance between the peaks of multiplet
• Measured in Hz
• Not dependent on strength of the external field
• Multiplets with the same coupling constants may come from adjacent groups of
protons that split each other.
Complex Splitting
• Signals may be split by adjacent protons, different from each other, with different
coupling constants.Example: Ha of styrene which is split by an adjacent H trans to it
(J = 17 Hz) and an adjacent H cis to it (J = 11 Hz).
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Stereochemical Nonequivalence
Usually, two protons on the same C are equivalent and do not split each other.
If the replacement of each of the protons of a -CH2 group with an imaginary “Z” gives
stereoisomers, then the protons are non-equivalent and will split each other.

•
•
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Carbon-13 NMR
• 12C has no magnetic spin.
• 13C has a magnetic spin, but is only 1% of the carbon in a sample.
• The gyromagnetic ratio of 13C is one-fourth of that of 1H.
• Signals are weak, getting lost in noise.
• Hundreds of spectra are taken, averaged.

Fourier Transform NMR
• Nuclei in a magnetic field are given a radio-frequency pulse close to their resonance
frequency.The nuclei absorb energy and precess (spin) like little tops.A complex
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signal is produced, then decays as the nuclei lose energy. Free induction decay is
converted to spectrum.
Differences in 13C Technique
• Resonance frequency is ~ one-fourth, 15.1 MHz instead of 60 MHz.
• Peak areas are not proportional to number of carbons.
• Carbon atoms with more hydrogens absorb more strongly.
• It is unlikely that a 13C would be adjacent to another 13C, so splitting by carbon is
negligible.
• 13C will magnetically couple with attached protons and adjacent protons.
• These complex splitting patterns are difficult to interpret.
• To simplify the spectrum, protons are continuously irradiated with “noise,” so they
are rapidly flipping.
• The carbon nuclei see an average of all the possible proton spin states.
• Thus, each different kind of carbon gives a single, unsplit peak.
• 13C nuclei are split only by the protons attached directly to them.
• The N + 1 rule applies: a carbon with N number of protons gives a signal with
N + 1 peaks.
Interpreting 13C NMR
• The number of different signals indicates the number of different kinds of carbon.
• The location (chemical shift) indicates the type of functional group.
• The peak area indicates the numbers of carbons (if integrated).
• The splitting pattern of off-resonance decoupled spectrum indicates the number of
protons attached to the carbon.
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Schematic NMR Spectrometer
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The first requirement is a magnet having the dimensions and strength required for the
radiation frequency to be used. In the above instrument this consisted of a ceramic permanent
magnet having a field-strength of about 1400 gauss. The second requirement is a coil to
provide a small magnetic field that is adjusted to scan the range appropriate for the protons to
be examined.
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This coil can vary in complexity and in the original instrument includes a series of coils
(called the Golay coils) that could also be used to adjust the field to a maximum degree of
homogeneity.
The third requirement is an RF coil that both supplies the radiation to the sample and also
senses the energy absorption at the positions of resonance. Finally there is a tube to contain
the sample that is attached to an air turbine to rotate the sample at high speeds.
The rotation of the sample is essential to ensure that the sample to be exposed to a magnetic
field that is as homogeneous as possible. As the sample rotates, the net field experienced is
the average of that swept out during a single rotation.
Applications
• Structural elucidation
Proteins, DNA/RNA, Protein-DNA/RNA complexes, Protein-lipidcomplexes,
and Polysaccharides
• Medicine: Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
• Chemistry: synthesis, pharmaceutical, quality control, structure, conformation,
dynamics,kinetics, chemical exchange, equilibrium, molecular tumbling, etc…
• Drug design: Structure Activity Relationships (SAR)
• Petroleum industry: test water, oil, organic, inorganic composition.
• Process control: mining, polymer production, cool analysis, cosmetics.
• Food industry:drinks, solid foods, quality, contents, contamination..
• Environmental: fertilizers, pesticides, pollution, heavy metals.
• Natural product analysis: extracts, potential drug leads..
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ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE(ESR) SPECTROSCOPY
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ESR is identical in physical principle to NMR. ESR arises from the fact that an unpaired
electron also possesses a spin magnetic moment when placed in a powerful magnetic
field.Samples containing unpaired electrons are said to be paramagnetic and ESR is also
sometimes referred to as electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR). Like many nuclei, this spin
magnetic moment is quantized with allowed spins of only±1/2. However, the spin magnetic
moment associated with an unpaired electron is approximately 1000-fold greater than that
associated with 1H. The energy difference (_E) between the two spin states of the electron
therefore corresponds to the microwave part of the electromagnetic spectrum rather than the
radiowave associated with NMR .This has the important consequence that we can measure
ESR spectra independently of NMR spectra and vice versa since each technique avails of a
distinct part of the electromagnetic spectrum.
What causes the energy levels?
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When an electron is placed within an applied magnetic field, Bo, the two possible spin states
of the electron have different energies. This energy difference is a result of the Zeeman
effect. The lower energy state occurs when the magnetic moment of the electron is aligned
with the magnetic field and a higher energy state where m is aligned against the magnetic
field. The two states are labeled by the projection of the electron spin, MS, on the direction
of the magnetic field, where MS = -1/2 is the parallel state, and MS = +1/2 is the antiparallel
state. So for a molecule with one unpaired electron in a magnetic field, the energy states of
the electron can be defined as:
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E = gmBBoMS = ±1/2gmBBo.,whereg is the proportionality factor (or g-factor), mB is the Bohr
magneton, Bo is the magnetic field, and MS is the electron spin quantum number. From this
relationship, there are two important factors to note: the two spin states have the same energy
when there is no applied magnetic field and the energy difference between the two spin states
increases linearly with increasing magnetic field strength.
Measurement of ESR Spectra
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Because of their common physical basis, ESR and NMR share several points of similarity.
Both techniques depend on a frequency of electromagnetic radiation corresponding to a
specific resonance condition. In both techniques, this frequency is determined partly by
the identity of the chemical group containing the magnetic spin moment. In the case of
ESR, individual chemical groups cause shielding of the unpaired electron, resulting in an
altered value for g. Thus, experimentally-determined values of g may be used to identify the
paramagnetic chemical group. Peak splitting can also arise in ESR as a result of spin coupling
with nearby nuclei, especially the nucleus actually carrying the unpaired electron. The
number of peaks we would expect is given by :Number of peaks = 2I + 1 where I is the spin
quantum number of the nucleus The relative intensities of each peak also follow a binomial
expansion as with NMR and may be determined from Pascal’s triangle
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if the unpaired electron was associated with two nuclei (A and B), the number of peaks
resulting would be a product of the splitting induced by each:Number of peaks = (2 · n
· I + 1)A × (2 · m · I + 1)Bwheren andmrefer to the number of each nucleus and IA and
IB are their respective spins (Table 3.6). Thus, if an unpaired electron was associated
with an N-H group, six peaks would be expected [that is (2 × 1 × 1/2 + 1) × (2 × 1 ×
1 + 1) =6]. In practice, these six peaks would be organized as three doublets. As with
NMR, the strength of coupling is related to the spacing between peaks which is called
the isotropichyperfine coupling constant, a. The larger the value of a,the greater the
coupling and the larger the spacing betweensplit peaks. Because of the limited number of
combinations of nuclei found in biological ESR, peak splitting also helps unambiguously
to identify the nature of the chemical group containing the unpaired electron if this is not
previously known
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.ESR spectra are measured in an ESR spectrometer which is generally similar in design
to an NMR spectrometer The main differences are that ESR spectrometers expose
samples to microwave rather than radiowave radiation and produce derivative rather
than absorbance spectra. These differences mean that distinct spectrometers are required
for each magnetic resonance technique. Despite the many similarities, ESR also shows
severalpoints of difference to NMR spectroscopy. Largely for instrumental reasons, ESR
spectra are conventionally measured as the first derivative (dA) of the absorbance (A) as a
function of frequency (ν).
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An EPR spectrum is obtained by holding the frequency of radiation constant and varying
the magnetic field. Absorption occurs when the magnetic field “tunes” the two spin states
so that their energy difference is equal to the radiation. This is known as the field for
resonance. As spectra can be obtained at a variety of frequencies, the field for resonance
does not provide unique identification of compounds. The proportionality factor,
however, can yield more useful information. For a free electron, the proportionality factor
is 2.00232. For organic radicals, the value is typically quite close to that of a free electron
with values ranging from 1.99-2.01. For transition metal compounds, large variations can
occur due to spin-orbit coupling and zero-field splitting and results in values ranging from
1.4-3.0.
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In addition to the applied magnetic field, unpaired electrons are also sensitive to their
local environments. Frequently the nuclei of the atoms in a molecule or complex have a
magnetic moment, which produces a local magnetic field at the electron. The resulting
interaction between the electron and the nuclei is called the hyperfine interaction.
Hyperfine interactions can be used to provide a great deal of information about the
sample including providing information about the number and identity of nuclei in a
complex as well as their distance from the unpaired electron. This interaction expands
the previous equation to:
E = gmBBoMS + aMSmI
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wherea is the hyperfine coupling constant and mI is the nuclear spin quantum number for
the neighboring nucleus. It is important to note that if a signal is split due to hyperfine
interactions, the center of the signal (which is used to determine the proportionality
factor) is the center of the splitting pattern. So for a doublet, the center would be half
way between the two signals and for a triplet, the center would be the center of the middle
line.
Can be used to provide information
–

Number and identity of nuclei

–

Distance from unpaired electron

–

Interactions with neighboring nuclei
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The rules for determining which nuclei will interact are the same as for NMR. For every
isotope of every element, there is a ground state nuclear spin quantum number, I, which has
a value of n/2, where n is an integer. For isotopes which the atomic and mass numbers are
both even, I=0, and these isotopes have no EPR (or NMR) spectra. For isotopes with odd
atomic numbers but even mass numbers, the value of n is even leading to values of I which
are integers, for example the spin of 14N is 1. Finally for isotopes with odd mass numbers, n
is odd, leading to fractional values of I, for example the spin of 1H is ½ and the spin of 51V is
7/2.Isotopes with even atomic number and even mass number have I = 0, and have no EPR
spectra 12C, 28Si, 56Fe, …Isotopes with odd atomic number and even mass number have n
even 2H, 10B, 14N, …Isotopes with odd mass number have n odd 1H, 13C, 19F, 55Mn,
Hyperfine Interactions
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The coupling patterns that are observed in EPR spectra are determined by the same rules
that apply to NMR spectra. However, in EPR spectra it is more common to see coupling to
nuclei with spins greater than ½. The number of lines which result from the coupling can
be determined by the formula:2NI + 1.,where N is the number of equivalent nuclei and I is
the spin. It is important to note that this formula only determines the number of lines in the
spectrum, not their relative intensities.
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So a single nucleus with a spin ½ will split each energy level into two, as shown above, and
then two transitions (or absorptions) can be observed. The energy difference between the two
absorptions is equal to the hyperfine coupling constantThe relative intensities of the lines is
determined by the number of interacting nuclei. Coupling to a single nucleus gives lines each
of equal intensity. If multiple nuclei interacting
–

Distributions derived based upon spin

–

For spin ½ (most common), intensities follow binomial distribution

Relative intensities of splitting patterns observed due to hyperfine coupling with a nucleus
with I = ½. The splitting patterns are named similar to those in NMRIf an electron
couples to several sets of nuclei, then the overall pattern is determined by first applying
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the coupling to the nearest nuclei, then splitting each of those lines by the coupling to
the next nearest nuclei, and so on. An example of this can be seen in the radical anion
of pyrazine. Where coupling to two equivalent 14N (I = 1) nuclei gives a quintet with
the relative intensities of 1:2:3:2:1 which are further split into quintets with relative
intensities of 1:4:6:4:1 by coupling to four equivalent hydrogens.

Examination of hyperfine interactions
–

Provides information on number and type of nuclei coupled to the electrons

–

Indicates the extent to which the unpaired electrons are delocalized

Instrumentation
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As NMR spectroscopy does not usually provide useful spectra for paramagnetic
compounds, analysis of their EPR spectra can provide additional insight. Analysis of the
coupling patterns can provide information about the number and type of nuclei coupled to
the electrons. The magnitude of a can indicate the extent to which the unpaired electrons
are delocalized and g values can show whether unpaired electrons are based on transition
metal atoms or on the adjacent ligands.

Four essential components to build an ESR spectrometer:
A monochromatic microwave source

ol
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A waveguide for guiding the microwave power to the sample

A cavity designed to ensure a proper coupling between the sample and the incoming wave.

us

A detector for microwave power to detect the response of the sample to microwave
irradiation. Microwaves are generated by the Klystron tube and the power level adjusted with
the Attenuator. The Circulator behaves like a traffic circle: microwaves entering from the
Klystron are routed toward the Cavity where the sample is mounted.
Microwaves reflected back from the cavity (less when power is being absorbed) are routed
to the diode detector, and any power reflected from the diode is absorbed completely by the
Load.
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The diode is mounted along the E-vector of the plane-polarized microwaves and thus
produces a current proportional to the microwave power reflected from the cavity.
Thus, in principle, the absorption of microwaves by the sample could be detected by noting
a decrease in current in the microammeter. In practice, of course, such a d.c. measurement
would be far too noisy to be useful.
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ESR spectra are also considerably more simple and sensitive than NMR spectra. Species
containing unpaired electrons are quite rare in biology which means that much fewer peaks
are found in an ESR spectrum of a biological sample than in an NMR spectrum ofthe same
sample. Good examples of paramagnetic species nclude molecular oxygen (O2), free radical
intermediates formed during enzyme catalysis and metals forming part of metalloproteins.
ESR spectra are measurable at micromolar concentrations while NMR spectra are usually
obtained in the millimolar range.
Uses of ESR Spectroscopy in Biochemistry
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ESR is a particularly useful technique in biological situationsinvolving unpaired electrons.
Any process either involvingor producing such species may be conveniently followedby
ESR. For this reason ESR has been widely used in studies of the production of free
radicals and in biological processes involving transition metals. Good examples of these
investigations include studies of the electron transport chain in mitochondria, kinetic
mechanisms of metalloenzymesand the process of photosynthesis in plant cells.As
well as studying naturally-occurring paramagnetic samples, it is possible to introduce
nonbiological paramagnetic species into biomolecules. These spin probes are stable
molecules which naturally contain unpaired electrons.If they can be attached at a unique site
(e.g. ina protein or a membrane), they can act as reporter molecules.Unpaired electrons are
especially sensitive to their freedomof movement. The more restricted the movement of a
paramagneticcentre, the broader the ESR lines corresponding tothiscentre Experimentally,
movement can be restricted by crystallization lowering temperature, increased viscosity (e.g.
by adding glycerol;) and by inclusion of the sample in a phospholipid bilayer. One of the
most useful applications of ESR is therefore in identifying and quantifying dynamic mobility
of molecules such as phospholipids, peptides, proteins and drugs in biological systems,
especially in membranes. Changes in mobility,for example due to binding of a protein at
the cell surface,can be detected as a result of effects on ESR spectra .ESR also provides
an elegant means of identifying transmembrane domains in membrane proteins by sitedirected spin labelling. Cysteine residues may be usedto replace individual amino acids in
any protein by sitedirectedmutagenesis. Cysteine-specific spin probes can be attached at this
cysteine in each mutant and the mutant proteins can then be incorporated in a phospholipid
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bilayer. A clear band-broadening effect is seen in ESR spectra when the mutated residue
becomes part of the transmembrane domain. Such experiments can provide important
confirmation of predictions obtained from computer algorithms.
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ESR spectra are recorded as first derivatives of absorption.

(a) An absorbance spectrum is a plot of A versus λ or ν.(b) A first derivative plot of (a).
This is a plot of rate of change of A.
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Note that the maximum and minimum points of this plot correspondto the half-way points
of (a).
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SPECTROSCOPIC TECHNIQUES.
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Electromagnetic radiation spans a wide range of energy levels in a continuum called the
electromagnetic spectrum. Each part of this spectrum may be characterized by a specific
range of wavelengths. Depending on its energy content, radiation from different parts of
the electromagnetic spectrum may interact with biomolecules in a wide variety of ways.
Electromagnetic radiation therefore provides a useful means to probe the chemical structure
of biomolecules.
Light is composed of electric and magnetic fields, which are mutually perpendicular and
which radiate out from a source in all directions. It is therefore a form of electromagnetic
radiation.
Electric and magnetic fields are propagated through space as wave functions which may be
characterized by wavelength, λ (the distance from one part of the wave to the corresponding
position on the next wave) and frequency, ν (the number of times a wave passes through a
fixed point in space every second). These parameters are related to the energy content of the
wave, E, by Equations E = h · c/λ (1) and E = h · ν (2).,where h is Planck’s constant and c
is the speed of light. These equations demonstrate that there is a fixed relationship between
the energy of a particular type of electromagnetic radiation and its wavelength/frequency.
High energy radiation is characterized by short wavelengths and high frequency while lower
energy radiation is characterized by long wavelengths and low frequencies.
Electromagnetic radiation from the sun covers a wide range of wavelengths in a continuum
called the electromagnetic spectrum.

The Electromagnetic Spectrum
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Wave-Particle Duality Theory of Light
The quantum theory of Planck and Einstein led to the suggestion that light had a particulate
nature and could be regarded as consisting of tiny particles called photons. This particulate
nature, however, appeared to contradict the diffraction of light and the fact that light
passes freely through a vacuum which are consistent with a wave description of light. The
competing wave and particulate theories were unified in 1923 by Louis de Broglie in his
wave-particle duality theory. This postulated that light had both wave and particle natures.
This is summarized in de Broglie’s relationship: λ = h/p (3.)_where p is the momentum
(mass × velocity) of a moving particle such as an electron.
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Absorption occurs when the energy contained in a photon is absorbed by an electron resulting
in a transition to an excited state. The energy absorbed by an electron is equal to the diff. in
energy between the excited state and ground state of that electron. This amount of energy is
released out when the electron returns to its ground state.
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The below table gives a summary of various energy transitions occurring at diff.frequencies.
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This phenomenon of transition between energy levels is not confined to electrons, however.
For example, chemical bonds can occupy a variety of vibrational energy levels and atoms
connected by single covalent bonds may rotate relative to each other through a number of
rotational energy
Levels. These energy levels are also quantized ,having only a set number of allowed values.
Transitions can occur between them corresponding to particular frequencies .

Because energy increments between vibrational energy levels are much smaller than those for
electronic energy levels, the frequencies of radiation corresponding to these transitions are in
the infrared part of the spectrum (i.e. longer λ and lower ν than the visible and ultraviolet).
Similarly, energy increments between rotational energy levels are smaller even than those
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between vibrational energy levels and correspond to frequencies in the microwave part of
the spectrum (i.e. longer λ and lower ν than the infrared). Transition between energy levels
is a common feature of the interaction between biomolecules and electromagnetic radiation.
However, due to instrumental and experimental limitations, only some of the transitions are
of use in the study of biomolecules.
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ULTRAVIOLET/VISIBLE ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY
If light in the ultraviolet/visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum is passed through
a samplein solution, some light energy may also be absorbed. Molecules (or parts of
molecules) capable of absorbing light are called chromophores. This is known as an
absorption spectroscopy experiment and it is of use because the particular frequencies
at which light is absorbed are affected by both the structure and the environment of the
chromophore. Each chemical structure absorbs slightly different frequencies of light as each
has a characteristic electronic structure . The absorption phenomenon may be quantified by
the Beer–Lambert law: log I0 / I= ε · c · l (4)where I0 is the intensity of incident light, I is the
intensity of transmitted light, c is the molar concentration and l isthe length of the light path
(usually 1 cm). εis the molar extinction coefficient. The term [log I0/I] is the absorbance (A)
at a particular wavelength or frequency. A plot of A or ε versus wavelength or frequency is
known as an absorption spectrum .Wavelengths corresponding to maxima in such spectra are
denoted by λmax.. Because each electronic energy level consists of several vibrational energy
levels ,a range of wavelengths is absorbed rather than one fixed wavelength. Under standard
conditions, this spectrum is a fixed property of a pure chromophore and may therefore be
used in identification of previously-characterized molecules.
Moreover, since absorbance is directly dependent on molar concentration, it may be used as
a measure of concentration provided a standard curve for that chromophore is also available.
Absorbance is an especially appropriate scale for measuring interactions between light and
molecules in solution in that, when no light is absorbed, this term has a value of 0. When
light is absorbed, the absorbance value increases .In theory, the parameter is linear and
can reach a maximum of infinity. But, since absorbances of 1, 2 and 3 correspond to 10, 1
and 0.1% of light transmitted, respectively, in practice it is usually not possible to measure
absorbance accuratelyabove 3.0. Moreover the accuracy of quantification measurements of
absorbance are therefore obtained in the range 0–1.0. Some wavelengths are particularly
useful in the study of biomolecules.eg. Amino acids have a strong absorbance around 210
nm and this is frequently used to detect peptides. The aromatic amino acids, tyrosine and
tryptophan have relatively strong absorbance at 280 nm while nucleic acids absorb strongly at
260 nm. These wavelengths are therefore widely used in studies of proteins and nucleic acids,
respectively.
The absorbance spectrum for a chromophore under standard conditions is only partly
determined by its chemical structure. The environment of the chromophore also affects the
precise spectrum obtained. The most important environmental factors affecting absorption
spectra are pH, solvent polarity and orientation effects. These effects are especially important
in studies of biopolymers such as proteins and nucleic acids where chromophores may act as
reporter molecules which can give information about their immediate environment.
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Protonation/deprotonation effects resulting from pH changes or oxidation/reductions.,
affect electron distribution in chromophores. This often results in dramatic differences
between the absorption spectra of the protonated and deprotonated forms of the
chromophore .eg.Comparison of the spectra for protonated and deprotonated tyrosine reveal
wavelengths called isosbestic points where absorbance of both forms of the chromophore
are identical. This canbe useful if it is desired to quantify the total chromophore in solutions
of different pH. It is often possible to find a wavelength where only one form of the
chromophore (prototonatedor deprotonated, reduced or oxidized) has a strong absorbance
while the other does not. Measurements of absorbanceat this wavelength across a range of pH
may beused to measure the pKa of the relevant group.
Solvent polarity also affects the absorption spectrum determined for chromophores
Alternativesolvents to water include aqueous solutions of dimethylsulphoxide, dioxane,
ethylene glycol, glycerol and sucrose .Chromophores frequently give a slightly different
spectrum in such solvents compared to water and this experiment is known as solvent
perturbation. They are particularly useful in determining whether or not a chromophore is in
contact with the solvent (e.g. on the surface of a protein or membrane or buried in the interior
of the protein/membrane).
Eg.The excited states of most π→π* transitions are more polar than their ground states
because a greater charge separation is observed in the excited state. If a polar solvent is used
the dipole–dipole interaction reduces the energy of the excited state more than the ground
state, hence the absorption in a polar solvent such as ethanol will beat a longer wavelength
(lower energy, hence lower frequency) than in a non-polar solvent such as hexane The
reverse is also observed if the excited state reduces the degree of hydrogen bonding. Here the
transitions are n→π* and the shift of wavelength is due to the lesser extent that the solvent
can hydrogen bond to the excited state. Carbonyl groups in particular hydrogen bond to
their solvent. For example changing from hexane to water as the solvent for propanone, the
absorption maximum moves from 280 to 257nm .Ethene, containing only one double bond,
has an absorption maximum at 185 nm(ε = 10 000). If the carbon chain length is increased
this peak shifts to a slightly longer wavelength because the σ bonded electrons of the alkyl
group interact with the π bond electrons in the double bond (ie the energy of the excited
state is reduced).The shift in wavelength is small compared with the effect of increasing the
number of double bonds, especially if the electrons in the π systems (the double bonds) can
interact with each other. The simplest example is buta-1,3-diene, CH2=CH–CH=CH2 . Buta1,3-diene has an absorption maximum at 220 nm,with an absorption coefficient of 20 000 – ie
both the wavelength and the intensity of the absorption have increased. This difference arises
because instead of the double bonds absorbing in isolation of each other the π system extends
over the length of the carbon chain – ie the system is conjugated (or delocalised) – and lowers
the energy of the excited state The longer the conjugated carbon chain in the absorbing
system, the greater the intensity of the absorption.
Absorption is advantageous in the acid-base indicators. A small change in the chemical
structure of the indicator molecule can cause a change in the chromophore and it will
absorb in different parts of the visible spectrum. Orientation effects are a spectroscopic
consequence of the relative geometry of neighbouringchromophore molecules. A good
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example is the hypochromicityof nucleic acids . A solution of free nucleotides has a higher
A260 (i.e. absorbance at a wavelength of 260 nm) than an identical concentration assembled
into a single-stranded polynucleotide. Double stranded nucleic acids, in turn, have a lower
absorbance at this wavelength than single stranded polynucleotides. For this reason,
absorbance measurementsare useful in monitoring assembly or denaturation of nucleotides in
vitro.
The effect of the various conditions which bring about a change in the absorbance of
chromophore are of 4 types :
• Bathochromic shift (red shift) – a shift to longer l; lower energy
• Hypsochromic shift (blue shift) – shift to shorter l; higher energy
• Hyperchromic effect – an increase in intensity
• Hypochromic effect – a decrease in intensity
The absorption efficiency of an analyte generally not affected by:
• Other (low conc.) solutes
• Temperature (within reason)
• Concentration
This makes absorption spectroscopy one of the few bioanalytical methods where the signal
intensity is directly proportional to the concentration
UV-Visible Instrumentation
Absorption spectra are measured in a spectrophotometer, the basic outline of which is shown
in Figure. Electromagnetic radiation is generated by a lamp which contains a metal filament
through which an electric current flows. For wavelengths in the visible range a tungstenhalogen lamp (290–900 nm) is used while deuterium lamps provide both ultraviolet and
visible radiation (210–370 nm). The light emitted from these sources will consist of a wide
variety of wavelengths. It is necessary to select a single wavelength by passing the light
through a monochromator (diffraction grating) This monochromatic light is then used as the
incident
light in the absorption experiment.Transmitted light is detected by a photodetector
(photomultiplier tubes and photodiode array detectors. ) Photomultiplier tubes convert
light intensity into an electric signal by amplifying the signal with a cascade of electrons.
Photodiode arrays are cheaper alternatives to photomultiplier tubes and are composed of
silicon crystals arranged in a linear array which are sensitive to light in the λ range 190–820
nm. Absorption of light by a photodiode produces a current proportional to the number of
photons absorbed. Photodiodes allow extremely fast detection of light intensity.
A variety of design formats are available for spectrophotometers including single beam,
split (double) beam and dual beam instruments. Use of a single, fixed wavelength may
be appropriate in some applications. This is achieved by replacing the monochromator
with filters which allow a single wavelength of incident light pass through to the sample.
Examples of this include microtitre plate readers (which are used to take readings from 96well microtitreplates) and variable wavelength detectors of the type used in chromatography .
Sample is contained in tubes called cuvettes which may be constructed from a number
of materials. Glass cuvettes are useful in the visible part of the spectrum but have the
disadvantage that they may absorb ultraviolet radiation.Quartz cuvettes do not absorb in the
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ultraviolet butare fragile and expensive.
Disposable plastic cuvettes which do not absorb at wavelengths greater than 280 nm are now
commercially available. Plastic cuvettes may be damaged by exposure to organic solvents
which can limit their usefulness in certain types of experiments. Because the cuvette (and/or
solvent) may have its own absorption spectrum, it is essential to determine a blank spectrum
of cuvette plus solvent and to subtract this from that of solvent containing the chromophore
to obtain a true spectrum for the chromophore .Frequently this is achieved in a dual beam
instrument with one beam passing through the blank cuvette and the other through the
analytical sample.
Schematic of a UV/Visible spectrophotometer.

Monochromatorseg.Czerny-Turner setup

•

Monochoromatic beam of light is obtained by passing narrow beam of light through
reflectors
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Diffraction gratings

•

After passing though a slit (or bouncing off a ridge) the angle at which the light leaves
is given by asinƟ= nλ
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Photomultiplier
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In photomultipliers, light hits a photocathode, releasing a small number of electrons, which
are then made to collide with a series of dynodes, each more positive than the last Each
collision produces more and more activated electrons.Sensitive, but noisy. Pretty much
needed for low energy (IR) photons
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Applications
• commonly used for concentration measurements or validation:Protein concentration
with dyes (Bradford) and without (A280 - Tryptophan)
• Purity of protein or nucleic acid preps (A260 /A280)
• Quantitative measurements.: If the value of ε is known, it is possible to calculate
concentrations directly from absorbance readings at specific wavelengths.eg. In
enzyme assays the concentration of either substrate or product may be measured to
allow calculation of rates of continuous (i.e. the reaction is monitored continuously in
the light-beam of a spectrophotometer) or stopped (i.e. the reactionis halted at various
time-points and spectroscopic measurements are performed separately from the
reaction producing product or consuming substrate). For example, reduction of NAD
to NADH + H+ by oxidoreductase enzymes is conveniently followed by continuous
measurement of A340. NADH has a strong λmax at this wavelength while NAD does
not .
• structural studies of biopolymers such as proteins and DNA. These are complex
biomacromolecules and their assembly and unfolding are of considerable research
interest. Chromophores, which are part of these molecules, are very sensitive
to their immediate environment. We can often follow assembly/denaturation
processes in such molecules, therefore, simply by monitoring absorbance changes
at particular wavelengths, sincethese processes will alter the precise environment of
thechromophore
• Under standard conditions, absorption spectra are characteristic for specific
biomolecules. Such spectra may therefore provide a useful chemical ‘fingerprint’ for
comparison This makes possible confirmation of identity between molecules perhaps
purified from different sources. Conversely, differences between spectra are good
evidence for structural difference.
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INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
Absorption is the process by which the energy of a photon is taken up by the matter, and this
process plays a key role in IR spectroscopy. IR radiation does not have enough energy to
induce electronic transitions as seen with UV and visible light. Absorption of IR is restricted
to excite vibrational and rotational states of a molecule..For a molecule to absorb IR, the
vibrations or rotations within a molecule must cause a net change in the dipole moment of the
molecule. Polar molecules are those which have a permanent dipole moment. The alternating
electrical field of the radiation interacts with fluctuations in the dipole moment of the
molecule. If the frequency of the radiation matches the vibrational frequency of the molecule
then radiation will be absorbed, causing a change in the amplitude of molecular vibration.
Physical Basis of Infrared Spectroscopy
When atoms come together to form a covalent bond, they undergo an electronic
rearrangement which involves two competing sets of forces. The positively-charged nuclei of
the two atoms tend to repel each other (electrostatic repulsion)while the nucleus of each atom
is attracted to then egatively-charged electrons of the other (electrostatic attraction).The mean
distance settled on between the atoms(i.e. the bond length) is a reflection of a point of balance
between these competing attractive and repulsive forces and ,in general, will be characteristic
for a particular chemical bond. For example, in polypeptides Cα–C bonds are 1.52 °A while
N–Cα bonds are 1.45A° . It is possible to plot the energy of a molecule as a function of the
interatomdistance,r, in a Morse diagram Most molecules in a population at rest are at the
minimum of this diagram, but individual bond lengths can vary by±0.5 °A and bond angles
by ±5◦ at room temperature.We can think of each chemical bond, therefore as existing in
a particular vibrational energy level characterized by a particular bond length, bond angle
and electron density.However, if radiation of an appropriate frequency is passed through
the sample, it is possible for the molecule to undergo a transition to a higher vibrational
energy level by absorption of radiation. As described earlier,vibrational energy levels are
quantized in the same way as electronic energy levels although the _E values associated with
vibrational transitions are much smaller than those associated with electronic transitions.
A vibrational transition from the ground state to the first excited state due to absorption of
infrared light is called a fundamental absorption and the frequency, ν, associated with this
is called the fundamental frequency. Whilst other transitions are also possible (e.g. from the
ground to the second or third excited state), they occur much less frequently and represent
weak absorbance.
What is a vibration in a molecule?
Any change in shape of the molecule- stretching of bonds, bending of bonds, or internal
rotation around single bonds .Asymmetrical stretching/bending and internal rotation
change the dipole moment of a molecule. Asymmetrical stretching/bending are IR
active.Symmetrical stretching/bending does not. Not IR active.A non-linear molecule having
n atoms may have many different vibrations. Each atom can move in three directions: 3n.
Need to subtract 3 for translational motion and 3 for rotations thereforer the no.of vibrations
= 3 n – 6 (n = number of atoms in non-linear molecule)
The below table gives stretching frequencies of some bonds.
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Infrared spectrum
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An infrared spectrum consists of a plot of absorbance versus frequency or wavenumber (1/
λ). In comparison with absorbance spectra in the ultraviolet/visible range, infrared spectra of
small molecules consist of narrow lines rather than broad peaks . However, because of the
large
number and variety of bonds in macromolecules, infrared spectra of proteins and DNA
consist of a small number of broad peaks.It is often possible to assign the peaks in the 16003600 cm-1 region by consulting tables or databases of IR spectra.where the type of bond and
the type of vibration, e.g. O-H stretch or C-H bending vibration. is given. The most useful
regions are as follows:
• 1680-1750 cm-1:C=O stretches the type of carbonyl group can be determined from
the exact position of the peak.
• 2700-3100 cm-1: different types of C-H stretching vibrations.
• 3200-3700 cm-1: various types of O-H and N-H stretching vibrations.
• Too many bonds absorb in the region of 600-1600 cm-1 to allow confident assignment
of individual bands. However, this region is useful as a fingerprint of a molecule,
i.e. if the spectrum is almost identical to an authentic reference spectrum then the
structure can be assigned with some confidence.

Water gives a strong infrared spectrum because of its high absorption coefficient in the
infrared range and high concentration (55 M). For this reason, infrared spectroscopy may be
carried out either on non -aqueous samples prepared as dry films or on samples dissolved in
alternative solvents such as D2O or chloroform. It is also possible to subtract the spectrum
due to the water solvent by difference spectroscopy but this requires high concentrations
of protein or DNA (5–20%). These conditions are generally unsuitable for the study of
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biomacromolecules in their native state and this limits the practical application of simple
infrared spectroscopy to their study. However, the technique has become standard for the
study of low molecular mass biomolecules and yields structural information complementary
to that available from other methods such
as mass spectrometry CD and NMR .
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Infrared Instrumentation
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The source :1) Nernst glowers: are constructed from a fused mixture of oxides of zirconium,
yttrium and thorium molded in the form of hollow rods 1 -3 mm in diameter and 2 – 5 cm
long. These glowers are fragile.
2) Globar: bar of sintered silicon carbide 6 – 8 mm in diameter and 50 mm long has
characteristics intermediate between heated wire coils and the Nernst glower. It has an
operating temperature near 1300C
Monochromator: Prism ./diffraction grating
• According to wavelength it should be made up of CaF2, KBr ,Nacl. The surface
should be smooth.Gratingmonochromator: They are very popular. They are made of
Al and are not attacked by moisture
Cuvette: made up of NaCl.
Detector: At the short wave length below 1.2 μm, the preferred detection methods are the
same as those used for Visible and Ultraviolet radiation.
• The detectors used at longer wavelengths can be classified into two groups ie, thermal
detectors and photon detectors.
Fourier transform Infrared Spectroscopy
• Instead of recording the amount of energy absorbed when the frequency of the
IR radiation is varied by a monochromator, the IR radiation is guided through
an interferometer. The purpose of the interferometer is to have a beam of IR radiation,
split it into two beams, and make one of the beams travel a different (optical) distance
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than the other in order to create alternating interference fringes. A diagram of a
Michelson interferometer is shown below.

Michelson interferometer

tio

Advantages of FTIR over other methods
• FTIR spectrometers are cheaper than conventional spectrometers because building of
interferometers is easier than the fabrication of a monochromator.
• In addition, measurement of a single spectrum is faster for the FTIR technique
because the information at all frequencies is collected simultaneously.
• This allows multiple samples to be collected and averaged together resulting in an
improvement in sensitivity.
Applications
• Structure determination
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• The FT-IR analysis of microorganisms allows a fast and reliable identification of
microorganisms
• forensic analysis for example in identifying polymer degradation.
• biomolecules like proteins, lipids, carbohydrates and DNA/RNA can be identified and
quantified very sensitively
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RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY
In 1928, the Indian physicist C. V. Raman discovered that the visible wavelength of a small
fraction of the radiation scattered by certain molecules differs from that of the incident beam
The shifts in wavelength depend upon the chemical structure of the molecules responsible
for the scattering. This phenomenon results from the same type of quantized vibrational
changes that are associated with infrared absorption. The difference in wavelength between
the incident and scattered visible radiation corresponds to wavelengths in the mid-infrared
region. Thus the Raman scattering spectrum and infrared absorption spectrum for a given
species often resemble one another quite closely.
Scattering of monochromatic light is of two general types Rayleigh scattering occurs when
the frequency of the scattered light is the same as that of the incident light. Most of the light
scattered by a sample results from this process. Much less commonly,the frequency of the
scattered light may be greater or less than that of the incident light. This is a phenomenon
known as Raman scattering and it forms the basis of Raman spectroscopy.
Both of these phenomena occur with light of all frequencies and if the incident beam is
composed of visible light then the scattered light will also be in the visible range. Because
Raman scattering occurs with such a low probability, it is usual to use a high-energy laser
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emitting light . The relevance of Raman spectroscopy to infrared spectroscopy lies in the
fact that the energy-differences between incident and Raman scattered light corresponds
to vibrational transitions. Raman spectroscopy is therefore a means of studying vibrational
transitions, even though the light used is usually in the visible part of the spectrum.Moreover,
since the phenomenon is based on scattering rather than absorption, it is possible to
measureRaman spectra in aqueous solutions without the problems encountered due to water
absorption in dispersive infraredspectroscopy.
Instrumentation
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Raman spectrometer. Monochromatic light is passed through a concentrated sample.
Scattered light (dashed lines) iscollected with the aid of a curved mirror. This is then
diffractedthrough a monochromator which allows the identification of frequencies due to
both Rayleigh and Raman scattering. Note that the lower mirror reflects transmitted light
back through the sample todouble the intensity of scattered light.
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The experimental apparatus used to measure Raman spectra is shown in Figure. Since the
effects measured occur with such low probability, it is necessary to use highly concentrated
samples (i.e. in the range 20 mg/ml) to detect scattered light. Moreover, it is essential that the
sample does notaggregate under these conditions as this may change the properties of the
spectrum obtained.
In Raman scattering, a small amount of energy is transferred from the incident light
(frequency, νi) to promote the sample molecule from the ground state to an excited
vibrational level. In other words light energy causes a vibrational transition. Since E
=hμ .,this loss of energy causes a small decrease in the frequency of the scattered light to a
value ν. This decrease can be expressed as _ν:_ν= ν − νiwhere ν is the frequency of Raman
scattered light. Passage through a monochromator allows diffraction of scattered light into
its various frequencies and a Raman spectrum is frequently a plot of light intensity versus
_ν .Most of the scattered light has the same frequency as the incident light, νi, that is _ν = 0.
This is called the Rayleigh line of the spectrum. However, other lines in the spectrum have
measurable _ν values which depend on the structure of the sample molecule. These are called
Stokes lines .A second way in which the sample molecule and incident light can interact is
where some molecules existing in the first excited vibrational energy level impart energy
tothe incident light thus decreasing the frequency of Raman scattered light. This gives rise to
lines in the spectrum ofopposite sign but identical _ν to the Stokes lines which are called antiStokes lines. Because most molecules in a population
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are in the ground state, vibrational transitions leadingto a decrease in frequency are
statistically much more likely than those leading to an increase in frequency. Therefore,antiStokes lines are usually much weaker than Stokes lines. Therefore a sample molecule will
give a Raman spectrum characteristic for its chemical structure.
Since this spectrum is due to vibrational transitions, the information contained in such a
spectrum is no different to that contained in a dispersive infrared spectrum. However,Raman
spectroscopy has the important practical advantage that it is not affected by solvent water.
In addition to studies on samples prepared in solution, it isalso possible to measure Raman
spectra on samples prepared as dry fibres or as single crystals. Thus it is possible to compare
Raman spectra collected in the presence and absence of solvent water. Raman spectroscopy
therefore provides a convenient means of confirming structural data obtained from X-ray
crystallography.

.
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The heavy arrow on the far left depicts the energy change in the molecule when it
interacts with a photon. The increase in energy is equal to the energy of the photon
hν.
The second and narrower arrow shows the type of change that would occur if
the molecule is in the first vibrational level of the electronic ground state. The middle
set of arrows depicts the changes that produce Rayleigh scattering. The energy
changes that produce stokes and anti-Stokes emission are depicted on the right. The
two differ from the Rayleigh radiation by frequencies corresponding to ±∆E, the
energy of the first vibrational level of the ground state. If the bond were infrared
active, the energy of its absorption would also be ∆E. Thus, the Raman frequency
shift and the infrared absorption peak frequency are identical. The relative
populations of the two upper energy states are such that Stokes emission is much
favored over anti-Stokes. Rayleigh scattering has a considerably higher probability of
occurring than Raman because the most probable event is the energy transfer to
molecules in the ground state and reemission by the return of these molecules to the
ground state. The ratio of anti-Stokes to Stokes intensities will increase with
temperature because a larger fraction of the molecules will be in the first
vibrationally excited state under these circumstances
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Instrumentation
Components of a Raman spectrophotometer :
A laser source, a sample illumination system and suitable spectrometer.The sources used
in modern Raman spectrometry are nearly always lasers because their high intensity
is necessary to produce Raman scattering of sufficient intensity to be measured with a
reasonable signal-to-noise ratio. Because the intensity of Raman scattering varies as the
fourth power of the frequency, argon and krypton ion sources that emit in the blue and green
region of the spectrum have an advantage over the other sources.
Sample handling for Raman spectroscopic measurements is simpler than for infrared
spectroscopy because glass can be used for windows, lenses, and other optical components
instead of the more fragile and atmospherically less stable crystalline halides. In addition,
the laser source is easily focused on a small sample area and the emitted radiation efficiently
focused on a slit. Consequently, very small samples can be investigated. A common sample
holder for non absorbing liquid samples is an ordinary glass melting-point capillary.
Raman spectrometers were similar in design and used the same type of components as
the classical ultraviolet/visible dispersing instruments. Most employed double grating
systems to minimize the spurious radiation reaching the transducer. Photomultipliers served
as transducers. Now Raman spectrometers being marketed are either Fourier transform
instruments equipped with cooled germanium transducers or multichannel instruments based
upon charge-coupled devices.

us
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Applications Of Raman Spectroscopy
The Raman technique is often superior to infrared for spectroscopy investigating inorganic
systems because aqueous solutions can be employed. In addition, the vibrational energies
of metal-ligand bonds are generally in the range of 100 to 700 cm-1, a region of the infrared
that is experimentally difficult to study. These vibrations are frequently Raman active,
however, and peaks with ∆ν values in this range are readily observed. Raman studies are
potentially useful sources of information concerning the composition, structure, and stability
of coordination compounds.
Raman spectra are similar to infrared spectra in that they have regions that are useful for
functional group detection and fingerprint regions that permit the identification of specific
compounds. Raman spectra yield more information about certain types of organic compounds
than do their infrared counterparts.
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Raman spectroscopy has been applied widely for the study of biological systems. The
advantages of his technique include the small sample requirement, the minimal sensitivity
toward interference by water, the spectral detail, and the conformational and environmental
sensitivity..Raman spectra tend to be less cluttered with peaks than infrared spectra. As a
consequence, peak overlap in mixtures is less likely, and quantitative measurements are
simpler.,Raman sampling devices are not subject to attack by moisture, and small amounts of
water in a sample do not interfere..
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Despite these advantages, Raman spectroscopy has not yet been exploited widely for
quantitative analysis. This lack of use has been due largely to the rather high cost of Raman
spectrometers relative to that of absorption instrumentation
Resonance Raman Spectroscopy
Resonance Raman scattering refers to a phenomenon in which Raman line intensities are
greatly enhanced by excitation with wavelengths that closely approach that of an electronic
absorption peak of an analyte.
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The most important application of resonance Raman spectroscopy has been to the study of
biological molecules under physiologically significant conditions; that is, in the presence of
water and at low to moderate concentration levels.
Eg.The technique has been used to determine the oxidation state and spin of iron atoms in
hemoglobin and cytochrome-c. In these molecules, the resonance Raman bands are due solely
to vibrational modes of the tetrapyrrolechromophore .
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OPTICAL ACTIVITY AND CIRCULAR DICHROISM.
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Electromagnetic radiation consists of mutually perpendicular electric and magnetic
vectors .In a beam of radiation originating from the sun or any other light-source, the electric
vectors are randomly orientated around the beam axis If, however, the electric vectors in one
plane could be
selected a beam of plane polarized or linearly polarized light would result. It is possible to
achieve this by passing unpolarized light through a filter called a polaroid. Plane polarized
light may be thought of as being composed of two circularly polarized vectors of opposite
direction but of equal strength. These are called, respectively,leftand right circularly
polarized components of plane polarized light. The superposition of a left circularly polarized
wave and a right circularly polarized wave with equal amplitudes and wavelengths gives
a plane polarized wave.Can also be put in the following way:Any linearly polarized light
wave can be obtained as a superposition of a left circularly polarized and a right circularly
polarized light wave, whose amplitude is identical.
Molecules which are capable of rotating the plane of plane polarized light are said to chiral
molecules .this phenomena is called optical activity.
Chirality in Biomolecules
Atoms which have four different groups attached to them are said to be chiral molecules and
show optical activity.e they can exist as different isomeric forms which can rotate the plane
of polarized light either to left or right. Accordingly they are either dextro rotatory if they
rotate the plane polarized light towards the right (represented as d) or laevorotatory if they
rotate the plane polarized light towards the left(represented as l).The no. of stereo isomers
formed can be given as 2n., where n is the no. of chiral atoms.
. Eg.Carbon has four valencies and, when bound to four distinct chemical groups, has two
possible isomeric forms which may be referred to as d and l .
Pairs of isomerswhich are non superimposable mirror images of each other are called
enantiomers or optical isomers.Some of these structural variants are obviously stereoisomers
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but are not related to each other as enantiomers (i.e. nonsuperimposable mirror images of
each other). These are referred to as diastereoisomers.
The existence of enantiomeric pairs is known as chirality and molecules capable of existing
as enantiomers are called chiral molecules. ‘Chiral’ derives from the Greek word for
hand (cheir) because hands are good examples of nonsuperimposable mirror image objects. land d-enantiomers are conventionally assigned by comparison with the reference compound
l-glyceraldehyde. An alternative notation called the RS convention gives the absolute
configuration of enantiomers .
The phenomenon of chirality is especially important in biochemistry because many
biomolecules are chiral. In biological systems there is usually a selection for one of a
pair of enantiomers. For example most amino acids in living systems are l-enantiomers
with d-enantiomers occurringonly very rarely (e.g. in antibiotic peptides). Similarly, most
monosaccharides are d-enantiomers with l-enantiomers occurring rarely. By contrast, most
chemical reactions carried out in solution result in a 50 : 50 mixture of d- and l-enantiomers.
Chirality has several important consequences for the structure, shape and functional
properties of biomolecules.Forexample, l-amino acids result in the right-handed helices
observed in proteins. d-amino acids result in left handed helices which are themselves mirror
images of right handedhelices while heteropolymers of a mixture of d andl-amino acids
cannot form helices at all.
Proteases are capable of hydrolyzing peptide bonds in polypeptides composed of all-lamino acid substrates but cannot hydrolyzethose of all-d composition. Conversely, synthetic
proteases which can be made chemically with all-d-amino acids (e.g. the HIV protease) can
cleave all-d polypeptide substrates but not those of an all-l amino acid composition .Indeed,
the synthetic HIV protease is itself a mirror-image of the natural all-l enzyme showing
that chirality is maintained throughout the hierarchy of protein structure .It has also been
discovered that a pair of enantiomers may display distinct toxicity to humans with one
enantiomer being toxic while the other is nontoxic. A well-known example of this is the
fertility drug thalidomide which was widely prescribed in the late 1950s. One enantiomer of
this compound was nontoxic while the other was teratogenicleading to deformity or lack of
limbs in babies born to patients
treated with the drug. For this reason there is considerable interest in the pharmaceutical
industry in the possible use of enzymes for enantioselective synthesis of new drugs.
Circular Dichroism (CD)
In the early nineteenth century the French physicist Jean Baptiste Biot observed that solutions
of some organic molecules appeared to rotate the plane of polarization of plane polarized
light, a phenomenon referred to as optical rotatory dispersion

. Light passing through a chromophore solution may interact with the sample in two main
ways. The light may be refracted or delayed on passage through the solution or it may be
absorbed. Refraction is quantified by the refractive index, n, of the solution while absorption
is quantified by the molar extinction coefficient, ε. If the light is plane polarized and the
sample is optically active, each enantiomer may interact differently with the left and right
circularly polarized components of the light beam.ORD arises from the fact that there is a
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specific refractive index for left (nL) and right (nR) circularly polarized light :nL_= nR .The
difference in refractive index at any wavelength maybe expressed as _n. An ORD spectrum is
a plot of _n against wavelength (λ).
Similarly, optically active samples have distinct molar extinction coefficients for left (εL) and
right (εR) circularly polarized light. This is called circular dichroism(CD):εL_= εR
The difference between εL and εR may be expressed as _ε.
If _ε or _A or ellipticity(see below) is plotted against wavelength (λ), a CD spectrum is
obtained. The CD spectrum of one enantiomer is a mirror image of that of the other and is
related to the corresponding ORD spectrum (and vice
versa) by a mathematical transformation called the general Kronig–Kramers transformation.
Both ORD and CD spectra are evidence for optical activity in the sample and both
reflect structure of molecules in the sample, especially of chiral biopolymers such as proteins
and nucleic acids In practice, ORD has now largely been superseded by CD spectroscopy.
Instrumentation
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CD spectra are measured in a special type of spectrophotometer called a CD
spectropolarimeterof which an outline design is shown in Figure below.
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. Since CD depends on differential absorbance, a means of selectively exposing sample to left
and right circularly polarized light is necessary. This is achieved by passing a beam of plane
polarized light throughaphotoelastic modulator which is normally a quartz crystal subjected
to an oscillating electric field. The effect of this is to vary the circular polarization of the
beam passing through the modulator alternately from left to right with a frequencyof some 50
kHz whilst maintaining a constant light intensity.
Differential absorption of left and right circularly polarized light is detected at a
photomultiplier and converted into ellipticity, θ, which has units of milli degrees. This term
arises from the fact that selective absorption of one of the circularly polarized components of
plane polarized light has the consequence that the resultant electric vector traces an elliptical
path around the axis of the beam and is said to be elliptically polarized
In a CD spectropolarimeter, the two light beams are not in fact recombined but a
photomultiplier detector converts incident light intensity into an electric current composed
partly of alternating current (AC) and partly of direct current (DC) components. The DC
component is related to total light absorption by the sample while the AC component is a
direct measure of CD. This arrangement facilitates separate absorption measurements of
the right and left circularly polarized components of plane polarized light.. If this light is
passed through a chiral sample, one circularly polarized component is selectively absorbed.
This lowers the amplitude associated with that component (R in the sample above).
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When recombined ,the resultant electric vector now traces an elliptical path.The degree
of ellipticityis a measure of circular dichroism. Ellipticity may be converted to units of
absorbance using the following equation
:_A = θ32 982
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Applications
• Determination of the secondary structure of the proteins that cannot be crystallized.
• Investigation of the drug binding onto the secondary structure of the protein.
• Study of the environmental effects on a protein.
• Study of the ligand introduced conformational changes.
• Study of the temperature and chemical introduced conformational changes of
proteins.
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Structural determination
Measurement of CD spectra in proteins and peptidesof unknown secondary structure is often
used (by analogywith such homopolypeptides) to estimate empirically their percentages of
common secondary structure features
Eg.The synthetic homopolymer poly-l-lysine adopts a randomcoil structure at neutral and
acid pH values. However, athigh pH values, a mainly α-helical conformation is adoptedwhich
may be converted to predominantly antiparallel β-sheet by gentle heating. Each of these three
forms of polyl-lysine gives a characteristic CD spectrum in the range190–240 nm and the fact
that similar spectra are obtained forhomopolymers of other amino acids suggests that they
arisepredominantly from asymmetry of the polypeptide backbone.
In practice, CD spectra provide a generally useful indexof structure in proteins (Changes in
CDstructure. For example, binding of a ligand to a proteinor protein folding/unfolding can
be conveniently followedby CD spectroscopy. A particular advantage of CD in this regard
is the short time-scale of the CD measurement compared to that of other spectroscopic
measurements.
CD measurements may be expected to detect ligand protein effects of shorter duration than
those detectable by NMR.
Even though many ligands may be intrinsically achiral,their unique orientation on binding
to a protein coupled with their specific interaction with the protein can causet hem to
acquireCDproperties for the duration of the interaction.This phenomenon is known as
induced CD. Examplesof this phenomenon include CD spectra induced on binding of
bilirubin to bovine serum albumin and of dicumarol derivatives to α-1 acid glycoprotein.
The second major class of biopolymers which has beenstudied by CD is the nucleic acids.
Of the nucleotide’s structural components, only the pentose sugar is chiral. Mainly as a
result of the presence of this sugar, nucleotides are intrinsically chiral structures and give
measurable, albeit weak, CD spectra. As the level of structural order increases, however
(e.g. polymerization of nucleotides into polynucleotides followed by assembly into duplex
structures such as double-stranded DNA and tRNA), the asymmetry of the system and hence
the strength of the CD
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Differences are observed in CD spectra due to variation of nucleotide sequence, GC
composition,stacking of bases in different forms of DNA (i.e. A-, B- andZ-DNA), formation
of macromolecular assemblies such asribosomes and nucleosomes and ligand binding to
DNA.As with proteins, induced CD is also possible with DNAsuch as when anthracene-9carbonyl-N1-spermine binds to oligonucleotides of defined sequence.
Many chromophores associated with biomacromolecules are themselves chiral and CD
measurements of their spectra can give information on their interactions with proteins, DNA
or macromolecular complexes.
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UNIT 7: BIOMOLECULAR INTERACTIONS

• Carbohydrates
• Nucleic acids
• Proteins
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There are three major types of biological macromolecules in living systems.

Though treated separately in different segments, the principles governing the organization of
three-dimensional structure are common to all of them.
• Each of these macromolecules are made up of monomer units:

ut

• monosaccharide -- for carbohydrate
• nucleotide -- for nucleic acids

ol

• amino acid -- for proteins

Macromolecular interactions involving proteins:

us

• Quaternary structure refers to proteins formed by association of polypeptide subunits.
Individual globular polypeptide subunits may associate to form biologically active
oligomers.
• The subunits may be identical or they may be different.
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• Subunit interaction is entirely Noncovalent between complementary regions on the
subunit surface and involve following interaction:
– Hydrophobic
– Hydrogen bonding
– Electrostatic (ionic)
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• If covalent links exist (such as disulfide bridges) then the structure is not considered
quaternary. In proteins with quaternary structure the disaggregated subunits alone are
generally biologically inactive.
• Examples of quaternary structure, Hemoglobin.
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• Hemoglobin is composed of four subunits of two types, alpha and beta, represented as
alpha2beta2.
• Triose phosphate isomerase is a dimer of identical subunits.

Quaternary structure in proteins is the most intricate degree of organization considered to be
a single molecule.
Incorporation of nonprotein components into proteins

• The resulting species are called conjugated proteins.

Classification of proteins by composition divide proteins into two categories.

ut

• Simple proteins consist of only polypeptide.

• Conjugated proteins also contain a nonprotein moiety which frequently plays a role in
biological function.

ol

– It may participate in function directly.

– It may influence the shape of the protein.

us

Many different kinds of compound /macromolecules are found in conjugation/interaction
with proteins. A few examples are:
• Protein-Carbohydrate
• Protein-lipid
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• Protein DNA

• Protein-protein
• Protein-Heme
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Protein-carbohydrate interaction:
One or more chains of monosaccharide units, 1 - 30 units long.It may be straight or branched,
and it is usually covalently linked to the apoprotein in one of three major ways:
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1. N-linked (Type I): N-acetylglucosamine (a sugar with an acetylated amino group in place
of a hydroxyl group) at the reducing end of a carbohydrate chain is linked to the amide
nitrogen of asparagine residue. The asparagine residue must be in the sequence, Asn X
Thr (or Ser), where X is any amino acid residue.

us

Fig1: Structure of membrane showing various components such as phospholipids bilayer,
protein. Glycoproteins are important part of membrane wherein carbohydrate conjugates
with proteins.
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2.O-linked (Type II): Here the reducing end of a carbohydrate chain (usually Nacetylglucosamine residue) is linked to the hydroxyl of a seryl or threonyl residue.
3.O-linked (Type III): In this case The reducing end of a carbohydrate chain (usually Nacetylgalactosamine) is linked to the hydroxyl of a hydroxylysine residue in collagen.
(Hydroxylysine is made from lysine in collagen after the collagen has been synthesized.)
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Function

1

Collagens

Structure

2

Mucins

Lubricant and protective agent

3

Transferrin

Transport

4

Immunoglobins

Immunologic

5
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Sl. No. Glycoprotein

Human chorionic gonadotropin (HCG),

Hormone

thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH)

6

Enzyme

Various, e.g., alkaline phosphatase

8

Antifreeze protein

Certain plasma proteins of coldwater fish

9

Lectins,

Receptor

11

Calnexin

ut

10

Various proteins involved in hormone and drug action
Affect folding of certain proteins

ol

selectins

Interact with specific carbohydrates

us

Table1: Examples of glycoproteins and their respective functions
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Protein-lipid interaction:Protein associates with lipid through hydrophobic interactions
involving the protein's hydrophobic R-groups. Lipoproteins are pseudomicellar structures.
Micelles are orderly arrays of molecules having polar heads and hydrophobic tails. In water,
the polar heads orient outward, and the non- polar tails cluster in the center of the micelle.
• Lipoproteins resemble micelles in some respects. The structure of lipoproteins typically
includes the following features. Their outer surface is coated with polar lipids, with
protein intermingled. Their interior is a region of randomly oriented neutral lipid.
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Fig2: Structure of typical micelle revealing lipid conjugation with protein
Lipid Conjugation/Protein-lipid interaction:

• The role of the polar lipid and protein on the surface is to solubilize the neutral lipid
interior.
Protein interacts with the lipid of lipoproteins through amphipathic helices. Alphahelical regions of apolipoproteins have polar amino acids on one surface, and nonpolar
ones on the opposite surface.

ut

•

ol

• The helix lies on the surface of the structure, with the polar groups oriented outward
toward the water, and the nonpolar groups buried in the lipid.
• Consequence of charged surface is, it allows molecules to remain together.

us

Function of lipoprotein:

• Lipoprotein concentrations go up in infection. This has a protective effect.
– They bind bacterial endotoxins.
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– They bind and neutralize a wide variety of viruses.

• Copper, transferrin and other proteins bind to HDL, making it more effective in
preventing oxidation of LDL, thereby protecting against atherosclerosis.
• Membrane proteins are lipoprotein-like in that they have nonpolar amino acids in
strategic locations to permit interaction with the membrane lipid. Proteins of the
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membrane surface may be structured like the apoproteins of lipoproteins, with
amphipathic helices.
• Some membrane proteins transverse the membrane. The region of the protein that is
completely immersed in membrane should consist entirely of hydrophobic amino acids.
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• A common structural motif to accomplish this is an alpha-helix consisting of at least 22
hydrophobic amino acyl groups. This makes an alpha-helix long enough to span a
membrane.
In arrays of membrane-spanning helices, helices in the interior of the array could be
shorter.

•

• Nucleic acid Conjugation/ Protein- Nucleic acid interaction:
Functions that DNA-protein interactions :

ut

• DNA replication, DNA repair, DNA recombination, transcription etc
• Structure of DNA is regular: a list of the positions of the atoms in the double helix, the
stability of DNA and the Chargaff rules, and provided a model for how DNA stores
genetic information.

•

us
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• Proteins are much less regular:The first structures for NA binding proteins (NABP) were
of the stable and abundant nucleases binding to single-stranded nucleotides.
• Work on more complicated protein-NA complexes (e.g., repressors, polymerases, tRNA
synthetases) required two advances techniques:
- for overexpressing normally scarce proteins, and
- for synthesizing large amounts of oligonucleotides (ON).
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•




•

Only in the late 1970s did it become reasonable to try to determine the structure of an
ON, the protein it interacts with, and the complex between the two.
There are four major forces that occur when proteins and NA interact:
Electrostatic forces: salt bridges
Dipolar forces: hydrogen bonds
Entropic forces: the hydrophobic effect
Dispersion forces: base stacking
Electrostatic
forces:
(salt
bridges)
Electrostatic forces are long range, not very structure-specific, and contribute
substantially to the overall free energy of association.
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•

Salt bridges are electrostatic interactions between groups of opposite charge. They
typically provide ~40 kJ/mol of stabilization per salt bridge.
In protein-NA complexes, they occur between the ionized phosphates of the NA and
either the e-ammonium group of lysine, the guanidinium group of arginine, or the
protonated imidazole of histidine.
Salt bridges are influenced by the concentration of salt in the solution: as it increases,
the strength of the salt bridges decreases.
Salt bridges are much stronger in the absence of water molecules between the ionized
groups (because water has high dielectric constant, e).
Salt bridges alone, therefore, can not distinguish one B-DNA sequence from another.
Patterns of salt bridges, however, could clearly be used to distinguish ss- from ds-NA,
and B- from Z-DNA.
Dipolar forces: (hydrogen bonds)
Hydrogen bonds are dipolar, short-range interactions that contribute little to the
stability of the complex but much to its specificity.
Hydrogen bonds occur between the amino acid side chains, the backbone amides and
carbonyls of the protein, and the bases and backbone sugar-phosphate oxygens of the
NA.
When protein-NA molecules are not complexed, all their exposed hydrogen bond
donors (X) and acceptors (Y) form linear hydrogen bonds to water. Hydrogen bonds are
a result of dipole-dipole interactions:

ut

•

Xd-__Hd+ ---- Yd-__Rd+ (X, Y = nitrogen or oxygen)
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When the complex forms, there is little change in the free energy due to hydrogen bond
formation if the linear hydrogen bonds to water are replaced by a similar ones between
the macromolecules.
By contrast, forming bent hydrogen bonds carries a free energy penalty of up to ~4
kJ/mol per hydrogen bond.
Thus hydrogen bonds are very important in making sequence-specific protein-NA
interact.
Entropic forces: (the hydrophobic effect)
Hydrophobic forces are short range, sensitive to structure, proportional to the size of
the macromolecular interface, and contribute to the free energy of association.
The hydrophobic effect is due to the behaviour of water at an interface.
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When molecules aggregate, the ordered water molecules at the interface are
released and become part of the disordered bulk water, thus stabilizing the aggregate
by releasing the entropy of the system.
Dispersion forces: ( base stacking)
Dispersion forces have the shortest range but are very important in base stacking in
double-stranded NA and in the interaction of protein with ssNA.
Base stacking is caused by two kinds of interaction: the hydrophobic effect and
dispersion forces.
Molecules with no net dipole moment can attract each other by a transient dipoleinduced dipole effect. It is very sensitive to the thermal motion of the molecules.
For dsNA, dispersion forces are clearly important in maintaining the structure by base
stacking.
For ssNA, they also help it to bind proteins because aromatic side chains can
intercalate between the bases of a ssNA
Geometric constraints imposed by the nucleic acid:
All NA have repeating polyanionic backbones and so all proteins that bind them have
strategically placed arginines and lysines that create an electrostatic field to neutralize
the negative charge.
Possibly because the structure of RNA varies more than that of DNA, proteins seem to
recognize RNAs in more ways than they recognize DNAs

us

All sequence-specific DNA binding proteins may bind DNA in two ways: one for tight,
sequence-specific binding and the other for looser, non-sequence specific binding.
Non-specific interactions
Single-stranded nucleic acid binding proteins , Non-sequence-specific
nucleases ,Polynucleotide polymerases
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The need for packaging:
The fundamental building block of chromatin in eukaryotes is the nucleosome, a
protein-DNA complex. The nucleosome core particle consists of 146 bp of DNA and
eight small, highly basic histone proteins. The DNA wraps around the histone octomer
to form a negative supercoil.
Bacteria also use small basic proteins to package DNA, such as the dimeric HU protein
from E. coli, whose long b-strand arms presumably wrap around a double-stranded DNA
molecule.
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Fig3:Role of proteins in packaging of chromosomes in Eukaryotes
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Single-stranded nucleic acid binding proteins:
ssDNA is formed during replication and most organisms produce proteins to bind it.
These proteins form an important but diverse group but, with the exception of gene 5
protein from bacteriophage fd, there is little structural information on how they interact
with NA.
A model has been suggested in which lysines and arginines neutralize the DNA
phosphate backbone and the bases stack against aromatic amino acid side chains.
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Non-sequence-specific nucleases:
All organisms must degrade NA during their life cycle. There is no one enzyme designed
for this purpose, but rather a large number of enzymes with different specificities.
These include exo- and endonucleases and enzymes specific for ss- and ds-NA and for
base sequences. e.g., RNase and DNase
RNase and DNase have different reaction mechanisms because RNase uses the ribose
2'-hydroxyl group, not present in DNA, to attack the 5'-phosphate ester linkage.
Ribonuclease A: RNase A is not sequence specific because it only interacts with the base
at the active site; all other contacts are electrostatic ones to the sugar-phosphate
backbone.
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Deoxyribonuclease I: DNase I cleaves different sequences with different rates because
of sequence-dependent steric hindrance at the active site. G-C tracts accommodate
the catalytic loop better because they have wider minor grooves than A-T tracts.

Fig4:Interaction between DNA and DNASE 1 Protein
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 Polynucleotide polymerases:There are four classes of template-directed
polynucleotide polymerases: DNA- or RNA-dependent and DNA- or RNApolymerizing.
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 All add nucleotides to the 3'-end of a growing polynucleotide chain but they differ
widely in how accurately they replicate the NA (their fidelity) and how many
nucleotides they add before dissociating (their processivity).
DNA-dependent DNA polymerases: E. coli DNA polymerase I (Pol I) and III
 All cellular DNA-dependent DNA polymerases have a 3'-5' proof-reading
exonuclease, require a primer to begin synthesis, and replicate their own NA the
most faithfully.
 The Klenow fragment of Pol I contains two widely-separated domains, one
carrying the polymerase activity, and the other the 3'-5' proofreading
exonuclease activity.
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Fig 5: Structure of different DNA polymerases, DNA POLI(left ) and DNA PolIII(right) and
pol enzymes holding the DNA during replication (below)
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Specific interactions
The placement of an a-helix in the major groove appears to be the most common way
of recognizing a specific DNA sequence.
Other parts of the protein, which form hydrogen bonds and salt bridges to the DNA
backbone, position the element on the DNA so that it can achieve recognition
Restriction endonucleases:
EcoRI and EcoRV
EcoRI and EcoRV have very different structures and interact with DNA differently: the
former only in the major groove; the latter in both grooves.
However, both employ the same enzyme mechanism and catalytic residues and both
achieve their high degree of sequence specificity similarly.
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The zinc finger motif
A small Zn-stabilized structural domain found in proteins that interact with nucleic acids.
The zinc finger is a loop of about 25 amino acyl residues stabilized by a Zn atom.
Zn complexed to His and/or Cys maintains the structure of the domain.
Unlike a -S-S- bridge, the Zn complex will not be broken by reducing conditions within
the cell.
Unlike Cu or Fe, Zn does not participate in oxidation-reduction reactions that could
generate free radicals which might damage nucleic acids.
Other amino acyl residues in the loop are involved in binding to specific nucleotides of
the nucleic acid or helping to maintain the folded structure of the domain.
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Fig6: Structure of restriction endonuclease , shown here the interaction between DNA
and protein
The need for specificity:
For a cell to function at all, proteins must distinguish one NA from another very
accurately.
Proteins that bind specific NA sequences also bind non-specific ones.
In some cases, like the transcriptional regulators, this binding is intrinsic to function;
in others, like the tRNAs, the binding is merely unproductive.
Transcriptional
regulators:
the conserved motif
 The zinc finger motif
 The leucine zipper
 The helix-turn-helix motif

•
•
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• Zinc fingers occur in proteins occur in tandem arrays. They are joined to nearby zinc
fingers by short linking regions of peptide. They are spaced to fit into the major groove
of DNA, with the bases of the alpha-helices down in the grooves, and the beta-loops
touching the double helix.
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Fig7:Structure of CH2 type zinc finger motif and interactyion of DNA with the domain
bearing zinc finger motif.
The leucine zipper
• A pair of amphipathic alpha-helices joining two subunits of a dimeric protein that binds
to DNA. Some sites in DNA important to biological control have twofold symmetry: the
base sequence is the same in both directions.
• Example: 5' ...TGACTCA... 3'
3' ...ACTGAGT... 5'
A protein designed to bind at such a site might also be symmetric; this could be
accomplished if the protein were a head-to-head dimer
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Fig8: Structure of leucine zipper and DNA interacting with zipper
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• The leucine zipper
• A class of DNA binding proteins appears to form such dimers through alpha-helices
having regularly spaced leucyl residues along one edge. Interaction between the protein
monomer units is thought to be through leucyl residues along the edges of the
amphipathic helices, sort of like the 4-helix bundle, but with just two helices.
Originally it was thought that the leucyl residues interdigitated (hence the name,
"leucine zipper"), but it is now believed that they face each other (reality in the form of
x-ray crystallography strikes again). In any case, the symmetric dimer binds to the
symmetric region of the DNA through special binding domains.
The helix-turn-helix motif :
• Two short adjacent alpha-helices that cross one another. One alpha-helix fits into the
major groove of DNA, and interacts with specific bases; this is called the recognition
helix. A short segment of protein links the recognition helix to a second helix; this is the
turn, and is so named because it contains a so-called beta-turn, a well recognized
structural element of proteins. The second helix lies across the major groove of DNA,
and binds nonspecifically.
• A dimeric protein can have a helix-turn-helix motif in each subunit, and if the monomer
units are identical it can thereby recognize and bind to symmetric DNA structures
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Fig9: Structure of helix turn helix motif and interaction of protein bearing HTH with
major groove of DNA.
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Protein Conjugation/Protein-protein interaction
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• Protein characterization for large scale identification of protein and PTM
• Differential display of proteomics for comparison of protein levels with application to
wide range of diseases.
• Study of protein –protein interaction via Y2H and MS.
• Intrinsic to every cellular process
• Form the basis of phenomena
-DNA replication and transcription
-metabolism
-signal transduction
-cell cycle control
The Study of Protein-protein Interaction by Mass Spectrometry

vt

A key question about a protein,in addition to when and where it is expressed, is with
which other proteins does it interact. Interaction partners are an immediate lead into
biological function and can potentially be exploited for therapeutic purposes. Creation
of a protein–protein interaction map of the cell would be of immense value to
understanding the biology of the cell.
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Fig 10:Steps involved in studying Protein interaction with other small molecules
The study of Protein-protein Interaction by Mass Spectrometry

Fig11:Diagramatic representation of Mass spectroscopy protocol.
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Generic Strategy to Analyze the Spatial Organization of Multi-protein Complexes by
Cross-linking and Mass Spectrometry
Growth
Lysis
Purification of Protein
Specific elution
Formation of pure complex
Cross linking with other molecules
SDS PAGE –separation
Sample preparation
MS and analysis
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Fig12:Diagramatic representation of steps involved in complete characterization of
protein and its interacting partner.
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Yeast Two-hybrid
Researchers insert a gene in yeast for a "bait" protein alongside DNA for half of an
"activator" protein. The other half of the activator DNA is then inserted alongside DNA
for random "prey" proteins. The yeast cells are then grown up and the proteins are
allowed to interact. If bait and prey proteins bind, the two halves of the activator protein
be close enough to work together to turn on another yeast gene that turns the cell blue,
signaling a match.

• Useful in the study of various interactions
• The technology was originally developed during the late 1980's in the laboratory Dr.
Stanley Fields (Fields and Song, 1989, Nature).
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Fig 13: Y2 H system and expression of protein once bait and prey interact due to part1 &
2 of activator domain fit
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Phage Display
• A method where bacteriophage particles are made to express either a peptide or
protein of interest fused to a capsid or coat protein.
• It can be used for peptide epitopes, peptide ligands, enzyme substrates or single-chain
antibody fragments.
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Fig 14: Flow chart displaying the method of studying protein protein interaction via
phage display method.
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MOLECULAR MECHANICS AND DYNAMICS- Importance and relevance
Modeling modeling and computational chemistry are important parts of modern
biochemistry.
Modeling is important to display in a meaningful and instructive fashion the large
amounts of data produced when x-ray crystallography and NMR are used to determine
the structure of large biological molecules and complexes.
However, the primary x-ray crystal data which are in the form of electron density
maps, must be interpreted like any other type of data.
Structures need to be refined and energy minimized to produce more realistic
structures for eg., without van der Waals overlap or missing atoms.
In addition, atoms within any molecule are not static, but move as bonds vibrate, angles
bend, etc. This implies that large biomolecules could adopt many possible
conformations of different energies.
For proteins, some of these conformations might center around a average
conformations situated at a local or global energy minimum separated from each other
by activation energy barriers.
In contrast to small molecules whose structure can be minimized using ab initio or semiempirical quantum mechanics (using programs such as Spartan), large molecular
structures like DNA, RNA, proteins and their complexes must be minimized using
molecular mechanics, based on Newton's laws.
Atoms are treated as masses, and bonds as springs with appropriate force constants. A
force field, containing all the relevant parameters for given atom (for example sp 3, sp2,
sp2 aromatic, and sp C) and bond types is used to solve energy equations which sum all
energies, over all atoms and bonds in the molecule.
These energies include interactions among bonded atoms (stretching, bending, torsion,
wagging) and those among nonbonded atoms (electrostatic and van der Waals).
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UNIT 8:
MOLECULAR DYNAMICS

•

Minimizations calculations :
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Software tools for force fields:
A common force fields used for macromolecules is CHARMM, AMBER, and
GROMOS. Parameters for specific atom type in a given bond include atomic mass, van
der Waals radius, partial charge for atoms (from quantum mechanics) and bond length
(from electron diffraction data), angles, and force constants for bonds (modeled as
springs, obtained from IR).
These parameters are derived from experiments and theoretical (usually quantum
mechanical) calculations on small organic molecules. A potential energy equation
comprised of terms from bond stretching, angle bending, and torsion angle changes
(bonded interactions) as well as electrostatic and van der Waals interactions
(nonbonded) is then solved .
The goal of molecular dynamics is to simulate the actual changes in a molecule as a
function of time after an energy input (heat application at a higher temperature) is
added to a molecule at equilibrium.
To make the simulation realistic, the structure is placed in a "bath" of thousands of
water molecules. As is described below, if the energies of atoms in a large molecule are
known, the forces acting on those atoms can be deduced.
From Newton's Second Law (F=ma), the velocity or change of position of an atom in the
structure with time can be determined.
If the dynamic simulation can be run for a long enough period of time, alternate
conformations (perhaps those centered around a global minimum as well as those
nearby in energy space - a local minimum) may be sampled.
By determining what fraction of the simulated conformations resemble the two
alternative conformations, the DG for the interconversion of the two states can be
calculated.
These calculations require large amounts of computer time. They give very important
information, however, since protein conformational changes are often, if not always
associated with binding of a biological molecule to a binding partner, In silico
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• For minimizations calculations, the positions of the atoms within a molecule must be
systematically or randomly moved and the energy recalculated with the goal of finding a
lower energy and hence more stable molecule.
• Minimization calculations can not probe all conformational space and can not easily
move a structure from a local minimum to a global minimum if two are separated by a
large energy barrier. Energy minimizations are usually done in the absence of solvent.

•

•
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experiments offer important clues and support to results obtained using other methods
of study.
Relationship between Energy (E), Force (F) and Motion
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To make the energy equations for the individual components more understandable, it
is useful to consider the relationship between force and energy. There are two
general force equations in chemistry and introductory physics. One is Coulomb’s Law,
which describes the electrostatic force of attraction, FC, between two charges, q1 and
q2, separated by a distance r.

• The other is Hooke’s Law, which describes the restorative force on a mass connected to
a spring on stretching or compression of the spring.
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• where x is the displacement of the spring from an equilibrium (at rest) position.
Equations leading to determination of PE:
• Its important to understand how these equations might lead to equations which
describe the potential energy of a two charge system or of a compressed or stretched
spring.
• This can be best understood by studying the simple example of a ball placed at various
locations on a hill. If placed on a flat surface at the top and bottom of the hill, there is
no net force on the ball (Fnet = 0), so it will not move.
• If placed at various locations on the downslope, it will experience a net downward force,
shown in a qualitative fashion in the figure below.
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Fig1: plot: Energy vs distance.
• The magnitude of the force vector is proportional to the slope.From this simplistic
approach, following equation is derived for relating F to E:

• The minus sign is required since the force is downward but the energy increases upward.
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• This simplified approach can be extended into three dimensions, to give the following
equation where F is the negative gradient of the potential energy:
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• Applying the 1D equation to Hooke’s Law gives
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This gives a parabolic graph of E vs displacement
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The same approach can be applied to Coulombs Law. Notice that the result equation
for E results in increasingly negative values as r get smaller only when q 1 and q2 have
opposite charges
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Fig2:A 3D energy landscape for the folding of a complicated protein molecule is shown .
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MOLECULAR MECHANICS:
The mechanical molecular model was developed out of a need to describe molecular
structures and properties in as practical a manner as possible. The range of applicability
of molecular mechanics (MM) includes:
Molecules containing thousands of atoms
Organics, oligonucleotides, peptides, and saccharides
Vacuum, implicit, or explicit solvent environments.
Ground state only
Thermodynamic and kinetic properties.
The great computational speed of MM allows for its use in procedures such as
molecular dynamics (MD), conformational energy searching, and docking, that require
large numbers of energy evaluations.
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• MM methods are based on the following principles:
• Nuclei and electrons are lumped into atom-like particles
• Atom-like particles are spherical (radii obtained from measurements or theory) and
have a net charge (obtained from theory)
• Interactions are based on springs and classical potentials
• Interactions must be preassigned to specific sets of atoms
• Interactions determine the spatial distribution of atom-like particles and their energies.
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These principles differ from those of quantum mechanics.
The Anatomy of a MM Force Field:
• The mechanical molecular model considers atoms as spheres and bonds as springs. The
mathematics of spring deformation can be used to describe the ability of bonds to
stretch, bend and twist:
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Fig 3:types of interaction between 2 atoms.
• Non-bonded atoms (greater than two bonds apart) interact through van der Waals
attraction, steric repulsion and electrostatic attraction/repulsion. These properties are
easiest to describe mathematically when atoms are considered as spheres of
characteristic radii.
• The object of MM is to predict the energy associated with a given conformation of a
molecule. However, MM energies have no meaning as absolute quantities. Only
difference in energy between two or more conformations have meaning. A simple MM
energy equation is given by:
Energy (E) = E Stretch + EBending + ETorsion + E Non-bonded Interactions
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• These equations together with the data (parameters) required to describe the behavior
of different kinds of atoms and bonds, is called a force-field. Many different kinds of
force-fields have been developed over the years. Some include additional energy terms
that describe other kinds of deformations. Some force-fields account for coupling
between bending and stretching in adjacent bonds in order to improve the accuracy of
the mechanical model.
• The mathematical form of the energy terms varies from force-field to force-field.
• Stretching Energy: Estretch = Sbondskb (r - ro)2
• The stretching energy equation is based on Hook's law. The kb parameter controls the
stiffness of the bond spring, while ro defines its equilibrium length. Unique kb and ro
parameters are assigned to each pair of bonded atoms based on their types (e.g. C-C, CH, etc.). This equation estimates the energy associated with vibration about the
equilibrium bond length. This is the equation of a parabola, as can be seen in the
following plot:
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• Note that the model tends to break down as a bond is stretched toward the point of
dissociation.

• Bending Energy: Ebending = Sangles kQ (Q - Qo)2
• The bending energy equation is also based on Hook's law. The kQ parameter controls
the stiffness of the angle spring, while the Q defines it equilibrium angle. This equation
estimates the energy associated with vibration about the equilibrium bond angle .
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• Unique parameters for angle bending are assigned to each bonded triplet of atoms
based on their types. (e.g. C-C-C, C-O-C, etc.).
• The effect of the kb and kQ parameters is to broaden or steepen the slope of the
parabola. The larger the value of k, the more energy is required to deform an angle (or
bond) from its equilibrium value. Shallow potentials are achieved for k values between
0.0 and 1.0.
• Torsion Energy Etorsion = Storsions A [1 + cos ( ntau - phi) ]
• The A parameter controls the amplitude of the curve, the n parameter controls its
periodicity, and phi shifts the entire curve along the rotation angle axis (tau).
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• The torsion energy is modeled by a s simple periodic function, as can be seen in the
following plot:
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Fig 4: Modeled torsion energy by a s simple periodic function.
The torsion energy in MM is primarily used to correct the remaining energy terms
rather than to represent a physical process. The torsional energy represents the amount
of energy that must be added to ro subtracted from the Stretching Energy + Bending
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Energy + Non-Bonded Interaction Energy term to make the total energy agree with
experiment or rigorous quantum mechanical calculation for a model dihedral angle
(ethane, for example, might be used as a model for an H-C-C-H bond).
The A parameter controls the amplitude of the curve, the n parameter controls its
periodicity, and phi shifts the entire curve along the rotation angle axis (tau).
The parameters are determined from curve fitting. Unique parameters for torsional
rotation are assigned to each bonded quartet of atoms based on their types (e.g. C-C-CC, C-O-C)N, etc.).
Notice that n reflects the type symmetry in the dihedral angle. A CH3-CH3 bond, for
example, ought to repeat its energy every 120 degrees. The cis conformation of a
dihedral angle is assumed to the zero torsional angle by convention. The parameter phi
can be used to synchronize the torsional potential to the initial rotameric state of the
molecule whose energy is being computed.
Non-Bonded Energy
The non-bonded energy represents the pair-wise sum of all the energies of all possible
interacting non-bonded atoms i and j:
Enonbonding = Si Sj [ -Aij/rij6 + Bij/rij12 ] + Si Sj (qi qj) / rij
The first bracketed term above represents van der Waals interactions among the atoms,
while the second bracketed term represents Coloumbic electrostatic interactions.(Arepulsive, B attractive)
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• The non-bonded energy accounts for repulsion, van der Waals attraction and
electrostatic interactions. van der Waals attraction occurs at short range, and rapidly
dies off as the interacting atoms move apart by a few angstroms.
• Repulsion occurs when the distances between interaction atoms becomes even slightly
less than the sum of their contact radii.
• Repulsion is modeled by an equation that is designed to rapidly blow up at close ranges
(1/r12 dependency).
• The energy term that describes attraction/repulsion provides for a smooth transition
between the two regimes.
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Fig5: The energy term describing attraction and repulsion providing smooth transition
between the two regimes.
• The A and B parameters control the depth and position (interatomic distance) of the
potential energy well for a given pair of non-bonded interacting atoms (e.g. C:C, O:C,
etc.). In effect, A determined the degree of stickiness of the van der Waals attraction,
and B determines the degree of hardness of the atoms (e.g. marshmallow-like, billiard
ball-like, etc.).
• The A parameter can be obtained from atomic polarizability measurements, or it can be
calculated quantum mechanically. The B parameter is typically derived from
crystallographic data so as to reproduce observed average contact distances between
different kinds of atoms in crystals of various molecules. The equation for the LennardJones potential is:
• Enonbonding (LJ) = Si Sj [ -Aij/rij6 + Bij/rij12 ]
Lennard-Jones Potential:
The electrostatic contribution in modeling using a Columbic potential:
 The electrostatic energy is a function of the charge on the non-bonded atoms, their
interatomic distance, and a molecular dielectric expression that accounts for the
attenuation of electrostatic interaction by the environment (e.g. solvent or the
molecule itself).
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 Often the molecular dielectric is set to a constant value between 1.0 and 5.0. A linearly
varying distance-dependent dielectric (i.e.1.r) is sometimes used to account for the
increase in environmental bulk as the separation distance between interacting atoms
increases.
 Partial atomic changes can be calculated for small molecules using an ab initio or
semiempirical quantum technique (usually MOPAC or AMPAC). The equation for the
electrostatic potential is:
• Enonbonding (electrostatic) = Si Sj (qi qj) / rij
• Some programs assign charges using rules or templates, especially for macromolecules.
In some force-fields, the torsional potential is calibrated to a particular charge
calculation method (rarely made known to the user).
• Use of a different method can invalidate the force-field consistency. Sometimes, an
additional bonded interaction term, improper dihedrals, are added as illustrated
below. The potential for that is given by the following equation:
• Eimproper = Sangles kw (w - wo)2

Fi6: The potential energy functions are illustrated in the graph above, where V is the
potential energy.
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MOLECULAR DYNAMICS:
In the broadest sense, MD is concerned with molecular motion . Motion is inherent to
all chemical and biological processes. Simple vibrations, like bond stretching, and angle
bending, give rise to IR spectra. Chemical reactions, hormone-receptor binding, and
other complex processes are associated with many kinds of intra- and intermolecular
motions.
The driving force for these processes is described by thermodynamics. The mechanism
by which these processes occurs is described by kinetics. Thermodynamics dictates the
energetic relationships between different chemical states, whereas the sequence or
rate of events that occur as molecules transform between their various possible states
is described by kinetics.
Conformational transitions and local vibrations are the usual subjects of molecular
dynamics studies.
MD alters the intermolecular degrees of freedom in a step-wise fashion, analogous to
energy minimization.
The individual steps in energy minimization are merely directed at establishing a downhill direction to a minimum.
The steps in MD, on the other hand, meaningfully represent the changes in atomic
position, ri, over time (i.e. velocity).
Newton's equation (Fi = mi ai) is used in the MD formalism to simulate atomic motion.
The rate and direction of motion (velocity) are governed by the forces that the atoms of
the system exert on each other as described by Newton's equation.
In practice, the atoms are assigned initial velocities that conform to the total kinetic
energy of the system, which in turn, is dictated by the desired simulation temperature.
This is carried out by slowly heating the system (initially at absolute zero) and then
allowing the energy to equilibrate among the constituent atoms.
The basic ingredients of MD are the calculation of the force on each atom, and form
that information, the position of each atom through a specified period of time (typically
on the order of picoseconds = 10-12 seconds).
The force on an atom can be calculated from the change in energy between its current
position and its position a small distance away.
This can be recognized as the derivative of the energy with respect to the change in the
atom's position: -dE/dri = Fi
Energies can be calculated using either MM or quantum mechanics methods.

•
•
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• MM energies are limited to applications that do not involve drastic changes in electronic
structure such as bond making/breaking.
• Quantum mechanical energies can be used to study dynamic processes involving
chemical changes. The latter technique is extremely novel and of limited availability.
• Knowledge of the atomic forces and masses can then be used to solve the positions of
each atom along a series of extremely small time steps (on the order of femtoseconds).
• The resulting series of snapshots of structural changes over time is called a trajectory.
• The use of this method to compute trajectories can be more easily seen when Newton's
equation is expressed in the following form
-dE/dri = mi d2ri/dt2
• In practice, trajectories are not directly obtained from Newton's equation due to lack of
an analytical solution.
• First the atomic accelerations are computed from the forces and masses.
• The velocites are next calculated from the accelerations based on the following
relationship:
ai = dvi/dt.
• Lastly, the positions are calculated from the velocities: vi = dri/dt. A trajectory between
two states can be subdivided into a series of sub-states separated by a small time step,
delta t (e.g. 1 fs).
• The initial atomic positions at time t are used to predict the atomic positions at time t =
delta t. The positions at t = delta t are used to predict the positions at t = 2delta t, and
so on.
• The leapfrog method is a common numerical approach to calculating trajectories based
on Newton's equation. The method derives its name from the fact that the velocity and
position information successively alternate at ½ time step intervals.
• MD has no defined point of termination other than the amount of time that can be
practically covered. Unfortunately, the current ps order of magnitude limit is often not
long enough to follow many kinds of state to state transformations, such as large
conformational transitions in proteins.
Molecular Dynamics and in silico Free Energy Calculations
• MD simlulations can be used to obtained theoretical values for DG and Keq values for
conformational changes, binding of small ligands and changes in protonation states for
side chains.
• This process is based on the idea that the conformations sampled in in silico MD
simulations reflect those found in vitro (i.e. they are part of the thermodynamically
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where Es is the energy of state s, R is the gas constant and T is the temperature.
The denominator is impossible to calculate for all states
It is impossible to calculate this probability distribution for large systems!
System with 1 DOF, we can enumerate 360 states. One state for each torsion degree.
States grow very fast with the number of DOF.
A simple aminoacid has, at least, 50*106 states!
Solution:
If we cannot count all possible states of a mechanical system, the only solution is to get
a representative sample of different states.
We need to have methods to sample states:
Generate conformations (ex: Molecular dynamics)
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expected and conformations available to the molecules during its normal
conformational shifts). This is called the Ergodic Hypothesis.
Given the short time spans for MD simulations (limited by computer power) this
hypothesis can't apply to the dynamic results unless the sample conformations are close
in energy without a large activation energy barrier between them. If it is, then the
following equation could apply:
DG0 = -RTlnKeq
DG0 = -RTlnP2/P1 = -RTlnf2/f1 where
Pn is the probability of being in a given state and fn is the fraction in a given state.
A biomolecular system can be understood as a mechanical system (i.e: atoms
interacting with each other accordingly to the classic laws of physics)
A mechanical system can be found in different states
A state is defined by a conformation and energy
Different conformations can have the same energy (degenerated states) (ex: gaucheand gauche+)
To fully characterize our mechanic system we just need to know the probabilities P(s) of
occurrence of all possible state s
In a Isothermal system:
The probability P of finding a system in a state s, P(s) is given by:

•
•
•
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• Calculate the energy of each conformation (ex: Force field)

•
•
•
•

•
•
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Molecular Mechanics
Solely mechanical changes are involved (no electronically excited states or electronic
rearrangements)
Classical molecules do not exist, however …
Statistical ensembles of a sufficient size are generated to allow for the convergence of
the observables of interest and calculate thermodynamic properties
We need an interaction function that incorporates the mechanical properties of the
molecular systems
Interaction function is generally not derived from first principles, but rather tailored
and calibrated in an empirical way
The molecular interaction function is split into a sum of functionally simple and
physically meaningful energetic terms, chosen on the basis of chemical intuition
This molecular function is known as, the Force Field
The Force Field provides a energy for a given molecular configuration:
Force field incorporates contributions from(common terms):
Bonds
Angles
Dihedrals
van der Walls
Electrostatic interactions
We have an equation that gives the potential energy of a given molecular state.To fully
characterize our molecular system, we need to generate an ensemble of different
molecular configurations (states)
¨ Two common ways:
Monte Carlo
Molecular dynamics

•
•
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Integration of the equations of motion
Integration is broken in many small fixed time δt steps
The algorithms must:
Conserve energy and momentum
Be time-reversible
Permit a long time step δt
Algorithms used:
Verlet algorithm
Leap-frog algorithm
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• Monte Carlo Simulations
• The system jumps from state to state by means of random trial moves, that may be
accepted or not
• The acceptance of a trial move depends on the resulting energy change ΔE
• ΔE ≤ 0 à accept the move
ΔE > 0 à accept the move with probability
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Verlet algorithm
• Uses the positions and accelerations at time t, and the positions from the previous step,
r(t-δt), to calculate the new positions at t+δt, r(t+δt).
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• Velocities are obtained by:
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• Initialization
• How to get position at “previous time step” when starting out?
• At t=0:
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Verlet algorithm
Advantages
• Very simple to implement
• Intuitive, straight forward application of Newton's equation of motion.
Disadvantages
• Addition of large and small numbers leading to numerical imprecision
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Leapfrog algorithm
• Positions and velocities are not synchronized

•
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Leapfrog algorithm
Advantages
Eliminates the problem of adding small and large numbers
High numerical precision and stability
Disadvantages
Velocities are not synchronized with positions. Extra work to synchronize.
Initial velocities are randomly assigned
Velocities are given by a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
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• Initialization
• How to get velocity at “previous time step” when starting out?
• At t=0:
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Molecular Dynamics Simulations
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Force Field parameter calibration & simulation check
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• GROMOS force field development ( GROningen MOlecular Simulation)
• Reproduce the free enthalpies of hydration and apolar solvation for a range of
compounds.
• Thermodynamic properties of pure liquids of a range of small polar molecules
• The solvation free enthalpies of amino acid analogs in cyclohexane (53A5),Hydration
free enthalpies in water (53A6)
• Relative free enthalpy of solvation between polar and apolar environments is a key
property in many biomolecular processes of interest, such as protein folding,
biomolecular association, membrane formation, and transport across the membranes.
Empirical force fields for biological macromolecules
• CHARMM: Chemistry at HARvard Macromolecular Mechanics
• AMBER: Assisted Model Building with Energy Refinement
• OPLS:Optimized Potentials for Liquid Simulations
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References for Unit4, 7, & 8:
Biophysical Chemistry by Cantor R. and Schimmel P.R, W. H. Freeman.
Physical Biochemistry by David Freifelder, W H Freeman and Company.
Proteins Structure – A Practical Approach by Creighton, Oxford University Press
Molecular Biology of the Cell by Alberts et al., Garland Publishing
Biochemistry by Voet & Voet, Wiley New York
Principles of Biochemistry by Albert Lehninger, CBS publishers
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